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Jordan makes
Jazz sick with
38-point effort
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Blue mold watch
issued for state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Agriculture Commissioner Billy
Ray Smith said all 120 Kentucky counties had been placed
under a blue mold watch, although no cases have been
confirmed in Kentucky's tobacco crops.
A watch means that conditions related to blue mold development are present, including
rapidly growing plants, favorable weather conditions and
winds from surrounding areas
that could carry spores from
strong centers of blue mold to
the north and south of the
state, Smith said in a statement
Wednesday.
If signs of the disease are
spotted, farmers should contact
their county extension agent,
Smith said.

$1.5 million
grant eases
jail burden
By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor
Earlier this week, Calloway
County Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams received the best news
he has had all year.
Williams learned that the
county will receive a $1,530,650
grant to help pay the cost of constructing the jail.
In 1994, the county applied for
the grant money. The money
comes from a fund set up by the
Local Correctional Facilities
Construction Authority which
takes a portion of the fees collected from court costs assessed
to defendants.
According to Williams, the
county will receive $153,065 for
the next 10 years.
Williams believes the money
will go a long way to reduce the
construction bonds before the 20
year payoff period.
"While this money will not pay
off the debt by itself, it will help
us to pay it off quicker and
thereby remove the Lax created
for this purpose," Williams said
in a letter to the county
magistrates.
Williams was referring to the 8
cent per $100 property ad val-

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Executrix Essie Bailey presents a check for $171,047.38 to Calloway County High School Principal Jerry
Ainley. Board chairman Tim Stone (left) displays a photograph of the Jeffreys.

J.D. WILLIAMS
orem Lax which voters approved
in the November, 1995. That tax
will end when the bond is paid
off.
The bonded amount for the jail
is $3,879,251.31 which includes
the purchase of the property, fees
and construction.
Calloway was among five
counties in the state to receive
funding. The total grant pot was
S7.4 million.
Williams credited Jailer Pat
11 See Page 3

Jeffreys' bequest
honors community
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
How does one measure
generosity?
The answer to that question
can perhaps best be summed up
in the legacy ef two Calluv.ay
Countians.
For former Calloway County

Lawyers end
penalty phase
of McVeigh case

• Wet weather
plagues state
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Soggy fields are keeping farmers
from transplanting their tobacco,
a delay that could affect the yield
from Kentucky's top cash crop.
"The prospects look dimmer
each day for the simple reason
that some of our plants are starting to go backwards. Disease is
setting in," said Rod Kuegel,
president of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Cooperative in
Lexington.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

A LITTLE HELP: Kenneth Owen receives assistance from his Yorkshire terrier Skipper while working
on his property on Johnny Robertson Road Wednesday afternoon.

That estate, which was valued
at S855,236.90, was divided
among 11 Murray and Calloway

•See

Page 2

60,000 tobacco growers earn
nearly SI billion from the sale of
tobacco.
No blue mold disease has been
reported in Kentucky this year,
Kuegel said. The main problem
with the crops has been in the
greenhouses, where tobacco seedlings have become waterlogged
and are starting to rot where the
stem meets the soil.
Kucgcl estimated that farmers
were losing 50 to 100 pounds of
tobacco per acre per week. The
average yield is about 2,400
pounds per acre.

Normally, Joe Wright would be
in the fields this time of year setting out tobacco on his farm at
Kuegel said growers are bracHarned, about 60 miles southwest
ing for lower yields and reduced
income because -they're late - of Louisville.
This spring, the former state
transplanting and because of crop
losses caused by disease and wa- senator has been reading John
terlogged fields.
In a good year, Kentucky's • See Page 2

Fourth of July Bash

Freedom Fest'97 gearing up.for summer

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms. Low in the upper
60s.
Friday...Continued mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms. High around 80. Chance of rain 50
percent.
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Even after their deaths, the Jeffres iiind a way to continue
giving
Earlier this week, the Jeffreys'

Main Street estate and farm in
Lynn Grove were settled with the
couple's last will and testament.

Planting delayed
by soggy fields

NATIONAL

DENVER (AP) — A prosecutor asked jurors today to "look
into the eyes of a coward" and
give Timothy McVeigh the
death penalty for killing 168 innocent men, women and children in the Oklahoma City
bombing.
"Ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, it's time. It's time for
Justice," prosecutor Beth Wilkinson said in her closing statement of the penalty phase.
This is the crime that the
death penalty was designed
for.The same seven-man, fivewoman jury that convicted
McVeigh last week of murder
and conspiracy in the April 19,
1995, bombing of the Alfred P.
Murrah Federal Building will
decide whether he should die
by injection or spend the rest of
his life behind bars.

Schools Superintendent Buron
(Boots) Jeffrey and his wife
Modest Clark Jeffrey, giving
back to their community and
church was a way of life.

Miss Teen
BERNARD KANE/Lodge( & Times photo

Tiffany Rogers was crowned
MN Teen Fair Queen of
the Calloway County Fair
miler this week. The fair
runs through Saturday.

As summer quickly approaches,
one big event is on the minds of a
volunteer board of city and county
representatives: the Freedom Fest
executive board is gearing up for
Freedom Fest '97.
With 27 events in the line-up this
year, festival organizers are planning for one of the biggest Freedom
Fests ever. Although the official
dates for the festival are from July
3-5, some events will happen on
other dates. Beginning June 21,
there will be at least one Freedom
Fest event per weekend until July
12.
According to festival director
Judy Gargus, there are several new
events in the line-up this year.
"Besides the regular, traditional
events to which everyone looks
forward,there are two new events,"
she said. "The Calloway County

Family Day in the Park, have been
revamped and will be even bigger
and better this year.

Public Library is sponsoring a new
event which includes a Brown Bag
Lunch and Literature on June 30, a
'Freedom is Not Free' exhibit at the
library throughout the month of
July,and a mini-encampment on the
Fourth of July in the garden at the
library. Also, the Murray F.O.P.
Lodge 23 will sponsor an Independence Ball, which is an old-fashioned policeman's ball, on July 5 at
the Curris Center."
In addition, many of the traditional events of Freedom Fest, like

"We have a very energetic staffof
pan-time people and interns who
are working very hard on Family
Day in the Park this year," said
Kasey Beckham,interim director of
the Murray Tourism Commission
and Freedom Fest. "We have redesigned the location of the event so as
to relieve traffic flow in the park and
to place all the action in one area.
This will make all the events easily
accessible to everyone."
Freedom Fest is celebrating its
10th anniversary in Murray this
year. To help celebrate, the Freedom Fest executive board is honoring all ten-year-old children by
hosting a special entry in the parade

and making special mention of them
at many of the events.
"Any ten-year-old, meaning any
child who is ten-years-old any time
in 1997, is invited to participate in
the parade entry," Gargus said.
"They will receive a free Freedom
Fest T-shirt to wear during the
parade. However, they must preregister with our office, Freedom
Fest headquarters, by June 20 in
order to reserve a space and a shirt."
Freedom Fest Headquarters, located in the Commerce Centre in the
Murray Tourism Commission office,is what much ofFreedom Fest
is coordinated. "Each individual
eventsponsor is responsible for slot
of the details for their own events,"
See Page 2
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***************************

Business Hour.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone 8: 753-1916
Fax 8: 753-1927
5.1121LE1PliS20.1talaa
Am subscriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week:

Join us for an excellent time of...

$1800 I 1

BY MAIL

Praise & Worship,
Warm Fellowship and Inspiring Message!

1 YR. $72.00

Mailed in Calloway Co, Benton,
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Speaker: Bishop Phillip Porter
Chairman of the Board, Promise Keepers
Hosted by Purchase Area Task Force
and
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

Thursday June 19th
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
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in case of rain, event will be held in Tilghman High Gym
An Advertisement

1.
THE OPTIMIST CLUB OF MURRAY'S
BIGGEST SMALL TOWN PARADE IN AMERICA

July 4, 1997
1 441
zs:1
*41
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
4 %4.
4
I/
RETURN TO: Parade, 302 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Parade Line-up begins at 8:00 a.m.
Parade Time 9:30 a.m. SHARP
Route: Main St. from 10th St. across the Court Square to the Briggs & Stratton parking lot.
Name Of Organization:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Type Of Entry (Float, Band, Walking, Car, Horse, etc.)

Remember, use patriotic colors when decorating your entry.
Awards v.•ill be given in the following categories:
Most Patriotic, Most Original, Best of Show
*
•
.
.
•1 ,1 ..\-. ,
We Look Forward To Seeing You There!!!!

*

*

•*
1
. 11-*

/

***ENTRY FORM DEADLINE JUNE 26, L997***

I

*
** I
I

Your parade line-up area and number will be mailed to you on June 28, 1997.
If you have questions please feel free to contact us at 302 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 42071 or call:
days 502-753-5842, nights 502-759-1542.

I

Thank you for your participation.

I

mos mo.
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Weeds are difficult to control
in the wet conditions, and farmers have been losing hay because they can't get out to cut it.

FROM PAGE 1
Beckham said. "We coordinate all
the other events around each other
and then plan our own Freedom Fest
board -sponsored events out of our
office also."
The Freedom Fest staff, in conjunction with Printing Services and
Supplies of Murray,produce a comprehensive Freedom Fest Events
Guide booklet which lists each
event during the festival. These
booklets will be available by the
first part of the week of June 9. Also
available is the Freedom Fest Calen-

dar of Events Brochure,designed by
Bob McLean of Design et al. These
information guides will be available
at Freedom Fest headquarters as
well as at many businesses throughout town.
"We print several thousand copies of the Events Guides and the
brochures and want everyone in
Murray and Calloway County to
have access to them," said Gargus.
"We want people to know what is
going on with their summer festival."
Freedom Fest staff are available

from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday to answer questions
about the festival. "We have a great
staff this summer," said Beckham.
"If anyone has a question about
Freedom Fest, all he or she has to do
is call Freedom Fest Headquarters at
759-2199 or 1-800-715-5004 and
ask for Judy,Kasey,Andy,Jennifer,
Rachel or Delisa and we will help as
much as possible."
"This is Murray and Calloway
County's festival," she continued.
"We want the community to enjoy
its festival!"
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Board of Education, said the couple was dedicated to the
community.
"They were very civic-minded
people," said Crouch. "They were
very interested in helping the
local schools and churches. It
was nice to have them here because they really took time to see
that children were getting a good
education."
Former Calloway Superintendent William B. Miller remembered the Jeffreys as caring
individuals.
"I started teaching in 1946, but
I had become acquainted with
them before then," Miller explained. "Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey
were always very friendly people
to me.
"They were always interested
in the school systems and tried to
be innovative. They were very
likable people. This (the donations) demonstrates that they
were dedicated to this
community."
Former home economics
teacher Bess Kerlick said Buron
Jeffrey gave her education career
a chance.
"He offered me a teaching job
at Lynn Grove," Kerlick remembered. "I needed to work back
then because those were hard
times. Jobs were hard to get, but
he gave me an opportunity.
"I always enjoyed working
with Mr. Jeffrey. He and his wife
devoted their life to their school
work. That was important to the
people who worked there."
Geraldine Myers, a former
math teacher in Hazel, said both
Buron and Modest were dedicated to education and one
another.
"He was very easy to work for,
but he always wanted to know
what was going on," Myers said.
"She was very dedicated to
school teaching and dedicated to
her church."
Former Calloway Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose praised the
Jeffreys' accomplishments in the
field of education.
"Mrs. Jeffrey was a seventh
• grade history teacher,- Ruse said.
"She was one of those people that
worked to make Kentucky history
come alive."

Salmon praised the Jeffreys for
FROM PAGE 1
their generosity and commitment
County institutions.
to the community.
The biggest benefactors of the
"They were a fine humanitaestate were First United Methodrian couple and two great educaist Church, which received
tors," he said. "They have proved
$171,047.38 (20 percent), and the
their love for Calloway County."
Calloway County Board of EduThe First United Methodist
cation - $171,047.38 (20
portion of the Jeffrey
Church's
percent).
earmarked for the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church estate was
real estate or new
of
"purchase
and Cemetery, Lynn Grove Unconnection with
in
construction
ited Methodist Church, South
or improvement
Pleasant Grove United Methodist the enlargement
according
the
of
plant,"
physical
Church and Lambuth College in
to the will.
Jackson, Tenn., each received
The Jeffreys developed their
S85,523.69, or 10 percent of the
legacy in Calloway County as
estate.
well-respected educators.
Fifteen percent of the Jeffrey
Buron Jeffrey is perhaps bestestate was divided among the
known as a former superintendent
Murray-Calloway County Hospiin the county. He served 19 years
tal and the Murray Independent
(1950-1969) in that position.
and Calloway County school sysA graduate of Murray High
tems. Each institution was given
School, Jeffrey received his baS42,761.84.
chelor's degree from Murray
The remaining 5 percent was
State University and his master's
left to the Murray State Univerfrom the University of Kentucky.
sity Library and the Murray CalHe began his teaching career at
loway County Public Library.
Vancleave School in 1926. He
Both libraries received a total of
2 -year
/
followed that with a 231
2 percent).
/
$21,380.93 (21
tenure as a teacher and basketball
The Jeffreys stipulated that the coach at Lynn Grove.
Calloway County School System
After serving as superintenuse the money for the high school dent, Jeffrey resigned from the
facility. The funds will be used Calloway system to accept a post
for improvement of the physical with the Kentucky State Board of
plant, annexation purposes inci- Education.
dent to real or personal property
For his service to the Calloway
and library service.
Superintendent Dr. Larry Sal- system, officials named the thennew high school gymnasium after
mon said the donation would be
him.
put to good use.
Jeffrey died in 1980.
"We deeply appreciate the
Modest Clark Jeffrey served as
gift," Salmon told the Ledger.
an educator at four local institu"We will use it to the best of our
tions. Those included Lynn
ability."
Grove High School (1927-50),
New Concord High School
(1950-51), Murray High School
(1951-60) and Calloway County
High School (1960-68). She also
served as a Sunday school
teacher at FUMC.
Her father was Lee Clark, who
was a member of the Kentucky
General Assembly that helped
create Murray State University.
Modest Jeffrey died in April
1996.
Many local residents have_ fond
memories of the Jeffreys.
Winnie Crouch, who worked as
a secretary for Buron at the

For Information call 442-6352 or 442-8263
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The situation isn't dire, Kuegel
said, but it is serious.
Farmers have reported problems with other crops, especially
hay, but tobacco appears to be

the hardest hit.
If conditions don't improve,
producers may have to look elsewhere for plants, according to a
report by the Kentucky Agricultural Statistics Service.
About 34 percent of soybeans
have been planted, compared
with the average of 45 percent at
this point. Some corn has
drowned, and some is yellowing
and showing signs kf stress.

That in itself hurts the tobacco already out there," Kuegel said.
Some plants in the fields are
drowning and suffering from the
lack of sun.
Kuegel said tobacco that gets a
late start risks frost damage before it matures. Also, tobacco
that is set out later doesn't yield
as well, especially if it has to be
planted after the end of June.
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CATFISH CRAZY!

Monday, June 16, 10-11 a.m.

•

Featuring...
Rock 'n Roll Performer

•

Joel Brantley

Catfish Dinner
Farm Raised Catfish, French
Fries, Cole Slaw &
Hushpuppies

"History of Rock 'n Roll Shown Includes:

tleY
joe

*Joel singing the greatest hits of Elvis, Roy Orbison,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Buddy Holly & more!
*A brief history of rock 'n roll.
*Kid's participation including dancing and singing and s•t„.
playing instruments with Joel.
*And more!
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BITE SIZE
SHRIMP DINNER

TWO 3-PIECE
FISH DINNERS

$3.29

$6.99

Tender bite-size fried shrimp.
fries. Celt slaw & hushpuppies.

Three batter dipped fish fillets,
Hes, cote slaw & hushpuppies.
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and plant beds to the soil.
"We're looking at 30 to 35
percent vs. 90 percent normally.
And you know, we're wet.
There's not going to be any substantial improvement any time
this week," Wright said.
Western Kentucky has had the
biggest rain surplus in the state
since April 1. Henderson is more
than 5 inches above normal in
that period. Last week was the
ninth straight week that temperatures were below normal across
Kentucky.
"It's very unusual to have two
solid weeks without sunshine.

INVITING ALL AREA MEN TO
A WAKE UP CALL RALLY •Freedom Fest...
***************************

$6.00 I 6 months $3600
$72.00
year

1 rricrith
$ mon816

meis are in the same boat because of the unusually cool, wet
spring In Breckinridge County.
where Wright lives, only about a
third of the tobacco has been
transplanted from greenhouses

FROM PAGE 1

1001 Whitnevil Dr.
Murray. KY 42071-1040
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Republicans close in on emergency spending deal
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Prodded by anxious members of their
own party. Republican congressional leaders moved close to a
deal today that would free billions of dollars in relief money
for disaster victims nationwide.
"We believe we have an
agreement," House Speaker
Newt Gingrich said, telling his
fellow lawmakers to expect a
vote before the end of the day.
The deal, which negotiators
hope to finalize today, would remove or resolve controversial
provisions in the bill but cut "by
as much as one-third" the $8.6
billion provided in the original
package vetoed by President
Clinton, Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott, R-Miss., said.
Republican leaders on both
sides of the Capitol said they
hoped to bring the revised legislation to the floor today for quick
passage and delivery to Clinton
for his signature.
That was no certainty for a bill
that has divided Republicans,
heightened partisan acrimony and
prompted Democrats to bring Senate action to a standstill. One
Senate Democrat who has led efforts to pass disaster aid, Sen.

Republicans say sampling may
be unconstitutional and could significantly raise populations in
traditionally Democratic areas.
The bureau says sampling is far
cheaper and more accurate than
trying to count every head.

Byron Dorgan of North Dakota
said that despite "false starts before," he was optimistic this time
the matter could be settled.
There was broad bipartisan
support for the aid in the original
bill, which included $5.6 billion
in disaster aid for 35 states and
SI.9 billion for peacekeeping
costs in Bosnia and elsewhere.
'But Clinton vetoed it on Monday after Republicans did not
meet his demands to remove two
extraneous provisions, one that
would eliminate the possibility of
a government shutdown and
another that bars the Census Bureau from using a sampling

"I believe that we will have
language worked out this morning with the administration to require the census to develop a
track of being able to enumerate
every citizen, not just have somebody make an estimate which
could easily be politically manipulated," Gingrich said.
"These are not minor issues,
these are not political games," he
said. "Keeping open the American government and ensuring that
every citizen is counted are important to the people of this
country."

method that could increase the
count of urban Americans.
The deal as outlined by Lott
and others would remove the
shutdown language from the bill
with the provision that it would
be taken up as separate legislation. Officials, speaking on condition of, anonymity, said that
under one idea being discussed,
Republicans would remove the
census language from the bill on
condition the administration presents Congress with its proposed
method for conducting sampling.

The GOP leadership had little
choice but to meet most of the
administration's demands after 20
Republican moderates, led by
Rep. Michael Castle, R-Del.,
wrote a letter to House Speaker
Newt Gingrich Wednesday urging him to remove the census and
shutdown items from the bill.
"These may be worthwhile

priorities, but they should not
Lorne at the cost of delaying relief to those devastated in the
N1idwest," they wrote.
In the Senate, Republican Sen.
Rod Grams of the flood-hit state
of Minnesota also appealed for a
compromise including separate
consideration of the shutdown
provision, which the White
House claims could give Republicans a vehicle for undercutting
administration spending
priorities.
Senate Democrats have kept
pressure on Republicans by
blocking action on all other legislation this week and staging an
all-night talk-in Tuesday to highlight the suffering of disaster
victims.
Their campaign appeared to be
working. A CNN-USA Today
survey of 651 adults showed 55
percent blamed Republicans and
25 blamed Clinton for his veto.
The survey's margin of error was
4 percentage points.
The GOP leadership has "seen
the numbers rolling against them
the last few days," said Rep.
John Thune, a Republican from
the flood-crippled state of South
Dakota, who has also campaigned
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By LAURAN NEERGAARD
Associated Press Writer

tobacco industry, he said Wednesday his own side was "more
unified than ever before."
Still unsettled is how much
legal protection to give the tobacco industry and how much
control over addictive nicotine
the Food and Drug Administration would get. The FDA regulation is a particular question after
the nation's third-largest cigarette
maker, Brown & Williamson, objected Tuesday to a plan to let
FDA control nicotine as long as it
wasn't banned for 10 years.
Solving those issues "in days
is a very formidable task, but the
obstacles so far aren't fatal to
reaching an early agreement,"
Blumenthal said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
optimists are again predicting a
multibillion-dollar tobacco settlement next week, even as the
White House and tobacco analysts warn that logjams still exist.
"They've got a lot of work to
do and it doesn't look like
they're any closer" to a deal,
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said Wednesday.
"It's still going to be a hell of
a settlement to ultimately negotiate," cautioned Peter Keane, a
tobacco analyst with Interstate
Johnson Lane in Charlotte, N.C.
"We may be in the eighth or
ninth inning of this initial round
of negotiations, but I think we've
got a long way to go."
But one source close to the
talks told The Associated Press:
"The negotiators are saying
hopefully next week is it. They're
very optimistic."
Connecticut Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal, one of the
five lead negotiators, wouldn't go
quite that far. But after updating
all 35 states that have sued the

Still, Blumenthal's conference
call Wednesday, the most indepth settlement discussion most
states have received, did generate
excitement.
"We are 90 percent of the way
there," New York Attorney General Dennis Vacco declared.
"It appears possible that, as
part of the settlement, every child
in South Carolina — as well as
across the nation — will obtain

S.

"We're still skeptical," said a
spokeswoman for Minnesota Attorney General Hubert Humphrey
III, one of the hard-liners.
"We're still waiting to see a deal
in writing."
Iowa Attorney General Tom
Miller said the industry would
have to concede on virtually all
the remaining points to make a
deal acceptable to public health
groups, his barometer.
In return for $375 billion and
numerous tobacco restrictions,
negotiators had tentatively agreed
to industry demands to ban future
class-action lawsuits and cap at
$4 billion the legal damages cigarette makers would pay in any
one year.
The firms also want a full ban
on punitive damages, but Blu-

menthal said Wednesday the
states remain opposed to "any
abolition of punitive damages and
some of the other limitations."
The tobacco camp played down
the B&W concerns Wednesday
— "both sides occasionally have
disagreements," one tobacco official said.
B&W's parent, British American Tobacco, wants to
more fully understand how a U.S.
deal would affect overseas tobacco regulation, sources said.
B.A.T. officials were to meet
privately with the Kentuckybased B&W, and Blumenthal predicted: "whatever the disunity, it
will dispelled" in time for negotiations with the states to resume
next week.
Tobacco negotiators repeatedly
have promised a settlement
"within days," only to be wrong.
The states sued the industry to
recover Medicaid funds spent
treating sick smokers. Now they
are wrangling over who would
the biggest payback. Funds may
be divided based on the number
of smokers or number of Medicaid recipients in each state, or
some combination, Vacco said.

least 14 other slayings in similar
robberies in Illinois, Texas and
Tennessee. FBI agents arrived
Monday to do a profile on Reid
and track his movements since
his parole from a Texas prison in
January 1990.
Cookeville, Tenn., police also
are comparing evidence from a
June 1993 incident in which a
Shoney's waitress was found
stabbed to death in her home, the
Herald-Citizen newspaper reported Wednesday.
Police in Pasadena are interested in Reid because he was living in the Houston area in 1982
when Cao Thanh Nguyen, 21,
was stabbed nine times.
Corbett said information about
the viciousness in the Nashville
murders seemed to go together _
with the Nguyen murder. In the
struggle, a brutally injured
Nguyen wounded the attacker,
who left blood at the scene before
leaving with $60.
Investigators never connected
Reid with the case because Reid
had not killed anyone in his previous robberies. When Reid
robbed a Pasadena steak house in
1982, he used a gun and had a
shootout with the manager.
Reid later pleaded guilty to
armed robbery, and prosecutors
dismissed charges of attempted
murder and six other armed robbery charges.
In Clarksville, Capt. Bob Davis
said vinyl gloves taken from

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Police in Tennessee and Texas
are waiting for the results of
blood tests, hoping for a link between their unsolved murders and
a man in custody for killing five
restaurant workers here.
Investigators in Clarksville,
Tenn., about 60 miles northwest
of Nashville, want to compare
blood found in Paul Dennis
Reid's red Ford Escort to evidence in the April 23 kidnapping
and murder of two BaskinRobbins employees.
And Pasadena, Texas, police
also want to compare blood types
with Clarksville evidence to see
if there's a connection to the
1982 stabbing death of a convenience store clerk during a robbery.
"We were told that at least one
of the victims in that (Clarksville) case was nearly decapitated, and the victim in this case
was nearly decapitated," Capt.
A.H. Corbett told The Tennessean newspaper Tuesday.
A parolee from Texas, Reid,
39, has been in a Nashville jail
since being charged June 3 in the
deaths of two Captain D's employees Feb. 16 and three McDonald's workers March 23.
A grand jury will consider
whether to try Reid for murder in
each of the deaths.
But the Nashville slayings has
police trying to link Reid to at

Reid's home last week "look by
the naked eye" as a match to a
pair of gloves found at the park
where the bodies of Michelle
Mace, 16, and Angela Holmes,
21, were found.
The two women were stabbed
to death, while the victims at
Captain D's and McDonald's
were shot to death.
In Nashville, police found a
portable closet in Reid's home
Tuesday after other tenants said
they had heard him hammering

the last couple of weeks.
Police also dealt with criticism
over the handling of tips from
three people who claimed they
called the Crime Stoppers program with information about Reid
following the Captain D's
killings.
Chief Emmett Turner assigned
an investigator to talk with those
three people, but no record is
kept of Crime Stoppers calls to
help protect the identities of people calling in tips.

new watershed and flood prevention programs and 550 million to
help farmers replace livestock
killed by natural disasters.
Cuts in a scaled-down funding
bill would locus on those programs that are not emergency. For
example, the bill contains $76
million for the Women. Infants
and Children nutrition program
and S;.1 million to repair the Bouni.al Garden in Washington.
Lott said funding that was not
supposed to take effect until the
new fiscal year begins on Oct. I
also could he deleted. Of the 53.3
billion slated to replenish FEN1A
coffers, some $2 billion was to
go to next year's budget.
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B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
I. Headaches & Dizziness 2. Low Back & Leg Pain
3. Neck-Shoulder & Arm Pain
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help.

For an Appointment Call 759-8000
Most major health care insurance
policies cover chiropractic care.
1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY

1997 Toyota Corolla DX
$209 Month*
36 Month Lease
$0 Down Payment
$225 Security Deposit
$209 1st Payment
$444 Due At Lease Inception

Two At
This Price

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

Investigators check evidence for suspect
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris • 642-3900
1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile
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'36 month, closed-end lease First month payment plus security deposit toteing 5
00 required
lease inception Total of payments 57.52400 Leasee may purrnase at end of tease term for
511.338 88 Addit.onal charge of 10 cents per mile over 36.000 mires Price does not include taxes
title tags Or regstration tees SL.Plect to cren,1 approval
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health insurance," said S.C. Attorney General Charlie Condon.
Dollar figures were not final,
but negotiators have estimated
that tobacco companies would
pay between $4 billion and $7
billion a year into a fund to care
for uninsured children.
But all the states aren't ready
to sign on.

compromise
Republkans hzie insisted that
no one has been hurt by the delay
because the Federal Emergemy
Management Agency, which provides short-term aid, still has
some SI 5 billion available and
has money in the pipeline.
Democrats countered that without passage of the bill there is no
money flowing from a proposed
S500 million Community Development Block Grant program
that helps people relocate their
homes outside flooded areas.
And they say a S70 million
program to help farmers who
need to rehabilitate their land is
on hold, as is 5166 million for
for

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

FROM PAGE 1
Paschall and County Clerk Ray
Coursey for doing much of the
work on the grant application.
Coursey said Williams was the
one who aggressively went after
the grant.
"The first day J.D. took office
he has stressed how important the
grant money could be for the
county," Coursey said.
The first payment of $153,065
will be made to the county in
October.
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Don't let your kids spend another summer on the couch watching TV or okaying
Super Sega° This summer let Martial Arts AMMOR teach them the 3 Cs
confidence, control and concentration. Th... ere values
that your child can use in the real world. Call Today or summer school specials.
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From
WASHINGTON (AP)
a distance, especially a floodPERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
ravaged distance, nobody is looking good in the struggle over disaster relief funds. It is an insiders' Washington feud, another
dent in the image of government.
Congressional Republicans apAssociated Press columnist
pear to be losing the political argument, after daring, and getting,
cuts would cripple vital
snarled in a far-off feud on points
President Clinton's veto of the
programs.
problems.
his
involve
that don't
disaster aid bill by tying it to
That stand was a turning point
goolballs
all
we're
say
"They
GOP budget and census
Clinton's comeback from the
in
back here," Clinton's spokesman
measures.
doldrums.
political
acknowledged.
That's why it is taking three
This year, Republicans sponlittle
our
sometimes
"I think
months to send flood and other
sored a bill to prevent future
debates back here in Washington
disaster victims $5.6 billion in
by extending approseem pretty remote to people," shutdowns
assistance that could have passed
the next budget
through
priations
Mike McCurry added.
in days, probably unanimously,
hadn't been
ones
new
if
year
"This institution, Washington,
but for the side issues.
became one
measure
That
passed.
D.C., is playing politics with disThe Way out always was inethe disasto
s
amendment
their
of
aster assistance," complained
vitable — compromise, RepubliSo did a
on.
appropriati
relief
ter
Rep. John R. Thune, R-S.D.
can attempts to save face in recensus
of
use
the
against
bar
poll
released
A public opinion
treat, and a settlement Clinton
polling
essentially
sampling,
Wednesday indicated the public
will sign.
s
was inclined to blame Republi- techniques, to avoid undercount
In the political infighting, each
too,
That,
census.
2000
the
in
for
an
than
Democrats
cans rather
side accused the other of playing
was politically driven, since the
apparent delay in relief reaching
cruel games with disaster aid,
are centered in big city
uncounted
the Upper Midwest. The CNNholding it hostage to their ends.
neighborhoods,
minority
and
651
adults
of
survey
Today
USA
But Clinton and the Democrats
.
Democratic
largely
showed 55 percent blamed Repuhad the stronger case, since it
proshutdown
the
said
Clinton
blicans and 25 percent blamed
was the Republicans who tried to
igs
Republican
let
would
vision
his
veto.
for
Clinton
win policy points by putting them
deal, enabling
budget
their
nore
an
on
snared
s
got
Republican
ons
appropriati
disaster
into the
issue that turned against them be- their majorities to cut spending
bill.
fore, government shutdowns in by $18 billion by failing to act on
That is a familiar tactic. The
budget deadlocks, like those of next year's appropriations. He
aim is to use hard-to-veto bills as
late 1995 and early 1996. Then, said the sampling bar would
the vehicles for legislation that
now, they had defied Clinton make the 2000 census less accuas
otherwise would be blocked.
veto
threats, figuring that because rate and more costly.
they
when
it
Democrats tried
Republican strategy was to dehis signature blocked funds to
controlled Congress and Republiit all as a shutdown issue,
scribe
going,
t
agencies
governmen
keep
cans were in the White House.
he'd get the blame for the shut- arguing that Clinton was playing
But none of that makes any
with disaster aid in order
difference to a flooded-out home- downs. Instead, they got it, as politics
power. It does give a
that
keep
to
successhis
and
allies
Clinton
owner in the upper Midwest,
Of 11 temporleverage.
president
promised relief, then seeing it fully argued that GOP budget

Walter Mears

FROM OUR READERS
Store entrance creates problem
Dear Editor:
From time to time Murray has some traffic problems. One that has
come to light recently is the comer of 641 and 121 by-pass. The new
Wal-Man has an entrance that is designated for use going west on 121
only. There is a state sign that indicates no left turn for east bound traffic.
It is progress to have the Super Wal-Mart and the additional traffic
signals but that has created a problem.
Motorists, in an effort to speed-up their journeys are using the
University Church of Christ parking lot as a short cut from Wal-Mart or
641 to the 121 by-pass or vice versa. There is some danger in doing this
since our parking lot is used for basketball and soccer practice for
various community groups when our services are not taking place.
Before and after services on Sundays and Wednesdays it endangers the
members ,their children and visitors to our worship. Other days in the
week we have people at the building for several reasons,such asour Care
Corps program that helps the needy of the community and our Ladies
Classes as well as weddings and many other meetings.
For the safety reasons we would like to ask the people of Murray not to
use our parking lot entrances as a short cut to the main highways or the
Wal-Mart parking lot.
John T. Murdock, Richard Smith, Terry Smith, Sherrill Gargus,
William Boyd, Hamp W. Brooks, Robert K. Martin
801 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071

Project Graduation a success
Dear Editor.
I would like to express my thanks to the community for making the
10th annual Calloway County High School Project Graduation a
success. The assistance we receive from local businesses,churches and
civic organizations plays a vital role in organizing this event.
It has been a joy to work with the parents/guardians, administration
and faculty/staff in providing a safe all-night party for our graduating
seniors. Many people donate their time to this event in order to ensure
that we can offer a variety of activities.
Project Graduation has been embraced by this community and as a
result, it has enriched the lives of local graduates for a decade. Again,
thank you very much for another successful year.
Karen E. Damell, CCHS Faculty Coordinator
Murray, KY 42071

ary, partial shutdowns in recent
times, nine stemmed from Republican vetoes.
Those are fine print arguments,
so-what stuff to disaster victims.
The Democratic rebuttal was
simple. "Instead of giving me a
disaster relief bill, the congressional majority insisted on
weighting it down with a political
wish list," Clinton said.
Vice President Al Gore said
that despite "legislative and parliamentary gobbledygook," Republicans were trying to circumvent the checks and balances of
power and force unrelated measures on Clinton.
"It's all political games,"
Gore said.
Republicans had been saying
the same thing about the veto.
All of which adds to the impression that both sides are right,
everybody does it.
Sen. Tom Daschle of South
Dakota, the minority leader, said
people could see through Republican tactics in trying to make
disaster relief the vehicle for their
unrelated measures.
"People understand this entirely," Daschle said. "They
know this is sometimes how government works, and they don't
like it."
Which helps to explain why a
lot of them don't much like the
government.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 3 — Liberation, Paris, on the French Communist Party:
Does the French Communist Party want to become an ordinary
party like all the others? This question, decisive for the party and
important for the future government, is to be decided by the Communists tonight. Six years after the fall of the Berlin wall, this
party, which ought to liberate itself from history and shake off its
Stalinist roots, fears a definitive break with what is in many respects a sinister past.
Part of the Communist leadership knows in their hearts that the
historical division of the workers' movement created by Lenin in
1920 has lost its reason for being, that the collapse of the Communist regimes has deprived them, in a single stroke, of both their
heaven and their hell, in a word, of their old vision of the world.
)
And now, before the dizziness of a metamorphosis, which is the
dizziness of democracy, they are reluctant.
Easing those standards will create jobs and expand welfare programs. At the same time, however, the euro — the European Union's proposed common currency — will be that much weaker. The
political wisdom of a French president and prime minister in coha-,
..._bitaion„wili lx put to tcst in the balancing act.
June 3 — Sydney Morning Herald, on Indonesian elections:
After 31 years in power, President Socharto and his Golkar Party
have again received the validation of an election, the conclusion of
which was known in advance and the legitimacy of which is correspondingly compromised. The actual result means far less than what
can be read from the events before and during the voting. Most
remarkable, of course, was the extreme turbulence generated by the
election, especially in Jakarta.
The violence pointed to serious underlying problems for the Soeharto Government, problems not limited to the obvious popular discontent with the institutionalized perversion of the democratic •
process.
Indonesia under President Soeharto has made remarkable economic progress. But the new wealth has been very unevenly spread
and much economic development has been tainted by nepotism.
The violence of the past weeks was more than a register of dissatisfaction with an imperfect democratic process. It reflected deepseated economic grievances which normally remain hidden but
which found expression in the period before the election, despite
the manipulation and elaborate stage management of it. ...

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should he typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter in the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Tisnes, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. ,
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SECKETARY COHEN,PRIVATE —
HE WANTSTO HEAR YOU< OPINION OF
11-kE MILITARY 'DOUBLE STANDARD.'

he great divorce cover-up
The biggest cover-up in the last
quarter-century has nothing to do
with Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton or
even politics. It has been the coverup about the impact divorce has had
on a generation of children. Now
that cover has been blown by the
release of a lengthy study of middleand upper-middle-class families
from Mann County, California, by
psychologist and divorce research
expert Judith Wallerstein and Julia
Lewis, a psychology professor at
San Francisco State University.
The folks who gave us "no fault"
divorce and tried to persuade us that
it mattered not how we lived, only
that we be "happy," have inflicted
profound unhappiness on countless
children abandoned by their parents.
The report, the result of a 25-year
study, traces the effect divorce has
had on 60 families, including 26
very young lives — children ages 2
to 6 when their parents broke up.
Wallerstein and Lewis show that far
from just the initial impact on
children, which fades with time,
divorce is a cumulative experience
that produces stark emotional scars
and shapes the attitudes, behavior

.1"0804110"'---• •
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Cal Thomas
Syndicated collionnist
and relationships of the children of
divorce into adulthood.
Half of those studied became
seriously involved with drugs and
alcohol. Many of the children,especially the girls, became sexually
active early in adolescence. Though
many fathers held degrees in professions that allowed them to make a
good living, not one father provided
full financial support for his child's
college education and one-fourth
stopped sending any financial help
after the children turned 18. This led
to more than half the children
studied winding up with less education than their parents.
Lewis noted that the long-lasting
effects of their parents' divorce
caused adult children to become
"very, very anxious about marriage
(and)fidelity. They don't trust their

,moiamenoeg.--."-•""74
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own picture of marriage," remembering "how unhappy one or both of
their parents were (and) the infidelity, the depression and sadness."
Wallerstein says about the divorce experiences of the group
studied: "There was no transition,
no cushioning of the blow. Their
loneliness, their sense that no one
was there to take care of them, was
overwhelming ... Such are the core
memories of these adults 25 years
later."
During the period that Wailersteen and Lewis conducted their
study, the major media and various
interest groups were telling us that
divorce is normal and that few are
profoundly affected for lengthy periods when their parents split. If ever
there was a case of denial, this was

it Many who wanted us to be
"sensitive" about the feelings of
other categories of humanity (and
the animal and plant kingdom) were
far less concerned about the impact
of "the divorce culture," as author
Barbara DaFoe Whitehead calls it in
her new book of the same name.
Children in single-parent families
are six times as likely to be poor,she
notes. And children of divorce are
two to three times as likely as those
in two-parent homes to have emotional and behavioral problems. But
who cares in a culture that promotes
personal and instant "happiness" as
the only goal worthy of pursuit?
That attitude has melted much of
the glue that held our society
together. Some still deny divorce is
a catastrophe because many cannot
stand to face the reality and consequences of what they've done to
themselves, their children and their
nation.
If the report by Wallerstein and
Lewis had been about business
rather than family, the children of
divorce would have the right to file a
class-action suit — citing breach of
contract by their perms.
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Support Your Hometown
Merchants
BOOK REVIEW

TOM
CLANCY
With General Fred
Franks. Jr. (Ret..)
ent
Pu-

Lair The Storms
A Study la Communed
by Teas Clancy
Into the Storm tithe first in an extraordinary
series of nonfiction books by Tom Clancy—a
look deep into the operational art of war as seem
through the eyes of some of Amenca's outstanding commanders.
For more than a dozen years. Clancy has
explored the military and security issues of our
time in a brilliant series of novels. Now he
takes us tnto the hearts and minds of four
remarkable American military leaders to show
the nature of war and cornniand (men the
inside. Based on the story of the greatest
American military triumph since World War
II—the victory over Iraq in the Gulf War--th
ese books are also much more they are studies
in command and responsibility; of how leaders
learn and grow; of how they forge people,
etc-menu, and forces together into a campaign
of power and precision.
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Dr. Jerry Mayes, chairman of the department of speech communicadon and
theatre at Murray State University, presents Stacy Bell of Murray the Omicron
Sigma Kappa Outstanding Member Award at the university's annual Honors
Day program.She Is the daughter of Ronnie and Donna Boyd,and is married
to Jeremy Bet A May 1997 cum laud. graduate of MSU, Bell majored in
organizational communication.
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Dr. Janis Murphy (right), assistant professor in the department of elementary
and secondary education at Murray State University In Murray, Ky., presents
Darra Mitchell-Benson of Murray the Gamma Beta Phi Leadership Award at
the university's annual Honors Day program. She is the daughter of Darrell
and Peggy Mitchell of New Concord, Ky., and Is married to Scott Benson. A
December 1997 graduate, Mitchell-Benson is majoring in middle school
education with an emphasis on math and science.
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Saturday, June 14
12-2 p.m.
The Saguartior Is the native titlefor the
'cactus warrior'lie is to be the savior of
the deteriorating un4on between mankind
and nature. As man and culture turned to
tame the wild in order to gain control,
forces of darkness were unleashed that
the mortal world could not withstand.
Mankind would'be consumed eventually
without intervention with a consequence
much worse than physical death. 'Thus
the epic begins...
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Dr. Judy Brookhiser, chair of the department of health, physical education
and recreation at Murray State University presents Matt W. Stuart-Falwell of
Murray the Outstanding Recreation Major Award at the university's annual
Honors Day program. He is the son of Carol and Bobby Falwell,and is married
to Brittney B.Stuart-Falwell. A May 1997 summa cum laude graduate of MSU,
Stuart-Fahvell majored in outdoor recreation.
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Dr. Don Robertson (left), vice president for student affairs at Murray State
University, and Derek Somerville (right), president of the Student Government Association, presented Dr. Ginny Richerson with the Max G. Carman
Outstanding Teacher Award at the university's annual Honors Day program.
The award was created by SGA to honor a faculty member who has
established a record of teaching excellence at the university. Rlcherson, a
professor In the department of business administration, office systems and
business education, lives in Murray and Is married to Paul Naberezny.
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Dr. Mittle Southeriand (right), associate professor in the department of
political science,criminal justice and
legal studies at Murray State University presents Aimee Clark Todd of
Murray the Outstanding Student in
Political Science Award at the university's annual Honors Day program. Todd also received the Honors
Program Medallion. She is the
daughter of Pamela Clark, and is
married to James Todd. A May 1997
summa cum laude graduate, Todd
majored In political science and
minored in Spanish.

The artists will be signing copies of the 1st SaguarrtorS
Issue. Other issues will also be avatlabte for sale.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Camp W.O.W.
has open house

Jlt1
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Camp W.O.W. will be having an
open house on June 14 for all
members and the public. The open
house will start at 9 a.m. Saturday,
lunch will be served at noon and
activities will end at 3 p.m.
There will be games, swimming
and a Camp W.O.W. presentation
with a guest speaker. The main
flinction of this open house is to
educate the community on the benefits of Camp W.O.W. and Woodmen of the World Life Insurance.
Woodmen is a fraternal benefit
society, and under that is the Woodmen Ranger Youth Program. The
Rangers' have monthly activities in
each of it's local lodges and the
summer kick off is summer camp.
The summer camp has two programs, a senior camp (for 55 and
older) and youth camp (for 8-15
years of age). Camp W.O.W. is a
non-profit youth camp founded in
1982,and is owned and operated by
West Kentucky Woodmen of the
World Youth Camp and Resort,Inc.
The camp is ACA (American
Camping Association) Accredited,
and has been since 1986. All the
staff has CPR, first aid, and lifeguarding certification.
The open house will have various
activities planned including swimming,horseshoes,tennis,low ropes,
volleyball, new games, and much
more! If you have any questions call
(502) 753-2319, ask for Colleen
"Dinker" Anderson, 93 Schwartz
Road - Hwy. 641 N., Murray.
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'ZDGTM High Contrast Picture Tube
-New Surf's UpTM Favorite Channel
Selection
!New ...SoundRite TM Volume ContrPL.
-New ICON Trilingual On-Screen Menu
Displays
-Multi-Purpose Timer
-Slate Color Finish
-Optional Custom Stand available
(KDY727DT)
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Advanced Video

Dia //A Imaging-

• New 2-Tuner Picture-In-Picture
.2 RE 16-Jack AuclioNideo Jack Panel
• New Surf's Up Favorite
Channel Selection
• New SoundRiten" Volume Control
• New ICON Trilingual On-Screen
Menu Displays
• Dark Textured, Maryland Oak
or Royal Oak Color Finish

$1699°°

Night Vision
Universal
Z-Trak
Remotes
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The Quality Goes in Before the Name Goes On.
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Tucker
TV
753-2900
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1230 State Route
Mon.-Fri. 9-5p.m. • Sat. 9-12 p.m.
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Subscribe or renew
your subscription for one year
on Friday the 13th, 1997
and receive 13th Month FREE!!
Make Friday the 13th your lucky day by
subscribing to or renewing you paper
subscription for one year.
Come by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Avenue anytime between 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
on Friday, June 13, 1997 to receive
your extra month FREE!!
Remember...this is a ONE DAY ONLY
offer! You must renew or subscribe this day
to receive you FREE month!!

12 Month Subscription
$7200
Only

/

Plus...

13th Month FREE!!
(Applies for local rates only)
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Children, 11 to 14,face calcium crisis

Tamara Tucker watches and waits for the judges' instructions as she
shows her Holstein heifer.
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Tobacco
Crop Hail
Insurance
• guaranteed cash flow
• excellent claim service
• investment protection
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McNutt Insurance
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118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451

American children and teenagers
tend to put a lot of effort into their
outside appearance. Many of them,
however, aren't getting enough nutrients, particularly calcium—a nutrient vital to the development of
strong bones and healthy hair and
teeth. Especially at risk are
"tweens," those between the childhood and teen years, about 11-14
years old.
Nutrient needs on the rise
Tweens need special nutritional
attention because at this age, parents influence on eating habits
declines, just as the need for vitamins and minerals for the adolescent growth spurt increases Calcium intake is of concern because it
is vital to bone growth,and about45
percent of adult bone mass is
formed during adolescence,according to "Modern Nutrition in Health
and Disease."
"At age 11,calcium requirements
increase from 800 milligrams a day
to 1,200 milligrams a day," says
Trish Vignati, a registered dietitian
with the Southeast United Dairy
Industry Association, Inc. (SUDIA)."This additional intake builds
and strengthens bones, helping to
prevent broken bones and avoid
osteoporosis later in life."
But nearly all tweens and teens
fall far short of the 1,200 milligram
Government
recommendation.
surveys have shown almost 86 percent of girls and 65 percent of boys

ages 12-19 are not getting enough
calcium.
Tweens know what they need
Nutritional knowledge is apparendy not the problem. According
to a recent nutrition survey conducted by Teenage Research Unlimited(TRU), nearly 90 percent of
teens agree that what people eat and
drink during their teen years can
greatly affect how their bodies develop and their overall health as
adults. But intake studies show
teens aren't practicing what they
preach.
The TRU study also showed
teens,on average,claim to consume
nearly six servings of cookies, desserts, candy, and soft drinks each
day. "These 'empty calorie' foods
are being substituted for fruits,
vegetables, milk, and other healthful foods." Vignati says.
Athletes at risk
Poor calcium intakes are especially hard on young female athletes. According to "Medicine and
Science in Sports and Exercise," the
combination of poor eating habits
and regular exercise has left the
spines of some female athletes comparable in density to women in their
70s and 80s -- and they may never
return to normal.
Normally, weight-bearing exercise helps strengthen bones. But
exercise must be combined with
adequate calorie and nutrient intakes. When exercise is accompan-

ied by inadequate nutrition, especially a lack of calcium,the result is
often premature osteoporosis, as
well as higher risk of stress fractures
and more serious fractures.
"Studies have shown many athletes, most of them female, equate
weight loss with improved athletic
performance," says Vignati. "What
they are not realizing is that along
with fat they lose muscle—and they
endanger their bones."
Tweens dive into dieting
Dieting isn't just a problem for
young athletes, though. Many
tweens and teens are going on diets,
even though the vast majority of
them aren't overweight. This diet
craze is leading to nutritional danger
zones for many, especially girls.
According to the "Journal of School
Health", eating disorders such as
anorexia nervosa and bulimia now
rank as the third most common
chronic illness among adolescent
females.
Also of concern is the dropping
ages of these dieters. A survey
published by "Sports Illustrated for
Kids" showed that 18 percent of
girls and 19 percent of boys ages 911 have been on a diet to lose
weight. Among tweens ages 12-13,
13 percent of boys and 27 percent of
girls have dieted.
"These efforts to cut calories and
fat have caused some young dieters
to shy away from dairy products,
fueled by the misconception that

these foods are high in fat and
calories," Vignati says. "The truth is
quite the opposite—milk and milk
products contribute just9 percent of
the calories and 12 percent of the fat
in the United States food supply,
while providing 75 percent of the
calcium as well as protein, potassium, and other nutrients."
In addition, milk and milk products are available in a wide variety
of milkfat levels, from whole fat to
fat free. Any or all of these products
can fit into a healthful diet, as
evidenced by a study published in
the "Journal of Pediatrics." In this
study,a group of preteen girls added
enough milk and milk products to
their diets to meet the 1,200 milligram daily calcium recommendation. These girls developed denser
bones and improved their intakes of
phosphorus, vitamin D, and protein—all without gaining weight,even
when they selected dairy products
with differing fat levels.
Increasing calcium intake
The good news is that it's easy to
add calcium to tweens' diets. Drinking four glasses of milk a day is one
of the easiest routes to 1,200 milligrams of calcium, since an 8 ounce
glass contains about 300 milligrams. But there are plenty of other
options:
• Tweens can snack on string
cheese, sprinkle shredded cheese on
salads or soups,or add cheese slices
to sandwiches.

OPENING FALL 1997
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, KY

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Tie very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)
Brian McCuiston gathers his prize as winner of showmanship of the junior division in the
district show.
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NATIONAL DAIRY
MONTH
Ryan Foods, a division of Dean Foods,
salutes our dairy farmers.
Thank you for a lifetime of commitment
to our American Dairy Industry.

Tim Stark smiles brightly wiht his Holstein
dairy cow at the 4-H/FFA District Dairy Show at
the Calloway County Fairgrounds.

High Quality
Farm Lubes 8 Fuel
We carry a full line
of oil including:

BP

Unoven
Havoline

ityanFoo

Guardol

15W-40 Motor
OH

"Celebrating 25 Years in Business"

753-3012
100 East Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky

Belcher Oil Co., Inc.
403 S. LP Miller

753-0212
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Perhaps because milk is as
American as Mom and apple pie, it's
often a target for "myth" -information, and some myths about milk
and milk products keep popping
back up. To help set the record
straight, here's a look at some of the
top myths, and the scientific facts
that dispel them.
Myth: Milk has a lot of fat.
Fact: Milk is available in a wide
variety of milkfat levels, ranging
from whole (3.25 percent milkfat,
or 8 grams of fat in 8 ounces) to
skim (less than 0.5 percent milkfat,
or less than 0.5 grams of fat in 8
ounces) products. Other dairy products—cheese, sour cream, yogurt—are also on the market in lowfat
and nonfat varieties. The truth is,
foods from the Milk Group, including milk, cheese, yogurt, ice cream,
and cottage_ cheese, contribute just
12 percent of the total dietary fat in
the United States food supply while
offering 75 percent of the calcium.
In addition, these products provide
vitamins A and D, protein, potassium,and other vitamins and minerals.
Myth: Only kids need milk
Fact: Children need milk and
milk products, of course, but so do
adults. Adult men and women
should consume at least 800 mg of
calcium a day, or 2-3 servings of
milk or milk products. Certain
groups, including pregnant women
and post-menopausal women not
taking estrogen, should consume
even more calcium—at least 1,000
milligrams—for added protection
against osteoporosis.
Myth: Teens can do without
calcium.
Fact: Calcium intake during the
teen years is extremely important,
especially for the development of
strong bones.(About 40-45 percent
of adult bone mass is developed
during the teen years.) The recommended allowance for calcium actually increases from 800 milligrams a
day for children to 1,200 miligrams
a day for teen-agers. Unfortunately,
most teen-agers fall far short of this
requirement. A survey by the United States Department of Agriculture shows 86 percent of teen girls
and 65 percent of teen boys ages
12-19, do not meet the recommended daily intake of calcium.
Myth: Calcium supplements
and calcium-fortified foods can
be substituted for milk.
Fact: The National Institutes of
Health recommends that calcium
intake come from foods, not pills.
And neither calcium supplements
nor calcium-fortified foods, when
substituted for milk and milk products, provide all the other nutrients
found in milk.
Myth: Calcium is easy to get
from foods other than milk.
Fact: It's nearly impossible to get
the full daily allowance of calcium
without dairy foods. To reach the
adult requirement of 800 milligrams
of calcium, you could drink three
8-ounce glasses of milk. Or, you
could eat 10 cups of cooked broccoli, 22 cups of spinach, 16 cups of
pinto beans—or 37 slices of whole
wheat bread!
Myth: Chocolate milk makes
kids hyperactive.
Fact: The cause of hyperactivity
in children is unknown, but the
alleged tie between the sugar in
chocolate milk and increased hyperactivity is not supported by science.
One study, published in the "New
England Journal of Medicine,"
showed increased sugar consumption had no effect on children's
mood, behavior, and ability to perform tasks. Chocolate milk, which
contains about the same amount of
sugar as orange juice, offers the
same nutrients as white milk, and
children usually prefer chocolate
milk to white milk,

Member FDIC

Nineteen ninety-seven comme- nutrients
including protein, magne- and lower blood pressu
re in those
morates the 60th celebration of June sium,
potassium, riboflavin (vit- who already have elevat
as Dairy Month. June has marked an amin
ed levels.
B2), and vitamins A and D.
Milk is not just milk anymore.
annual salute to America's dairy
Calcium is best-known for build- There are severa
l varieties to suit the
farmers since 1937, when grocer
ing strong bones and teeth, but it needs and
tastes of everyone, inorganizations sponsored "National also
serves many other roles. Cal- cluding homogenize
d whole, 2 perMilk Month." Two years later, the cium
has a major part in preventing cent reduc
ed-fat, 1 percent or 1/2
observation became known as Dairy the crippl
ing bone disease osteopor- percent lowfat and
,
Month, promoting the consumption sis
fat-free skim.
later in life and can help prevent
Also available are chocolate and
of all dairy foods.
certain types of cancer, including other flavor
ed milks, a favorite of
Milk and milk products are val- colon
cancer. Calcium can also kids, many of which have
ued not only for their great taste but
the same
protect expectant mothers from
nutrients as white milk; buttermilk,
also for their rich nutrient content. preec
lampsia, a disease of late prea must for Southerners to crumble
Milk is what nutritionists call a gnanc
y that is the leading cause of their cornb
read into; lactose-re"nutrient-dense" food, containing
premature births in North America.
duced milk, for people who have
an abundance of vitamins and minOther minerals round in milk, partitrouble digesting the natural milk
erals per calorie. Milk provides 75 cularl
y potassium and magnesium, sugar lactos
e; and low fat milks with
percent of the calcium available in may help preve
nt high blood pres- added proteins to create
a texture
the American diet,as well as needed sure in peopl
e at risk to develop it, more like higher-fat milks.
People
on the go can try newer bottles
designed to fit into a car's cup
holder, or grab a milk-and-juice
drink or "drinkable yogurt" between
activities.
When it comes to taste, nothing
comes close to the refreshment of an
ice-cold glass of milk. What goes
better with hot, gooey, homemade
chocolate chip cookies, a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich,or mom's
fresh baked apple pie?
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Dees Hank of_Hazel

Hazel, Ky.

492-8136

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Roots,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Material
s
A. 4" concrete fi0Of
I
Self•sup
porting
2116
reinforced with
Ousted rafters 2
wire mesh
I.
C
ft0
S. fr• footing
1
plywood
C Polyurethane
decking
under concrete
Sealdown shingles
D. Anchor bolts
L Overhang covered
In concrete
IN Overhead steel
E. Treated
door
bottom plaits.
N Steel service door
F. It studs, 16 OC
/
O
2a4 fascia
G.
(Vendee
0 6
aluminum covered
undersiding
P 2r10 headers
H Masonite, wood Of vinyl siding
O Iva raised curb
Ws orter you: FREE Estimates, References
and
Garages In Your Area and Written WarranLocation
ty.

Deluxe
1,4 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22•221
2'4 CAR (24624)
LARGE 2'it CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525 1,/, CAR (12:20)
$4,325 2 CAR (18x20)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,625 2'z CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2,,r CAR (24x30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Families enjoy milk from Ryan's Milk, a subsidary
of Dean Foods at the
Dairy Poster Contest reception.
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-family Farms

• Financing

Soil Preparation

7.9% fixed-rate interest on
select Case IH implements*

We salute our Dairy
Farmers who handle
with care a most
important source of
our food supply.

- Could you use a new Case IH
- How about a Case IH field cultivator,
chisel plow or disk harrow'
- A new mower conditioner, windrower
or baler"
- What about a Case IH grinder mixer or
manure spreader"

Planting and Seeding

If you're thinking about updating your
farm equipment. today's the day.
For a limited time, you can get
7.9% fixed-rate financing or 36 months
on almost our entire selection of soil
preparation. planting/seeding, hay/forage
and material handling equipment. All built
to the toughest Case IH standards.

Material Handling

Hay and Forage
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See us today for details.
Offer ends July 31, 1997.
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See our complete line of
animal health care products
at your total farm store....

mE

SOUTHERN STATES

McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.

503 Walnut St., Murray
Subtect to JOwn paymen
t anti crecat
aPP,Ova, Some

INDUSTRIAL ROAD • MURRAY • 753-1423
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fat." Under the new guidelines, a
"reduced fat" food must have at
least 25 percent less fat than the
same amount of the comparable
full-fat product. Since milk with 2
percent milkfat contains 5 grams of
fat per 8 ounces, compared to 8
grams of fat per 8 ounces for whole
milk, 2 percent milk falls under the
"reduced fat" description.
Labeling on most other fluid
milks will remain the same.

We thank you for
helping to better our
community life, business & economy.
We hope you'll let us
help you better your
future through our fullbanking service.

Dairy Month marks 60th year
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Dairy Month
is the time to say
"Thank You"

Jason Hale follows the
judge with his eyes as he
shows off the best qualities of his Holstein dairy
cow.

There are
many myths
about dairy
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One of the newest trends to hit
store dairy cases is a revised set of
labeling guidelines for fluid milks.
Starting in 1998, fluid milks other
than homogenized whole milk must
follow the same requirements as
other reduced-fat food products in
order to use words such as "reduced
fat," "lowfat," or "fat free" on
packaging.
The main difference in milk will
come on containers of 2 percent
milk, previously labeled as "low-
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New milk labels
are around the corner
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Kouklan-Vaden vows to be said

HOSPITAL REPORTS
OHL Ficv.born admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Count Hospital for Tuesday,
June 10, hat.' been released as
tollov,s'
Newborn admission
Baker baby girl, parents. Monica
and Chadrick, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Ruth Carr. Cadiz, Joseph Gentry Wood, Hardin, Mrs Ruth Henderson, Calvert City,
Mrs Kay F Henderson, Hardin;

Mrs. Debbie Madden-Gray, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary E. Sykes, Mrs. Verna
Louise Hightower, Mrs. Louise J.
Weatherly, Danny Dan Garland,
Mrs. Madelyn Cole Melton, Miss
Monica Tyler Swift, Mrs. Lexa Carleen
Meadows,
Mrs. Amy Lynn 13alentine and baby
girl, Miss Stephanie Marie Karr and
baby girl,
Paul Thomas Copeland, Argusta
Williams Jr., and Johnny Franklin
Dowdy, all of Murray.
•

•

•

Hazel Alumni event Saturday
The Hazel Alumni Association will have its 50th annual reunion
dinner on Saturday, June 14, at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria at Calloway
County High School. Robert 0. Miller will be the featured speaker.
Honored will be the high school classes of 19376, 1947 and 1957. A
representative of each class will speak abou the high points of their
years at Hazel school. The meal, prepared by the Hazel Woman's
Club, will be served at 7 p.m. The Hazel Alumni Scholarship Fund
is now a little more than $12,000 and the recipient of a $600 plus
scholarship will be announced at the banquet.

•

1/3 OFF SALE
NIUSandKATTNEWS

Calloway plans soccer camp

Sale Starts Friday. June 13

Calloway County Lakers Youth Soccer Camp will start Monday,
June 16, and continue through Friday, June 20, from 9 to 11 a.m.
daily. This will be at the Calloway County High School soccer practice fields adjacent to game field behind the high school. This is for
Grades 1 to 7. For information call 1-502-395-1722 or 753-8562.

1/3 off Storewide
Selected Clothing er. Accessories Even Lower

SW.

Higgs & Matthews

•

209 W. Washington Si.
Pans,TN
642-1952

Jenny Ridge plans revival

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Ross Insurance
Agency
Ashley J. Ross 7-1,
'

Agent

noetetter?
,7SedeCe

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

HOLLAND DRUG
Great Gift Ideas:
-Pewter & Austrian
•Venetian Garden Oil Lamps
•New Shipment Camille
Crystal Suncatchers
+idled Potpourri Holders Beckman Products
Check out our discounted items!

109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462

cop•%4,4sU,,,f
Our Gourmet Coffee
is Always...

The wedding of Mina Hope Kouklan and Christopher Vaden will be Saturday, June 14, 1997 at 2 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray. The
bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Nance of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Mort Kouklan of Oak Brook, Ill., and the granddaughter of
Mrs. Myra Crabtree of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Mohammed E. Kouklan
of Tehran, Iran. The groom-elect is the son of Ms. Cindy Grogan of
Murray, and the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Cohoon of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Flake of Ferndale, Mich. A reception will follow
at the church. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Noffsinger named as
All-American Scholar

...fresh, it's roasted to order and
delivered weekly
...delicious, with over 40 flavors, estates,
baristas, &. decafs
...affordable, due to our high volume sales,
the best beans at the best prices
...easy, with our machines, accessories
& gourmet foods.

Fresh, Delicious, Affordable & Easy
Now that's a cup of coffee!

jitedy e/1(C4—Crtialle
6

Aih hen & home
Great taste starts here...
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., Program Info. Call 753-3314 .
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.
. Con Air
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. Buddy
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. PG 1:00 3:00 7:05 9:00 .
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. lost World
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"
PG13
1:15 3:50 7:00 9:35 :
.
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. Gone Fishin'
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.
.PG 1:15 3:20 7:30 9:30 .
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Matinees
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Shows
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.
Everyday
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Rent Tour notes At The Holies!

Special services will be held at Lake-Land Apostolic Church on
Friday and Saturday nights, June 13 and 14. The Rev. James Allen
of Lexington will be speaker for both services. Other visiting ministers and singers will be present. The church is located at 1653 North
16th St. Extended, Murray. James H. Cain, pastor, invites the public
to attend.

Emmanuel events Sunday
Emmanuel Baptist Church will celebrate its 34th anniversary as a
church on Sunday, June 15. The Rev. Eugene McWherter, pastor of
Central Baptist Church, Marion, will speak at the 2:30 p.m. anniversary service. Special music will be by Shea McWherter. The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. A dinner will
be served at 1 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

EAA Chapter 920 will have its Fly In Breakfast and Young Eagles
Old Buzzards Day on Saturday, June 14, at Murray-Calloway
County Airport, located off Airport Road off Highway 121 North.
The event will begin at 7 a.m. and continue throughout the day. For
more information call the airport at 489-2414. The public is urged to
attend.

Coldwater 40's will meet
The Coldwater 40's will have their annual meeting on Saturday,
June 14, aqt 5 p.m. at Lakeland Family Restaurant at Hardin. Persons are asked to note the change in time and place. The public is
invited to attend.

Youth car wash,cancelled
The Youth of First Christian Church of Murray has cancelled its
car wash on Friday, June 13, from 3 to 7 p.m. at Hardee's
Restaurant.
Ashley Noffsinger
David Noffsinger of Georgetown.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Blackford of Murray
and Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger of Lexington.

Peer Mentors needed
The Center for Accessible Living is seeking individuals with
disabilities to serve as Peer
Mentors.
A peer mentor is a person with
a disability who is willing to
share life experience with a disability to others with similar

Lake-Land plans services

Fly Inn breakfast Saturday

The United States Achievement Academy has announced
that Ashley Not
has been
named an All-American Scholar.
To be named for this honor, a
student must earn a 3.3 or higher
grade point average.
Noffsinger, a student at Calloway County Middle School, was
nominated for this award by
Linda Patterson, teacher. Her biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
At Calloway Middle this past
school year, Noffsinger was vice
president of the Student Council,
named Student of the Month,
voted Most Studious, and was a
member of Yearbook staff, Science Club, Student Leadership
and Technology Club, Beta Club,
and School Choir. She was
named Outstanding Alto in the
Eighth Grade Choir.
Noffsinger is the daughter of
Rebecca Wright of Murray and

New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have revival services
starting Monday, June 16, at 7 p.m. nightly. The Rev. Robert Prescott will be the preacher. He will be assisted by Robert Brown. The
public is invited to attend the services at the church, located off
Highway 94 East.

The peer mentor is a voluntary
position and training will be provided on peer-mentoring skills,
independent living philosophy,
disability -specific issues and
community resources.
If you are interested in volunteering as a Peer Mentor contact
the center at 753-7676, voice, or
753-7729 TTY, Monday through
Friday, to request an application.

Furniture
Damage?

million um(

New OA meeting on Friday
A new week day meeting of Overeaters Anonymous will start
meeting on Friday, June 13, from noon to 1 p.m. at Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Julie at
767-0341.

Scott reunion on Sunday
The annual reunion of relatives and friends of the late Bill Scott
and Alvin Scott will be Sunday, June 15, at Murray-Calloway
County Park Pavilion by the Old Courthouse. The event will start at
noon and a potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Soccer camp planned
Murray High School Girls' Soccer Team will conduct a minicamp for all girls interested in playing soccer for Murray High
School during the 1997 fall season. The camp will be Friday and
Saturday, June 13 and 14, at the Bee Creek Soccer Complex. Grades
7 through 10 are scheduled for 9 a.m. to noon and 5 to 8 p.m. both
days. Grades 11 and 12 are scheduled from 5 to 8 p.m. both days
and from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday, June 14. There is no charge
for this ,camp.

Splash party Saturday
Murray Family YMCA will sponsor a free splash party on Saturday, June 14, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park
Pool. This party will be open to community sixth to eighth graders.
Parents are asked to please come in to pick up your children after
this event. For more information call the YMCA at 753-4295.

MTS FFA reunion planned
A reunion of all former members of Murray Training School/
College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America will be
held at the Walter Lee Steely farm on Murray-Paris Road on Saturday, July 5, 1997, at 4 p.m. For further information contact Donald
Crawford at 753-5384, Pete Waldrop at 753-9662, or Howard Steely
at 436-5999. This will be for members and their spouses.

We Make House Calls
•
•
•
•
•

!V icks/Dwar.
Sca.schwa
Gimes Rainmaking
Moves Damage
Arassrvos
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•
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Cissoita Burns
Brokaw Joss
Warm Works
Chao Regliong
Wading

JUNE SPECIAL
10% OFF

a

Furniture Refinish &/or Free
Service Call ($3,5 Value)

6
•
•

(502) 527-5100 or 0001694069

*25 CASH DRAWING
— Given Away Each Saturday at Noon —
June 21 thru July 11
Register to win with each purchase of a dozen donuts.

COMING SOON...
Mon., June 1.8 Deli Sandwiches

The Donut Palace
'Eat In & Carry Out Available"
614 N. 12thSt. • 759-5700
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That bear he went stark crazy
Stumbled over an old dead tree
He fell hard on his stomach
and out flew the bat and the bee
• • • •
Golden Pond
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Across the Tennessee
Then a few miles beyond
Lies a by-gone e ra
Known as Golden Pond
Nestled in the valley of
Oak and Hick'ry covered hills
You can hear those thumpiugs
thumpin'
On those moon-shine stills
Let your mind wander, back
To days gone by
You II hear the call of the
whip'poor'will
And hear the lonesome hoot-owl's

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
Gladysiarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, June 14, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:• • • •
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and Jason Christopher Bennett
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Cummings-Bennett
wedding to be July 12
Raymond and Rita Cummings of 153 Honeysuckle Ln., Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Christy Rae Cummings of 130 S. Campbell St., Medina, Tenn., to Jason Christopher Bennett, son of Ted and Gail Bennett of 329 Spring
Creek Hwy., Medina, Tenn.
Miss Cummings is the granddaughter of Mrs. Vela Lamb and the
late Leroy Lamb of Mayfield, and the late Ray and Helen Cummings
of Loretta, Wis.
Mr. Bennett is the grandson of the late Floyd and Lucille Carter of
Medina, Tenn., and the late Fieldon and Georgia Bennett.
The bride-elect received her degree in December 1995 from Murray
State University. She is employed by Weakley County Board of
Education.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Gibson County High School. He is
employed by Lowe's, Jackson, Tenn., and is a student at Jackson State
Community College.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 12, 1997, at Murray Woman's
Club House, Murray.
A reception will follow at the club house.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Just another moon-shienr
Warnin a neighbor friend
The revenuers are on their way
Better move that still again
Making' moon-shine whiskey

YMCA DAY CAMP
begins June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & swimming
To register your child
or obtain info call
7
). •

1510 Chestnut St. Murray

FAMILY SUMMER SPECIAL!
Double
Cheeseburger

99
Both Murray Locations
12th St &
Super Wal-Itart

Have you had your break todayF

utklit
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753-1725
1-800-472-8852

We Have The Perfect Gift
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

• Bradford Pear
• Purple Plum
• Japanese Maple

• Sundials
• Roses
• Benches
• Perennials
• Herb Planters • Gift Certificates

(WE'RE MOVING IN AUGUST)

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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John Galloway

The Dean's List includes fulltime students who achieve a 3.5
grade point average on a fourpoint scale.
Union University is a fouryear, private liberal arts
university.

Today
CELEBRATE!
Get Holiday Money-in-Minutessm
Up to $300 TODAY!

AS /. Bring driver's license or other picture I.D.
EASY
2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement & personal check.

FlaGGYIVCOUNTRY MUSIC FEST
FREE! Advance tickets
for the FROGGY
Country Music Pest,
July 5, Murray.

Summer Savings

Spectacular it
Dresses

Sandals

Reg $80-$272

Reg $25-$52

NOW

NOW

$5399-$18099
Swimsuits
Reg. $42-$74

999.u$2099
$

Shoes

25-60% OFF

NOW

$2799-$5599

Soft Spot Supremes
$6999
Reg $90 NOW

Limited tickets for
MoneyPlace customers
at all MoneyPlace
locations.

Come in Today!

...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.
9-5 Monday-Thursday, 9-5 Friday, 9-12 Saturday
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
1203 S. Ury
5 SA Se- 1
,... St., Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
91.1
.
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY
(502) 759.8900 (502) 251-9500 (502)575-9900 (901)885-7500

ti

1-5
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-6; Sat. 8-5; Sun.

753-5227

Green on Dean's List

V

753
4295 YMCA

* REMEMBER DAD *

The United States Achievement Academy has named John
Galloway as a United States National Award Winner in Science.
Galloway, who attends Calloway County Middle School, was
nominated for this national award
by David Foley, a science teacher
at the school. His biography will
appear in the academy yearbook.
The CCNIS student has also
been selected as an All-American
Scholar At Large by the
academy. This honor recognizes
Galloway for being among the
top academically talented students in America.
Galloway is the son of Bobby
and Beverly Galloway. He is the
grandson of Billie and Virginia
Galloway of Almo and Ruby
Herndon of Murray.

JACKSON, Tenn. — Union
University has named 345 students to the University Dean's
List for the Spring 1997
semester.
Included on the list is Karen
Ann Green of Murray.

was just a way of life
To put bread upon the table
To feed a hungry wife
ye heard a lot of funny tales
Bout that little town
Listenin to ole timers talk
As they were sittin round
The big boss sent two henchmen
down
From a northern state
They rolled into the little town
T
In a big shiney Packard eight
They filled an extra gas tank
With that mountain dew
As they roared up the hill they
waved.
We II be seeing you
The revenuers kept on raidin
Chopped up stills 'till their
Face turned blue
Then the T V A came in and did
What the revenuers couldn t ao
A lonely marker stands there
If you care to respond
To read the epitaph on it
Of this town called Golden Pond

Cry

407 N. 12th
Murray

Middle school student
named award winner

The
MoneyPlace,

waswizeisiv407 I

The Chuck-will's-widow
By Linda Siebold
I pray there will always be
Chuck-will's-widow wild and free
Including one that I may hear
In the springtime of the year.
Their plaintive calls at evening come
Familiar voice that's part of home
Should chuck -will's-widows be
heard no more
We country folk would miss them
sore
• • • •
I Believe In You
By Margaret Elkins
I believe in you
You believe in me.
Our hearts are one.
Our love has set us free.
Free to laugh and sing-To soar on eagles wings.
Free to understand
And walk hand in hand_
Free to hope and pray
Our love will grow each day.
Free to share a smile
And walk the extra mile.
Free to touch and feel-To know our love is real.
Free to kiss and embrace
The love that is God's grace.
• • • •
Spider Web
By Marie Jarrett
Intricate design
Spun in a glassamer threads
Sun shines on dewdrops
Sparkled like rainbows
Or a newly cut diamond
Threads are like glue
Clings heavily on my face
Catches flying insects
In the sticky goo
A house of splendor
Designed in patterns
Woven to feed the accepontI
• • • •
Tears
By Elizabeth Turner
Thank you God for giving us tears
Its the greatest blessing to ease
The sorrow and pain through the
years.
So many times I would have died
If there were no way I could have
cried.

Its been said tears are the safety
valve
When toomuch pressure is laid on
the
And God knew that right from the
start
Thank you God for giving us tears
a great blessing all through
theIt'sen
years.
When s
orarrow and pain was too
be
much
it
great blessing was always
there
When we leave this earth to live
with
You on high.
There will be no more tears
And no need to cry
• • • •
Prayer For Sleep
By Wilma J. Sanders
Lord, let me sleep the night away
For I must work come light of day
Over in my mind my troubles roll
A solution seems to be my goal
But Lord, I need to rest my mind
Leave all my worries far behind
So let me Lord, put faith in Thee
For I can't ever the future see
You, who promised peace and
rest
Know and do what is the best
So Lord, I give them all to You
And I trust you Lord. I really do
• • • •
The Three "B" Trio
By Charlie E. York
There once was a bat, a bear
and a bee, living in a cave.
The bat was diving at the bee
and frightened the little knave.
Which lit on the beare's nose
and gave him a little sting.
The bear went on a rampage
and swallowed the little thing.
The bear was normally calm
friendly as a cat.
That bee on his insides
had changed all of that.
The bat was feeling really bad
for causing such a fuss.
He got too close to the bear
and he swallowed that ornery cuss.
Now eve got a bee and a bat
inside this big old bear.
The bee was stinging, the bat
was flapping around in there.
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DAR 50th celebration on Saturday

• Sims serving in Moldova

Dr. Richard G. Sims

Dr. Richard G. Sims, a native
of Murray, has recently been
asked to serve as Senior U.S.
Economic Advisor to the parliament of the newly independent
nation of Moldova.
Moldova was the first Soviet
communist nation to declare its
independence from the Soviet
Union in 1991.
For the last nine years Dr.
Sims has worked for the Arkansas legislature serving as Administrator of Economic and Tax Policy and Chief Economist of the
Bureau of Legislative Research.
Prior to coming to Arkansas
Dr. Sims served as Chief Eco-

to

nomist for the Kentucky Legislature for II years.
Dr. Sims received his B.S. and
M.S. degrees from Murray State

University and received a doctorate in economics from the University of Kentucky.
He has written over 50
academic and professional papers
and has taught in the areas of finance, management, and public
policy for several years.

Dr. Sims currently serves on
the executive committee of the
National Council of State
Legislatures.
He and his wife, Jewelyn,
share five children: Jason, Austin, Ashley, Jonathan, and Adam.
The Sims' will reside in the Motdovan capital of Chisinau.
Dr. Sims is the son of Joe and
Wilma Sims of Murray.

The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution will celebrate its 50th anniversary in April 1998. The first event to celebrate the anniversary will be a luncheon on Saturday, June 14,
at 1 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will be to honor three of the
charter members who are, from left, Mrs. Loree Doyle, Dr. Helene Visher and Mrs. Virgil Grogan. Brad Walker,
an Eagle Scout, will present a program about the "Flag." All members are urged to attend.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, June 12
Calloway County Fiscal Court/1:30
iJr
v
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SAVE 20-40%
on a wide selection of...
• Window treatments
• Wall coverings
• Accessories
• Floor coverings
• Furniture

YOU DESERVE US!

Dotty Elliott
Owner/Consultant
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p.m./Weaks Center Auditorium.
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Murray Board of Education/7
p.m./Carter building.
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Murray-Calloway County Fair events
include Carnival open/6 p.m.; Bull
Bust/7:30 p.m.
Business After Hours Celebration in
conjunction with Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce/4:30-6:30
p.m./Homecare services of MCCH,
903 Poplar ,St.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/12:30-3 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group
special program/4:30 p.m./board room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally
III/6:30 p.m/Graves County Extension
Office, Mayfield.
Western Kentucky Lupus
Association/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Woodmen of World Lodge 592
meeting/7 p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men 9 Women
University Square

767-0780

Murray, Ky.

Shawn Lamb
of
Murray, Ky.
has lost
53 lbs. &
461/4 in.!!
and still losing!

Thursday, June 12
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./Faxon Fire
Building.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Housing Authority Resident

Friday, June 13
Sinking Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
School/9:30 a.m.
Antioch A.D. 49 Bible School by six

Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
TOPS #469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for

churches/9 a.m./Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Youth of Fi7kaLLED'hurch
r,
Car
Wash/3-7
tiestaurant.
New Overeaters Anonymous meeting/
noon to 1 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library. Info/Julie, 767-0341,
Alzheimer's Disease open presentations
starting
at
9
a.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1249.
Murray High School Girls' Soccer
Team mini-camp for all girls interested
in playing soccer for MHS/Bee Creek
Soccer Complex.

senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No, 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Oaks Country Club Stag Night/5:30
p.m. Reservations, 753-6454.

Murray

Kiwanis

Club/6

p.m./Shoney's.

Mission Board of Blood River Baptist
Association/6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.

Activities/530 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m at Main Street Youth
Center.
First United Methodist Church StaffParish Relations Committee/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle. Fine Arts Cen-

ter, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Friday, June 13
Murray-Calloway County Fair events
include carnival/6 p.m.-closing;
Motorcrossf7 p.m.

753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf play/9 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.

First United Methodist Church Senior
Adult Choir/10 a.m.; Senior Adult
Fellowship/11:30 a.m.

Last day for students enrolled in
summer classes at Murray State to remove a grade of 'X" received during
spring term of 1997.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.,

Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Summer Reading Program
will begin at public library
The Summer Reading Program
will begin Monday, June 16, in
the meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library.
Sessions will be from 10 to 11
a.m. each Monday through July
21. There is no charge for program, but children must be regis-

(
WE HAVE GREAT WAYS TO SAY

"HAPPY FATHER'S DAY
Men's Dress & Casual
Start at $28.95
$38.95
Nunn Bush
$38.95
Streetcars
$43.95
Duck Heads

Red Wing Boot Authorized Dealer

Georgia Boots
Walker Boots
Mlzuno Golf
Shoes

$47.95
$43.95
$37.95

Factory Discount Shoes
and —
Nurses Uniforms

to dangerous diet pills & other fads!!
Call us today for your FREE consultation &
we'll introduce you to a healthier lifestyle!!
LOSE AN AVERAGE OF 3 LBS. PER WEEK GUARANTEED!!

Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Fridays 'el 8; Sunday 1-6
Downtown On Court Sq. • 753-9419

NOW OPEN! Murray's Only Complete Sleep Shop'
22 different styles of bedding on
the showroom floor

OVER 200 IN STOCK
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newcomers/American Legion Building.
Info/753-8136.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/

Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth

BUST SAY NO...

ii

Friday, June 13
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by'
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m./open to

Beauty Rest by Simmons
Englander
Frankel Bedding

II

tered and a registration form must
be completed.
Registration can be made in
person or by calling the library,
753-2288.
"Come join the library staff for
some 'Out of This World' fun
this summer," said Sandy Linn,
Youth Services director at the
library.
Each summer, the public library provides this reading program for the children of Murray
and Calloway County. It is an
important program designed to
help children in the community to
maintain their reading skills during the kummer recess from
school.
"Studies have shown that unless a special effort is made to
prevent it, there is a substantial
loss of reading skills during the
summer vacation," said Sandy
Linn, children's librarian.
Another goal of summer reading is to help the children discover the pleasure of recreational
reading, and encourage the enjoyment of the library and library
books to wile away those hot
summer months.
The program is not a reading
class, but an entertaining servies
of programs designed for ages 5
to 11. Each program will feature
special performances, games and
stories.
This year performances have
been scheduled to include "The
History of Rock and Roll," president by Joel Brantley Entertainment; Nocturnal Animal Program, presented by Scott Shupe
Educational Co.; Ross Workman
from the Golden Pond Planetarium, LBL, for a program about
stars and planets; Chris Egleston,
magical performer; Karen Dean,
"The Out To Lunch Gal"; and the
final meeting day will be
storytelling by Linn & Norris.
The "Read Mart" store will be
open the final day to spend Book
Bucks. To find out more about
"Read Mart" and Book Bucks,
come and join us for Summer
Reading, Linn said.
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With ou 5 step GUARANTEE

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Kellye Olson
bride-elect of
Danny Steele
join our
bridal registry.

You can't go wrong!
1. Free Delivery (in county)
2. Free Removal of Old Bedding
3. 30 Night Guarantee (ask for details)

4. Free Frame
(with purchase of
full size or larger)

5. Free Set Up

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

Pier1

(Next to Readmore & Vaught's Furniture & Appliance Superstore)

Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sat 10 a.m.-4 p.m. • 759-3890
.
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Warner-Denhart vows
to be said on June 20

Ii an* 14,
it the
Biker,

Ms. Barbara C. Warner and John Lucas Denhart of Clarksville,
Tenn., announce their approaching marriage. The vows will be said in
a private ceremony on Friday, June 20, 1997.
An open reception will be Saturday, June 21, 1997, from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Peoples First
Bank of Calloway County, North 12th Street, Murray. No invitations
will be sent. All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Warner of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lamb of
Murray, Vernon H. Warner of Arkansas, and Mrs. Rose Sebert of
Michigan.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rick Duvall of Indiana.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Al Shipley of Georgia, and Mrs.
'della Duvall and the late Hank Duvall of Indiana.
Ms. Warner, a 1992 graduate of Murray High School, received her
Bachelor of Sciene in Education from Murray State University in
1996. She is employed by Clarksville-Montgomery School System in
Tennessee.
Mr. Denhart is a 1992 graduate of Murray High School. He is employed at Wofford's Nursery Landscaping in Tennessee.

North honors Claibornes

Donations
are needed

SELENA HILL ALDERMAN was
selected as Outstanding Third
Year Spanish Student by the Foreign Language Department at Murray State University. A senior business major with a minor in Spanish, she is on the Dean's List with
a 3.8 grade average. She is also
employed in the Safety Department of Paschall Truck Lines.

3hrine
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Children at risk or from single
parent families who have Big
Brothers or Big Sisters are 46
percent less likely to begin using
illegal drugs, 27 percent less
likely to begin using alcohol, and
52 percent less likely to skip
school than similar children without Big Brothers and Big Sisters.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters
Program of Murray and Calloway
County will cost approximately
525,0(X) this year to operate.
You, your business, organization, or chuyrch can help the BB/
BS program by becoming a
BUDDY for S100 or a SUPER
BUDDY for 52(1(), although any
contribution will be appreciated.
Your tax-deductible contribution may be mailed to Roger
Weis, Chair, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters Program, c/o American
Humanics, P.O. Box 9, Murray
State University, Murray, KY
42071.
For more information on the
BB/BS program, call Weis or
Sandy Stone at 762-3808.

Wildlife exhibit at library
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Barbie display at library

CALLOWAY PUBLIC LiB2AR`e ortoto

Judy Parker and Clara Hart, For Love of Barbie Club members from
Paris, Tenn., arrange selections from their doll collection at Calloway
County Public Library. Weddings, Flag Day, and Summer Fun are the
themes represented in the June exhibit. Also on display is Share a
Smile Becky in a wheelchair, the newest member of the Barbie "family
which is designed to break down reservations some children and adults
have toward the handicapped. The dolls can be viewed during regular
library hours throughout the month of June.
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Difficulty Breathing.
I

I Have you been a smoker for 20+ years?
I I Are you finding it harder to carry out
ordinary activities of daily living?
Are you experiencing shortness of
breath most of the time?
If you are a smoker or an ex-smoker experiencing the
symptoms listed above, you may be eligible to participate
in a clinical trial evaluating an investigational medication
for the treatment ofchronic breathing problems. All study
related office visits, medications, and tests are provided
free ofcharge. In addition, you can receive up to $150for
your participation and may be eligible for an additional
year of free treatment.
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KATHY WILSON photo
Danny and Gina Claiborne were recently honored at North Calloway
Elementary School for their six years of service to the school. Since
their son, Wes, entered P1 in 1991, the couple has assumed numerous
leadership roles in the school, most notably as PTO co-chairs and
Danny as a SBDM Council parent representative. In appreciation for
their dedication, North PTO presented them with a framed drawing of
North Elementary, done by their son, and a gift certificate during the
awards day ceremony at the school. Pictured are Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne with their son, Wes, and the framed drawing.
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CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Wildlife Artists Bonnie and Gary Keesler are showing their work at the
Calloway County Public Library during the month of June. Bonnie, a
native of Houston, Texas, and Gary, a native of Ossining, N.Y., say they
have been painting all of their lives. They both became interested in
painting wildlife while living in Colorado which was their home before
moving to Murray two years ago. The exhibit will be open to the public
during regular library hours.
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EASY TO WATCH.
o
CH.1-32

MINTY
CH. 44-53

(800) 445-6992

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.
Murray and Paducah locations.
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Call For Information

4201,114110
Hoffman's

*
•-• 94 East Block Party ,*****
Fri., Sat., & Sun.

*Arh7>

Sale Days
• Hanging Baskets $1700
Ivy Geraniums
Impatiens
Petunias
New Guineas
Vincas
$14") Reg. Price

CH. 56-69 1

1TS
SPO11
..
.
CH.156-216
&500-699
CH.122-143
CP1119Mil
11E

CH. 288299

PRIMESTAR ANNOUNCES 160 CHANNELS' ORGANIZED BY CATEGORY.
It's a whole new way to watch TV.

Sports channels together. movie channels together, and so on
And it makes finding the program you're looking for incredibly easy. And with PRIMESTAR you still don't have to buy
a dish. So give us a call. Because now, the satellite TV that's

or .
PRIMESwFs

the easiest to get is also the easiest to watch

THE BEST VALUE IN SATELLITE TV.

• Hibscus 1 gal.
'10°1
'Reg. Price

• Jackson Perkins Roses

250/0 off
Roses

Includes Tree

SPRING SAVINGS!
When You order Primestar's Prime Hits package,
save $70 on programming and installation..
Call

• All Gifts & Patio Shoppe
Items

2011/0 off

• Select Shrubbery

250Io - 50010 off

1-800-PRIMESTAR
(1-800-774-6378)

Hwy 94E. • Murray
759-4512

may vary6 by region, does not include
PRIMESTAR is a registered service mark of Pnmestar Partners, L.P. *Prices
additional PrimeCinema channels
installation and premium services. tFifty—five new channels available in April. ten
$139.95.
installation
coming this summer. **Offer good thru6/30/97, 1st month PrimeHits 849.99,

Mon. - Thurs. 8-5 p.m.
Sat. 8-6 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
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New $50 bill shown

DEATHS
Vester Crouse
Vester Crouse, 73, Parker Street, Mayfield, died Wednesday, June
II, 1997, at 12:50 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, he was a member
of Highpoint Baptist Church, Mayfield. He was the son of the late
Robert Crouse and Rebecca Trimble Crouse.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jo Nelle Edwards Crouse; one
daughter, Mrs. Sue Ann Morris, and one son, Tony Crouse, both of
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Roberta Suiter, Murray, and Mrs. Anne
Moore, Paducah; three grandchildren, Amber Franklin, Ashley Franklin and Austin Crouse, all of Mayfield.
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Horne, Mayfield. The Rev. Roy Southerland the Rev. James Tharpe
will officiate. Burial will follow in Robbins Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Eula Irvin Jones
Services for Mrs. Eula Irvin Jones will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Shelby Underhill
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be the Rev. Howard Jones, Mike Jones, Don Allen
Jones, Jim Gilles, Charles Jones and Kenneth Jones. Burial will follow
in Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Mrs. Jones, 90, Canton, died Sunday, June 8, 1997, at 10:10 p.m. at
Shady Lawn Nursing Center, Cadiz.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Juanita Jones, Canton;
one sister, Mrs. Isy Mae Elkins, Murray; four grandchildren, the Rev.
Howard Jones, Nortonville, Mike Jones and Don Allen Jones, Canton,
and Bobbie Jones Gilles, Evansville, Ind.; nine great-grandchildren,
Heather Jones, Mindy Jones Cancyhan, Bethany Jones, Allen Wesley
Jones, Kaylene Jones, Maegan Jones, Morgan Jones, Aaron Gilles,
and Gabrielle Gilles; one great-great-grandchild, Tierson Carneyhan.

Robert Wilson (Bobby Hall)
Funeral rites for Robert Wilson (Bobby Hall) will be today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ronnie Stinson and the Rev. Bob Wilson will officiate. Burial will follow
in Maplewood Cemetery.
Mr. Hall, 46, South Ninth Street, Mayfield, died Monday, June 9,
1997, at 4:30 p.m. at Columbia PincLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
Survivors include one daughter, Miss Stephanie Chalet Hall, Mayfield: one sonkN1ichael Wilson Hall, Hazel; his mother, Mrs. Aline
Hall, and onoeasister, Mrs. Patricia Parker, both of Mayfield; two
brothers, Ronnie C. Hall, Lynn Grove, and Hollis Kent Hall, Mayfield; two nephews; one great-niece; one great-nephew.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Treasury Department unveiled a
new $50 bill today aimed at preventing counterfeiting and with a
larger number to help people with
poor eyesight.
The new currency, to be issued
this fall, is the second batch of
greenbacks to include new and
modified security features to stay
ahead of advances in reprographic technology. The newly designed $100 bill was issued in
March 1996.
"With this redesign, government demonstrates its ability to
stay ahead of the technology
curve and meet the needs of all
those people around the world

Clayton Leslie Becker
The funeral for Clayton Leslie Becker has been changed to Friday
at 4 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Marvin
Cline will officiate. Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Friday.
Mr. Becker, 41, New Concord, died Wednesday, June 11, 1997, at 4
a.m. at his home.
He was a member of House of Prayer, Bono, Ark. Born April 1,
1956, in Walnut Ridge, Ark., he was the son of Floyd Leslie Becker
and Nadine Adams Becker who died in 1982. His mother-in-law, Mrs.
Willa Lamb, died in 1996. One brother, Elvis Gene Becker, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rachael Lamb Becker; one
daughter, Mishael Becker, New Concord; his father, Floyd Leslie
Becker and wife, Ramona, Paragould, Ark.; three sisters, Ms. Barbara
Passmore, Paragould, Ark., Mrs. Margaret Haney and husband,
Danny, Jonesboro, Ark., and Mrs. Alicia Lyne and husband, Ronnie,
Bono, Ark.; two brothers, Clarence Becker and wife, Fern, Alma,
Ark., and Rick Becker and wife, LaVonda, Bono, Ark.
Also surviving are three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Martha Hodge, Mrs.
Mary Jo Farris and husband, Buddy, and Ms. Ruthie Lamb, all of
Murray; eight brothers-in-law, Daniel Lamb, Enis, Texas, David
Lamb, New Concord, Steven Lamb and wife, Gail, Seal, Ala., Nathan
Lamb and wife, Kathy, Michael Lamb and wife, Linda, and Amos
Lamb and wife, Sherry, all of New Concord, Phillip Lamb and wife,
Earlene, Smith Grove, and Thomas Lamb and wife, Gloria, Hebron.

OPEN HOUSE
Friday, June 13
4-6 p.m.

Robert(Bob) Schenk
Robert (Bob) Schenk, 50, Kuttawa, truck driver for Paschall Truck
Lines, Murray, died Monday, June 9, 1997, in Belleview, Fla.
One daughter, Roberta Leslie, one sister and one brother preceded
him in death. He was the son of the late Carl Wilson Schenk and
Mary Gertrude Gray Schenk.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Diana Wilcox Schenk; two daughters, Mrs.. Melissa Oliver, Kuttawa, and Mrs. Tara Parker, Eddyville;
two sons, Timothy Schenk and Joshua Schenk, Kuttawa; five sisters,
Mrs. Barbara Gent, New Haven, Ind., Mrs. Theresa Cotton, Lamasco,
Mrs. Joan Rozzelle, Mount Holly, N.C., Mrs. Patricia Garriett, Woodburn, Ind., and Mrs. Darla Watson, Princeton; three brothers, Kenneth
Schenk, Woodburn, Jerry Schenk, Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mike
Schenk, Princeton; four grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Lakeland Funeral Home, Eddyville. The Rev. Lonnie Hatfield will officiate. Burial
will follow in Kuttawa Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday).

713 Olive
Barbara Barnett, Hostess

1715 Wiswell
Rebecca Landoll, Hostess

The test was commissioned by
Kennedy, but the results will be
given to Norfolk County District
Attorney Jeffrey A. Locke, The
Boston Globe said, citing unidentified sources.
Wednesday, the father of the
family's former baby sitter, now

175 West Drive
(94 East to 280, right)

Custody fight over surviving
Swedish toddler gets intense
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The decision about who will care
for the toddler who survived a
carjacking that left his parents
and sister dead has turned from a
simple dispute into a custody
battle.
Peter Lillelid's maternal aunt
and grandmother want legal guardianship, while his paternal aunt
-;ants io take him home to Stockholm, Sweden.
A carjacking April 6 at a Tennessee rest stop resulted in the
deaths of Vidar and Delphina Lillelid and their daughter Tabitha,
6. Peter Lillelid was shot twice
and is in a Knoxville rehabilitation center.
Six young people from Kentucky, age 14 to 20, are jailed in
Greene County, Tenn. Each faces
three charges of murder in the
killings.
The Lillilids' families had
agreed to send Peter to Sweden.
But in a petition filed Wednesday
in Knox County Chancery Court,
the boy's maternal grandfather
said his daughter convinced his
wife to fight for custody.
"There was a general willingness on my side of the family to
cooperate with Randi for the greater good of Peter," Felix Zelaya
said.
On April 28, both the Zelayas
and Mrs. Heier filed petitions for

custody of Peter Lillelid. A hearing is scheduled for June 27.
Zelaya, a retired watchmaker
separated from his wife, told Mrs.
Heicr's attorneys that "Neither
my wife, Lydia, nor my daughter,
lvette, would be able to adequately and physically handle the
rearing of Peter."
Lydia Zelaya, 70, lives in a
one-bedroom efficiency apartment in Miami Beach., Fla., and
receives S400 a month from Social Security. In their custody
petition, 'vette Zelaya, 27, said
she would move from New York
where she is a law student to
Miami to help raise Peter.
Mrs. Heier is an airline ticketing agent who wants to raise Peter in the four-bedroom home she
and her husband, a commuter airline pilot, share with their teenage daughters. The family are Jehovah's Witnesses as were Peter's parents.
Three different funds have
been set up to handle the boy's
long-term medical care and future
education. Zelaya said in his petition that he wouldn't trust his
wife and daughter with Peter's
money.
"This is a case that cries out
for the utmost scrutiny to ensure
Peter's best interests are preserved," said Gregory P. Isaacs,
attorney for Mrs. Heier.

a 19-year-old college student, and
his lawyer met with Locke and an
assistant for several hours, the
Boston Herald said, also citing
unidentified sources.
Locke is trying to determine
whether Kennedy, 39, son of the
late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and
brother of U.S. Rep. Joseph P.
Kennedy 11, had a relationship
with the girl when she was
underage.
It is statutory rape in Massachusetts to have sex with a person younger than 16.
The Globe also reported today
that a woman who worked as a
live-in nanny for Michael Ken-

Ed Graves, Host

)
1f

nedy and his now-estranged wife,
Victoria, from April 1993 to June
1994, said she never saw any untoward behavior between Kennedy and the baby sitter during
that time.
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Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 7644.12 « 64.24
Air
81 + /
3
4
AT&
36/
3
4 + 3/4
Bell South
+ 1/3
Briggs & Stratton...-. 51% +
Bristol Myers Squibb-76/
3
4 + 1%
CBT Corp. Ky.o......-.22B 24A
Chrysier........-........32% • /
3
4
Dean
NC
+
Ford
General
+/
3
4
General Moo ,,,,,,,,,,57i/4 Goodrich..................453/4 +
+/
3
4
IB
%
Ingersoll Rand............5111/• NC
144%6 - 3%.
K U Energy............... 34/
3
4Kroger
+%
L G & E.-.............223
/
4
Lucent Tech..............67 + 3/4
Mattel
+%
McDonalds
•%
Merck
+
Microsoft
NC
/
4
J.C. Penney................521
Peoples First'-..........258 26A
Quaker
+ 1/4
Schering-Plough..........46% + /
3
4
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Time Warner...........49% - %
+ 3/•
Wal-Mart.................31% +
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She also said that so far as she
knew, Kennedy had never been
alone with the girl, the Globe
reported.

1997 Chevrolet High Top Conversion
Loaded - Full Size

The newspaper said it interviewed the unidentified woman
after the Kennedy camp helped
direct it to her.
The Globe said Kennedy's lawyers would not comment on the
lie detector test.

$369 month*
$2,000 Down Payment
84 mo.@ 9.9% APR

One At
This Price

Local storytellers on program
Custom Promotions of Little
Rock, Ark., has announced that
three professional storytellers from
the Murray area will appear in the
Murray/West Kentucky edition of
"Mid-American Update." The new
show is scheduled for airing in
regional syndication on July 8.
According to executive producer
Lee Beard, the storytellers will
provide both entertainment and information about the Murray and
West Kentucky region.
"We're trying to show folks what
this area has to offer in terms of
tourist attractions, shopping and
recreation, as well as entertainment
and family living opportunities,"
said Beard. "The storytellers can
give us entertairupent while giving

us a look at local culture and
history," he said.
Master storytellers Jay Overton,
Steve Ross, and Robert Valentine
will appear in the 30-minute program. Beard says that other storytellers may also appear, but could not
give further information at this time.
The program will also feature interviews with local tourism officials,a
look at the National Scouting Museum, and visits with several area
businesses.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

PtP/7t-ieY
2420

Jus

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Stroke June 17, 19,7
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 30 FA 75 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows under 325 IbL steady•SIAS lower over
325 Rs. $1.01 higher
US 1.3 230-260 lbs.----$55.50.56.00
US 1.3 215-230 lb..
151.5054.51
154.511.5350
US 14 260-2110 lb.
143.31-47.51
US 1.2 200.215 lbs.-

Sows
US 1.2 270450
US 1-3 3111-450 lbs--- —
US 1.3 450.525 lba.--US 1-3 325 sad up Ns
US 2.3 3111.5111
Mars

E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900
cliD TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229
0,,,ezteeLeOldsmobile

'84 mo. financing at 9.9% APR fixed rate subject to credit approval. Price and payment
•
• does not include taxes, title, tags or registration fees.
MB
OM

Future editions of the program
are being planned for other areas in
the West Kentucky — West Tennessee area. Production teams will
be in Murray July 12-15 to complete
video taping.

$37 00 30 00
539 00-4000
$40.00-41.o0
$44 00-4600

BUFFET

134.50.3300

*6.59
ii a.m. - 2 p.m.

Ladies Swimwear

1/2
200,0.700,

'Chicken & Dressing
'Pit Baked Ham
'Southern Fried Chicken
'Farm Raised Catfish Fillet

Price!

Groups of Ladies Spring & Summer

*Gulf Fried Shrimp
'Variety of Vegetables
'Salad Bar
'Pies, Cobblers & Ice Cream

Father's Day is Sunday June 15th
If you can't come see us on Sunday bring Dad to
the buffet on Friday or Saturday Night!

Off
Layaway
Now For
Back-To-School

Stock Market
Report

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker n this
stock
NC - no change in price.

Report: Michael Kennedy passed lie detector test
BOSTON (AP) — Michael
Kennedy has passed a lie detector
test on which he denied having
sex with a baby sitter when she
was younger than 16, the legal
age of consent in Massachusetts,
according to a published report
today.

who use and trust our currency,"
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin
said in a ceremony at the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing.

*men .etts

Corn-Min

Regualr Hours
Wed.-Sat. 4 p.m.; Sun. 11-2 p.m.

641 North • Murray • 753-4141

For Ladies

DOWNTOWN • MURRAY
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Every Friday Night

Charitable beauty pageant set for fest
For six years, the beauty pageant
has been a major attraction at Freedom Fest. Jana Barneu,coordinator
of the pageant,is looking forward to
heading this year's seventh annual
beauty pageant as she knows it will
be just as successful as in the past.
Jana Barnett said that the reason
the beauty pageant was started was
because there were so few in the
area.
"There is a great need for a
pageant in the Murray area. The
pageant has around 80-100 children
that participate each year," said
Barnett.

Benefit dinner
for McGaughey
on June 22
A scholarship benefit dinner/
roast is planned June 22 for Dr.
Robert McGaughey who is retiring
from Murray State University after
30 years of service.
Proceeds from the event will be
used to establish the Robert H.
McGaughey III Scholarship at
MSU. McGaughey will retire July 1
with 30 years of service, including
23 years as chair of the department
ofjournalism and mass communications. He joined the faculty in 1969
as adviser to "The Murray State
News" and instructor in journalism.
He became chair in 1974, succeeding Dr. L.J. Hortin.
The banquet will begin at 6 p.m.
Sunday, June 22, in the Curris
Center Ballroom. Reservations are
needed by Monday, June 16. To
order a ticket, send a check for $20
made payable to the MSU Foundation, Murray State University or
call (502) 762-2387.
A 1961 graduate of Hopkinsville
High School, McGaughey received
his bachelor's and master's degrees
from Murray State and his doctorate
from Ohio University.
He was named Boss of the Year
by the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries International in
1989 and Distinguished Professor
of the Year by the MSU Alumni
Association in 1990.
He and fellow professor, Bob
Valentine, have been conducting
workshops on communications,
marketing, advertising and public
relations for more than 20 years.
McGaughey will be succeeded as
department chair by Dr. Jeanne
Scafella. She is director of the
undergraduate program in mass media studies at East Carolina University.

and photogenic qualities. The prizes
consist of cash, trophies, crowns,
T-shirts, concert tickets, etc. Added
Queens and Supreme winners from
3-20 years old will be sent to the
Coed Miss Kentucky Pageant., and
their entry fees will be paid for
them.
Applications for the pageant can
be picked up at either Wal-Mart,the
Murray Tourism Commission, or
through Jana herself. The 0-12 age

The entry fee is $55 for everything,and the registration fee is $35.
For general admission, there will be
no fee charged. All of the proceeds
will go to a local charity after the
costs of the pageant itself are deducted.
The participants for the pageant
do not have to be from Murray; all
are invited to participate. The children will be judged for prettiest hair,
smile, personality, over-all beauty,

B•11•IN•G

e
Early Bird Bingo 630 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7.00 p m

New Location - 121 North

range pageant will be at 8:00 a.m.on
June 28th, which will consist of
girls and boys. The Miss Freedom
Fest pageant will be at 5 p.m. on the
same date, and they both will be in
Loveu Auditorium on Murray
State's Campus.
For more information concerning
the pageant, please contact Barneu
at 753-0137,or Freedom Fest Headquarters at 759-2199 or 800-7155004.

Paducah * Flcming Furnil.urc * Bcnton

12, 1997 •

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
* $1,000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
(30 calls or less)
60%, 75% and 90%
$500 Jackpot Every Wabk
* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

GIVE BLOOD

SAVE LIVES

Paducah * Fleming Furntture * Benton

2DAY TENT
WAIREIHIOUSE
S1110141HOOM
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Do

1 FRIDAY 9 TO G
SATURDAY 9 TO 5

AIL 111- 1111
a

Paducah Supercenter Open
„FRIDAY 10 TO 8- SATURDAY 10 TO 7
This is the time each year we go through all our warehouses and
showrooms and pull everything that must go! You will find these
items in our under the tent in our parking lot and throughout the
store and the warehouse. Cash and Carry or delivery can be
arranged. Bring your cars, trucks, vans,campers, wagons, trailers,
etc. and we will load it for you. Hurry to any of the 3 locations of
Fleming Furniture, Benton & Paducah. Sale is this Friday and
Saturday only - No Hold Overs - Rain or Shine!

Save 550/0
to 66% off
RAIN OR SHINE

AT ALL 3 FLEMING LOCATIONS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

-4

Cary'

-4

ATV-4)1,17E1N

RAIN OR SHINE

NO HOLD OVER.S!
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Closeout Love Seats
Sofas & Chairs

Mattress or
Box Spring

CLOSEOUTS!

Each iece - Sets On!

•Vv.

Closeout End Tables
Up to

Price
2
1/2Price 1/
As Low As $198

S43

-r

Closeout Recliners

onit

Upholstery

Bedding

a L•

60% Off

any ca.nry,nnly

Occasional

Bedroom

Broyhill Bedroom
$997 • Klaussner Fruit Chair $ 29
$ 388 •Solid
Retail $1620
Oak Bedroom
Hutch
*298 •Arorktil
$ 399
*787 • SK
Retail $1575
Retail 1999
is
• Castered Bench
Bedroom
*197 • FoundersRetail
$99
$299
$ 397 Thnenasciile OakRetailRocker
$799
8 196 • Cherry Pediment Bed $ 397 • Ashley Retail $16S
$89
Vetighn
Retail $999
• Glider Rocker
$99
$849 • Night Stand $465
f 177
$ 218 • AssortedRetail
Theme's-ills Retail
Pictures
70%.
$ 977 • Brass Headboards
AT UP TO
77
$
$149
Retail
Dining Room • Wing Back Chair $ 244 • Entertainment Center
Retail 1503
Res,. Florol
Misc.
• Broyhill Dinette
Rise*
Sofa
White
•
*897
Cherry
Retail $1199 *949
• Closeout Loveseats
Retail $1099
$ 597 Thomasville Dresser &
*299
,•Broyhill
• Glass Table & 4 Chairs $118
•
Reclining Sofa
Lane
Retail $2759
Mirror
8697 Winston
• Select Thomasville
Retail 11230
Retail $1510 $ 788 Tables
Court
• Glass Top Table, China $ 999
• Thomasville Sofa
& 4 Chairs
Retail $2199
$ 988 •LeaTriple Dresser
• Gun Cabinet
Retail $2392
Tartar Raid
*247
*297
Retail $799
Retail $699
11 Gan
• Table-6 Chairs & China $1499
• Green Reclining Sofa
Broyhill
Retail 129911
Oak Bedroom
*699 •roilaill
• 5 Drawer Chest
tun,
La-Z-Boy
$244
Retail 51647 *88
•
• Cherry Table & 4 Chairs$597
Retail $570
• Reclining Sofa
$497
Broyhill
Retail $969
• Thomasville Chest
Tables
Retail $999
Oak Trim
*218 • Oak EndRetail
Winston Coors Retail $465
$ 87
SISO
• Glass Top Table & Chairs $ 517 • Chair & Ottoman
Retail $1149
Chromes-roll
Retail $1107
588 PADUCAH SUPERCENTER OPEN SUNDAY 1105

INCREDIBLE
American
TRUCKLOAD
Sleep
SAVINGS
-13:1---,
249
TWIN
Retail $549
Posture FULL
$ 349
Retail $749
Right QUEEN Retail $11/11 $ 398
Retail $1299 $ 599
KING
TWIN ItetaR fain
!Si
Galaxy FULL
Retail SOH •
II
$ 499
QUEEN Retail
Pletail 1 Mt $9.9
KING

• Queen Ann Sofa
Retail $61111
Hickory Hill
• Love Seat
La-Z-Boy tapers n.s.. Retail 999
• Vinyl Recliner
R.tr1.S)419
lane
• B roy h ill Wing Chair
Retail $525
Red st White
• Leather Love Seat
Retail $1699
Klasusner
• Sofa & Love Seat
Retail $1920
Barclay

Pine

Retail $649

As

Oak Fink?.

4,1:

Lacister

(as is)

wish Audio Caltimers Retail 52397

Starting at

14/11.

Thirty young women will compete for
scholarships, prizes and the title of
Miss Kentucky 1997 at the Miss
Kentucky Scholarship Pageant,June
19-21 in Lexington. Preliminary competitions will begin at 710 p.m on
Thursday, June 19 and Friday, June
20. This years pageant theme Is
"Something Coming," and will feature 1996 has Kentucky Veronica
Duka, as well as entertainers and
professional dancers from across
the United States. Miss Paducah,
Brooke Robinson will participate.
••••

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Hollaod Motor Saks
513 S. 12th St.

Retail SI 290

pc

Broyhill - Retire

Watch Our
Special
TV Show

Furniture
Connection
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
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Murray Cable
Saturday 6/14
9:30 A.M.
Sunday 6/15
9:30 A.M.

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open pally 10 to 7• Sunday I to 5• Friday 10 to 8

egROYN/ll GALLERY 4 FACTORY OUTLET CENTER
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
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Jordan triumphs over flu, Jazz
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer

Michael Jordan scored 38 points
to give Chicago a 90-88 win and a
3-2 series edge over Utah
Wednesday.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Remember, he is Michael Jordan.
The NBA's greatest player has
done it again.
Sick in bed all day with a viral
infection, so ill his teammate
Scottie Pippen wondered if he
could get his uniform on, Jordan
took the Chicago Bulls to the
brink of another NBA
championship.
"Sometimes you've got to
come out and do what you've got
to do," Jordan said. "We wanted
it real bad, and me as a leader

had to do my best, and hopefully
the team would have to rally around ine.''
Betore the game, he couldn't
stand up without being nauseated
or tili/y But on Wednesday
night, Jordan scored 38 points, 15
in the final quarter, and led the
Bulls to a 90-88 victory over
Utah, sending the NBA Finals
back to Chicago with the defending champions up 3-2 in the bestof-7 series.
The Bulls can win their fifth
NBA title of the '90s with a victory at home Friday night.
"In the fourth quarter, I don't

know how I got through that,"
Jordan said. "I was just trying to
gut myself through it."
Even when Jordan failed, he
turned it into success. After he
missed the go-ahead foul shot
with less than a minute to go, he
scrambled for the loose ball and
sank a 3-pointer that put the
Bulls ahead for good 88-85 with
25 seconds to play.
Jordan called it his best performance, considering the degree of
difficulty.
"I almost played myself into
passing out," he said. "I came in
and I was almost dehydrated and

it was all just to win a basketball
game."
Pippen, long accustomed to
Jordan's achievements, said he'd
never seen his teammate so sick.
"And the effort he came out
and gave us was just incredible,"
Pippen said.
Before the game, Chicago
coach Phil Jackson worried about
how much Jordan would be able
to play.
"He said, 'Let me play, and
I'll regulate my minutes and I'll
let you know how I'm doing out
there,— Jackson said, "and he
played 44 minutes. That's an

amazing effort."
Jordan said his energy level
was down all night, and he was
on automatic in the final minutes.
"Once I got in the act, I didn't
have time to think about it," he
said. "It was more or less
The Jazz, stunned by their first
home loss in 24 games, had no
idea Jordan wasn't feeling well.
"I don't think he was sick,"
said Bryon Russell, who tried to
guard Jordan most of the night
but left him for a double-team on

Maybe Denver Johnson
wouldn't go to the ends of the
earth to find a quarterback, but
the first-year Racer football
coach did go as far as the Arizona desert.
Johnson filled a major offensive need last week by signing
quarterback Dan Loyd, a transfer
from the University of Arizona.
Loyd, a redshirt freshman last
season in Tucson, will have three
years at Murray State.
Loyd, a 6-foot-2, 215-pound
passer, will be counted on to provide maturity to a position that
featured two redshirt freshmen
during spring drills. Johnson isn't
ready to call Loyd "another Mike
Cherry," but said the former Arizona Wildcat has some similar
qualities.
"He's a nice looking, sharp
youngster," Johnson said. "We
were taken aback by his presence.
He had a nice air about him."
Loyd, who hails from the Los
Angeles County town of San Gabriel, Calif., said he will bring a
winning presence to a program
looking to win its third Ohio Valley Conference championship in
a row.
"I'm not 6-5, I don't run a 4.5
and I don't throw the ball 80
yards," he said over the phone
Wednesday night. "But, I get the
win. My team wins."

•-t

CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
(AP) — Gary Garner, whose
Fort Hays State team lost two
games over the past two years,
is the new coach at Southeast
Missouri State University.
The university announced the
hiring of Garner, 53,
Wednesday.
Garner coached Fort Hays
State of Kansas to a 34-0 record
and the NCAA Division II
championship in 1996. Last
year, his team went 29-2, losing
in the regional finals after
spending most of the season
ranked No. I.
At Southeast Missouri, Garner inherits a program under investigation by the NCAA and
coming off a series of losing
seasons. The Indians were
12-18 in 1996-97.
"I think all the ingredients
are there," Garner said. "The
location is good. They have a
very nice arena, a great university. I think we should be able

-
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To some, the sight of Mark
McGwire and Mike Piazza on the
same,field will make these games
appear like a World Series.
To others, watching Greg Maddux and Cal Ripken play together
will give these encounters an exhibition feel.
Whatever, we'll all get to see
how it looks starting tonight. Interleague play is here at last.
It all begins before a sellout
crowd at The Ballpark in Arlington when the San Francisco
Giants visit the Texas Rangers.
Three more games are scheduled
later this evening — Los Angeles
at Oakland, Colorado at Seattle
and San Diego at Anaheim.
"Tomorrow's just another
game," Giants third baseman
Mark Lewis said Wednesday.
"It's great in the aspect that the
fans get to see some players they
don't normally see, like Barry
Bonds, but for us it's kind of like
spring training."
Only these games count. For
standings, for records, for statistics — it all counts.
Which is not making everyone
happy.
"We're going to be playing in
LA in September while we're trying to win our division. That's
not the way it's supposed to be,"
Texas first baseman Will Clark
said. "You play within your division to win your division."
On the other hand, there's the
fun factor.
"We're going to get a chance
to see what it's like, how it goes
over and how the fans respond.
It's not going to be fun only for
the fans, but for the players,
too," Angels manager Terry Collins said. "They'll get a chance
to play in parks that they've only

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Jason Stafford, left, tries to avoid the high kick of Josh Elliott during a sparring session Wednesday at
Murray Toe Kwon Do where they are preparing for the Junior Olympics.

II See Page 3B

to get the job done."
Garner replaces Ron Shumate, fired May 12 as the
NCAA began investigating the
program. Shumate, who
coached at Southeast Missouri
for 16 years and was the
school's winningest coach, has
denied any wrongdoing.
NCAA investigators were at
Southeast Missouri Wednesday,
school officials confirmed. The
NCAA has not specified why it
is investigating the program.
Garner said he was concerned
about the investigation but had
no second thoughts about taking
the job.
"I've made a commitment
here," he said. "I hope I'm
here a long time, and one or
two years under possible NCAA
sanctions wouldn't bother me."
In 14 years as a head coach,
Garner is 248-163. He said he
looked forward to the challenge
of coaching a Division I team.
"From what I've been able to
gather, I think we have a
chance to be competitive next
year, to have a good team," he
said.

80614

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

Missed...
by a foot

Garner named
new basketball
coach at SEMO
•Former Fort Hays
coach takes post as
NCAA probe begins
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Giants, Rangers
offer first battle

Most of Loyd's winning came
on the high school level.
As a senior at San Marino
High School, Loyd was a firstteam all-state quarterback at the
medium school division. Loyd
led San Marino to three league titles, and as a junior and senior
passed for over 5,000 yards.
"Talking to high school
coaches, they all say the same
thing," Johnson explained. "He's
not a big 6-5 quarterback, but
he's always been a winner."
Out of high school, Loyd was
recruited by California-Berkley,
UCLA, Fresno State, Iowa State
and San Jose State before settling
on Arizona.
"I wanted to play in the Pac-10
and go to the Rose Bowl," Loyd
said of his decision.
After redshirting his first year
at Arizona, Loyd found himself
behind two other young quarterbacks last season and felt it was
time to look elsewhere, preferably the Division I-AA • level
where he could play this season.
"There were a lot of personal
reasons," said Loyd of leaving.
"They. were changing the offense,
going to a more run-based offense, and they wanted a rollout
quarterback.
"I didn't see a future for myself there for those reasons," he
added. "Also, I want to play. I'm

Members of Murray Tae Kwon Do
who will be heading to Louisville in
July for the Junior Olympics are:
(front row, from left) Nick O'Kelly,
Jimmy Hunt, Timothy Hutchens,
David Free, (kneeling) Aaron Bergquist, Sean Ramsey, (back) Josh
Elliott, Carl Nhadek, instructor
Tung Dinh, Luke Puckett, Jason
Stafford and instructor Julie
Ramsey.

• See Page 3B

U.S. Open

Tiger seeks second leg of slam
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
BETHESDA, Md. (AP) — As
Tiger Woods embarks on the second leg of the Grand Slam today,
the reasons why he should win
the U.S. Open are as numerous as
the reasons why he won't.
Woods was truly the Master at
Augusta National in April. But
this tournament is truly open.
Since Jack Nicklaus won his
fourth U.S. Open in 1980, there
has been only one player who has
won this tournament more than
once — Curtis Strange in 1988
and 1989.
The 97th U.S. Open began today at Congressional Country

Tourney field wide open
Club under a cover of thin clouds
with a chance of some showers in
the afternoon. Brad Bryant became the first casualty when he
withdrew because of the flu. He
was replaced .by Steve Hart.
Woods, defending champion
Steve Jones and Tom Lehman
had a noon tee time.
Woods may have a game from
another world, but there may not
be another course anywhere more
suited to his game than Augusta,
where drives so wild they wind
up in another fairway can still

leave open shots to the green.
Congressional, the longest
course in U.S. Open history at
7,213 yards for par 70, is another
story.
"At Augusta, it was like a
driving range, bombs away on the
driving," Woods said. "You've
got to be in the short grass here.
This is a very demanding driving
golf course."
Woods never needed more than
a 4-iron to reach par 5s in two at
the Masters — he used a wedge
on No. 15. At Congressional, he

hasn't even bothered trying to
reach the two par 5s, measuring
607 and 583 yards.
A walk through U.S. Open
rough produces the constant
sound of grass whipping the tops
of shoes. The longest grass at
Augusta couldn't hide a
toothpick.
"Here, it is different," Scotland's Colin Montgomerie said of
Woods' chances at Congressional. "It takes possibly his
greatest asset, which is length,
more out of the equation and
gives us mere mortals more of an
opportunity to compete."
II See Page 38
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Baseball's
interleague
slate starts
up tonight

Arizona transfer
Loyd will bolster
Racers' QB spot
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
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BRIEFS
BRONCO LEAGUE
On June 7, Breaktima Billiards beat Vanderbilt Chemical 6-3. Bobby
Ives pitched a complete game to pick up the win. For Breakbme, Ives, Josh
Young. Jacob Nerney, Josh Dunn and John Lee Fisher all had singles For
Vanderbilt, Tyler Harper and Daniel Runnels had singles and Austin Smith
had a home run

PARK LEAGUE!
On June 10, Murray Supply defeated Bynum Construction 9 5 For Mur
Supply Gage Osbron had a double and two singles Joshua Kratt
smacked three singles and Bradley Cobb added a double and two inside-thepark home runs Joshua Reynolds, William Scott and Grant Barrow each had
two hits and Curbs Brawner and Trey Cossey contributed singles For Bynum
Construction, Hunter Seay, Tony Pfannerstill and Keaton Tate each had three
hits Landon Howard Casey Butterworth John Carpenter and Clay Cornell
son chipped in with two hits each
ray

SCOREBOARD
By.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

Wedneedey's Gomm

MAJOR LEAGUES
Americas Lanus
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L
42 18
36 27

Baltimore
Nevi York
Toronto
Detroit
Boston

29
29
25

31
32
37

Central Division
W
L
32 27
29 32
28 32
28 34
28 35
West Division
W
L
34 29

Cleveland
Kansas City
Mikvaukee

C hicago

n nesota
Seattle
Anaheim

33
32
26

TO IlaS

Oakland

29
29
39

Pct.

GB

—
74
483 13
475 134
403 18

Pct. GB
542 —
475 4
467
4-4
452 5.6
444 6
Pct. GB
540 —
4
532
525
1
400 9

Seattle 5, Toronto 1
Detroit 4, Oakland 2
Kansas City 6, Anaheim 1
Boston 10, Baltimore 1
N.Y. Yankees 7, Chicago White Sox 5
Cleveland 4. lAlwaukse 3, 11 innings
Texas 9, Minnesota 6
National League

East Division
W
L
42 22
37 26
35 28
35 28
21 41
Central Division
W
I.
32 33
31 32
30 33

IC

-

:C

Atlanta
Flonda
Montreal
New Yoe*
Philadelphia
Houston
Pittsburgh
St Louis
Cincinnati
Chicago

26
25

37
39

Chicago Cubs 5, N.Y Melts 4
Colorado 9, Atlanta 6
Flonda 6. San Francisco 3
Montreal 4, Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 2, Pittsburgh 1
Los Angeles 10, Houston 5
St Louis 8. San Diego 3

700
571

Wednesday's Gimes

.k

Pct.
.656
.587
556
.556
339

Thursday a Gamma
Baltimoci iKamieniecki 4.21 at Boston (Sete 6-5).
5 05 p rri
keiwaukee (Karl 2-7) at Cleveland (Anderson
0-0i. 605 pm
San Francisco (Gardner 6-21 at Texas (Olver
3-7) 7 05 p m
San Diego (Murray 1-0) at Anaheim IPensho
905 pm
Los Angeles (Nomo 6-5) at Oakland (Telgheder
t-3) 905 pm
Colorado tHolmes 2-1) at Seattle (Lowe 1-1
9 05 p m

0-21

Friday's Genies
kflivaukee ID-Armco 2-31 at Chicago Cubs (Mulholland 5-5), 2 20 p.m.
NY Yankees (Cone 7-3) at Flonda (Leiter 5-4),
6 05 pm
Kansas City (Pirisley 1-4) at Pittsburgh
rF Cordova 4-4). 635 pm
Chicago Whit• Sox (Alvarez 3-6) at Cincinnati
(Schourek 5-4). 635 pm
Detroit (Oirvareas 4-4) at Montreal (C Perez 6-4),
635 p m

GB
iF4
6-4
64
20

Toronto (W.WiNiams 1-6) at PNIadelphia (ScNNmg 8-5). 635 pm
Baltimore (Key 10-1) at Atlanta (Maddox 7-2),
6 40 pm
Boston (Suppan 0-0) at NY Meet (Reed 4-3),
6 40 p m
Cleveland (Colon 1-2) at St Louis (MOMS 4-3),

Pct. GB
492
492
476 1
.413
391

5
6'4

Weis Division
W

ut
g:0

San Francisco
Colorado
Los Angeles
San Diego

753-8355

901 Sycamore

David King

35
35
31
28

L
28
29
32
35

PM. GB
.556
.547
.492
.444

705 pin
Panneeola (Redke 5-5) at Houston (WaN 2-2),
705 pm

San Francisco (Estes 8-2) at Texas (Hill 4-3).
735 pm.
San Diego (F.Valenzuela 2-8) at Anaheim
ID Springer 4-2), 9:05 p.m_
Colorado (Wright 4-3) at Seattle (Johnson 9-1).
905 Rm.
Los Angaies (Attack, 3-5) at Oakland (Karsay
1-7). 935 Rm.

4
7
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the crucial 3-pointer. "Did he
look sick to you guys?"
On the bench, Jordan did. In
the first half, when he got a
breather, sweat beaded on his
head like a windshield in a
rainstorm.
He seemed to pick his spots.
He had just four points in the
first quarter as Utah raced to a
13-point lead.
The lead hit 16 before Jordan's
17 second-quarter points brought

the Bulls back.
In the third quarter, Jordan
managed just four points. Then
came the fourth-quarter eruption.
At the start of the game, the
Bulls' dynasty seemed on the
verge of crumbling. Jordan was
sick. Dennis Rodman was in trouble with the NBA front office
again, this time for his antiMormon comments. And the Jazz
fanatics were loudly anticipating
crowning a remarkable home season with their biggest victory yet.
The Jazz raced to a 16-point
lead early in the second quarter.

But they were under no illusions
that the Bulls were finished.
"When you get down like that
from the start and have any competitive spirit in you, you dig in a
little bit deeper and fight a little
bit harder," John Stockton said.
No one is more competitive
than Jordan.
"We had made a lot of mistakes, but I didn't have the
energy to yell at people," Jordan
said. "I just had to sit back and
wait until our defense kicked in
and for some of the guys to get
over their nerves and fight our
way back into it."
Pippen struggled through a
5-for-17 shooting night, but had
17 points and 10 rebounds. On
defense, he swarmed all over the
floor, and on offense was able to
take advantage of the smaller Jeff
Hornacck a few times on post

•Loyd...
FROM PAGE 2B

McDaniel. They were very up
front and honest with me."

at the point where the Pac-10 and
all the rah-rah of playing on that
level doesn't mean all that much.
I want to get around a good
bunch of guys."
For Johnson, Loyd is the perfect type of transfer — he left
Arizona for all the right reasons.
"The thing I like about him is
he's coming with no baggage,"
said the Racer coach. "He's got a
great attitude, great character and
great work habits. And, his
academics are in good shape.
"He wanted to join a good
program that wants to win."
For Loyd, choosing Murray
State was an easy decision.
"It's the perfect situation for
me," he said. "They spoke for
themselves — a 22-3 record the
last two years, a quarterback
drafted in the sixth round and an
all-American wide receiver. And,
I respect and like coach Johnson
and (assistant) coach (Mac)

Loyd will compete with Josh
Allen for the No. 1 quarterback
job in the fall, and whoever wins
the spot will have to follow
Cherry, the OVC's offensive
player of the year last season.
"I take pride in leading a team.
I only care about winning," he
said. "Is there pressure? Not at
all. I'll put pressure on myself,
but that's why I'm transferring. I
want the pressure."
If Johnson has a concern, it's
"bringing a kid from Los Angeles
County to Calloway County."
Loyd, who will drive from California to Murray the first week
of July to begin working out with
some of his new teammates, says
the adjustment will be easy.
"As long as I'm playing football I'm happy," he explained. "I
had all the rah-rah stuff when I
went to Arizona. When I visited
Murray they had great people and
great hospitality. They treated me
like family."

plays.
It was the threat of that play
that freed up Jordan for his big
3-pointer.
Toni Kukoc emerged from
hibernation to make 3-of-4
3-pointers. Luc Longley had 12
points on 6-for-7 shooting.
The precision offense of the
Jazz, meanwhile, fell apart like a
cheap watch when a victory in
the Delta Center, where they had
lost only three times in 51 games,
would have brought them within
one win of the title.
But the Jazz could not overcome Chicago's defense and their
own mistakes.
All three of their big offensive
weapons — Karl Malone, Stockton and Hornacek — failed to
come through. Together, Utah's
big three were 2-for-10 from the
field in the fourth quarter.

•Tiger...

•Interleague...
FROM PAGE 2B

was sold out before opening day.

heard of, like Coors (Field)."
In most places, fans seem
pumped.
In New York, next week's
matchup between the Mets and
Yankees at Yankee Stadium is
nearly sold out and has become
the talk of the town,.
In Atlanta, this weekend's
three-game series between the
Baltimore Orioles and Braves

Now, the teams with the two best
records in majors meet, with
Jimmy Key, Mike Mussina and
Scott Erickson pitching for the
Orioles against Maddux, John
Smoltz and Tom Glavine.
Overall, attendance is expected
to be about 33 percent higher for
interleague games, although not
all of them are hot tickets.

FROM PAGE 2B
The conditions of the U.S.
Open are so demanding that no
one has won by more than two
strokes since David Graham in
1981.
"It's going to be tough to win
by 12 shots," Lehman said.
But it's Woods' 12-stroke victory at the Masters, a recordsetting 18-under-par 270, that
make him a factor anywhere.
Woods is trying to become the
first player since Nicklaus in
1972 to win both the Masters and
the U.S. Open. No one has won
the four majors that make up the
professional Grand Slam — Ben
Hogan came the closest in 1953,
winning the Masters, U.S. Open
and the British Open. His legs,
battered from a car crash, did not
allow him to play in the PGA
Championship.

"It's realistic because it's possible," Nick Faldo said. "It's
pretty difficult because nobody
has done it. The pressure of just
getting your game timed right to
win one major is pretty
imptessive."
But the allure of Woods is his
ability to thrive under any conditions, topping even the wildest of
expectations.
"When you think about favorites, you've got to realize that
guys who are good can play any
course," Lehman said. "You can
put him on the moon, he can still
play good golf. Tiger is no
different.
Ernie Els, the 1994 U.S. Open
champion, has the length off the
tee and the brute strength to
power the ball out of the rough.
Montgomerie plays well in this
tournament because he consistently hits the ball straight.
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For That Golfer The Perfect Gift
Chocolate Golf Balls
by Godiva; Beer
Steins & U of K Gifts

Humidor, Ashtray's,
Cigar Cutters,
Dunhill, Macandus,
Royal Jamaican, Petrus,
Muntecruz, El Sublimao
& The List Goes On!
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Acids • Yeasts • Hyrometers
• Corks • Stoppers • Corkers
• Malt Extracts • Filters • Bottles
• Corn Sugar • Wine Capsules
• CcAoys • Floating
Thermometers • Rice Syrup
• Airlocks • Home Brewing Videos
• Much, Much More
Once again, the DISH Network has broken the pnce barrier' Join the DISH \ensork niiss and enios Amencas Top
40- programming, including The Disney Channel, for a rock bottom $19 99 a month' That % nght, NO AN\LAI
SUBSCRIPTION REQl1RID' With 40 of sour favonte channels for less than $20 a month. sou'll
save big over cable and other satellite 13 providers
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$199 Then you'll continue to save and relish the most advanced 11 entertainment
system on the planet with crystal-dear, digital video and cnsp. rich audio
normally only found on CDs
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.PADUCAH
HANNAN PLAZA •509 LONE OAK ROAD• HIGHWAY 45.
OPEN K A.M. TO 1(1 P.M. FRIDAY AM:5 SATURDAY 'TIL II P.M.

Premium movie services are also available in a multichannel format
including HB0,41B0 Family (6 channels). Cinemax ri channels),
Showtime 13 channels), The Movie Channel (2 channels). AIX
and Sunctance Channel — all at incredibly low prices' So if
you're tired of cable constanth raising your rates and want
fDUaLor.aLo.JaiJalLL
more sersatibty. more choices, more service and definitely
more value, visit your local DISH %mirk retailer today'

$199

ort•li be

Home Dish Systems
"100 ft. Coax FREE With A DISH Network System"
3608 US Hwy. 68 East of Draffenville • Benton, KY

502-527-7511
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THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
• It

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPIQY
% Discount isci lama
pun Ada mugs sun IMO 4 Del/MOW
$200 per column Inch extra for
fuirackry (Shopping Cade).

Card or Thanks
Legal NOLIOf 140

010
020
025
040
050

Reader Adl
30$ per word, $6.00 minimum

lit day.6$ per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shower
flues Ciossalects go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
band box acts.

IcatlaltiZafilrePrisl
A $2.00 Me wilt be required to make
arrr changes to cod deer domain,.

Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
060
Domesuc & Childcare
070
Posiuon Wanted
090.............
100
Business Opportunity
lnstrucuon
110
Computers
120
For Sale Or Trade
130

010

010

Electronic
Repair
1 day service on car
stereos Call Barry for
details

753-5865
10 am. - 6 p.m.
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

SHERIFFS SALE
By order of District Court Calloway
County a 1981 Chevrolet Malibu four door
vehicle vin number 1G1AT69J0BK430542
with Tennessee license plates 665-KKZ will
be sold on June 26,1997 at 10:00 a.m.at the
Calloway County Sheriffs Office Murray,
Ky. This sale will satisfy the judgement of
District Court case 92-S-00329 Gray vs.
Shields sale will be final and title arrangements will be made the day of the sale. This
vehicle will be sold as is with no warranties.
The vehicle can be inspected by contacting
the sheriffs office at 753-3151.
Sheriff, Stan Scott

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment dothing.
$1 00 Buys mens, womons, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

020

Notice

Rohm

DIABETICS!(using insulin)
Medicare pays for your
supplies. We bill them,ship
to you Save money. Satisfaction guaranteed. Liberty
Medical. 800-748-1662. No
HMO members. Mention
AF-AA01.

LONE Wolf Hunting Club
needs 3 more members
Club has over 1300 acres
leased for year round hunting in New Concord area
For information call
753-7278 or after 5 & on
weekends 759-9854

BOOKS ON TAPE

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever

For five
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
-tree local claim service'

1/2 PRICE

SENIORS 1997 1-Shirts,
Calloway Co. High School
Faye's 308 N. 12th St.
753-7743.

Great For Vacations
Largest Selection In Murray

BOOKFIRCK
THE
Dixieland Shopping Center

SHARE A DREAM- Host
Scandinavian, European,
South American, Adian,
Russian exchange students arriving August. Become a host family/ AISE.
Call 800-SIBLING.

753-4821

INFORMATION NEEDED
Anyone having any information concerning the following accident, please contact
C.D.M. Construction at(502)753-8964. The
accident occurred on Wednesday April 9th
between 10:00 and 10:15 am. at 12th and
Olive St. at the traffic light in Murray, KY.
A white 1 ton Chevy flat bed truck with
C.D.M. Construction on door was traveling
east when struck on drivers side in middle of
intersection by an 88 Buick LeSaber dark red
in color.
There were at least four vehicles already
stopped on 12th street for the red light so there
were several witnesses to this wreck.
I must use this method to seek information
the police officers for whatever reason did not
take statements from any other drivers at the
intersection.
Thanks for your time
Charlie McKenney

00
Roommate
Wanted
FURNISHED room for ren
n county, home with swimming pool Kitchen privtledges Call 345-2605, after 12 noon.

LOST gold ruby & diamond
ring If found call 753-4449
080
Help
Wanted
CARPENTER & carpente
helpers. Must have experi
once. For appointment cal
Tina at 759-9081.

IES"
"FREE GROCER
Your Grocery Bill
Cut

By Up To
50% Guaranteed!!!
Imagine having a discount coupon
for virtually every Item you buy at the
grocery store,

Every time you buy!!!
Now you can do just that. Select the
coupons you want for the products you
know you are going to buy from our list
of over 1,200 name brand products.
Unlike newspapers or magazines, you
will get the coupons you want when you
want them.

By Choice not by chance!
• il-t•rsi:

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
. Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical

In Memory
........ ....... Miscellaneous
260....Mobtle Home Lots For Sale
240

It's that simple!
Also available is our $ Cash for Coupons $ program where you can earn up
to $800 or more each month in your
spare time clipping coupons.

For FREE Recorded Information Call:
1-800-466-9222 Ex. 6470

•1

OM. a.-•

Happy Birthday

Lease
For Sale
365
370. Commercial Property for Sale
Pets & Supplies
380.
Livestock & Supplies
390
Yard Sale
400
Public Sale
410
Home Loans
420
Real Estate
430..
Of

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
280...... Mobile Homes For Resit
285... Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290
Heating And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent 435
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

330
340
360

Help
Wanted

440
450
460

Homes For Sale

DRIVER, WE'RE LEADING THE WAY- Join the
in miles for the last
ALL around carpenter. leader
Earn $70,000 to
years.
four
474-8621
$128,000 a year. Covenant
ALL OTR DRIVERS- Get Transport. Experienced
home weekly at Averitt Ex- drivers/ Owner operator
press. Start at up to .308 a teams. Toll free.
mile, top pay .34 a mile. 888-MORE-PAY, Gradustudents
Great benefits. 24 hour re- ate
line. 803-338-6428.
cruiting
800-886-4753. EOE.
EARN $1,000 weekly stufAPPLY at Pams Deli & iing envelopes at home
Cakes, 410 Main St. No Start now. No experience
Free supplies, Info. No obliphone calls please
gation. Send LSASE to:
ATTENTION, TRUCK
ACE. Dept: 1209 Box 5137,
DRIVERSI- No experience
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.
necessary. Earn $600 a
week plus benefits! Get FRIENDLY TOYS &
hired, trained, and CDL in GIFTS- Has immediate
14 days, lodging included! openings in your area.
Experienced drivers also Number one in party plan:
needed! 800-399-6362.
Toys, gifts, Christmas,
home decor, free catalog
AVON sales. $8418/hr. No and
information
door to door. Easy 800-488-4875.
methods! Quick Cash!'Bonuses' 1-800-827-4640 GENERAL help wanted.
Misc duties. Contact Marc,
ind/sIs/rep.
Innovative Printing, 1623
COLORTYME now accept- Hwy 121 N, Murray.
ing applications for delivery
specialists. Competetive GET YOUR CAREER IN
wages. Come join our team GEAR! Quality CDL trainat 408 N 12th St. No phone ing in 20 days. No experience necessary. Earn $600
calls please. E0E.
a week + benefits. Call
35'/,
cents- 40 800-467-3806,
DRIVERS!
cents. Owner operators 86
cents. Heartland ExIVES
press regional/system. HAROLD
Gets you home weekly. TRUCKING- Hiring drivers.
One year OTR needed. Training available. Experience pay up to 28t per
800-441-4953
mile. Now taking owner opDRIVERS- Arctic Express erators .808 loaded or
an Ohio based company is empty call: 888-367-4837.
seeking company, regional
& OTR tractor-trailer driv- MAKE-UP ARTIST/
ers. Pay up to 35 cents per TRAINEES- Glamour
mile plus benefit package. photo company wants WU
Must have Class A CDL artists and trainees for Kenwith hazmat Call Dave or tucky & surrounding region.
Lisa at 800-927-0431. Salary, commissions,
benefits- Expenses paid.
EOE.
Reliable vechide required.
DRIVERS- ARE YOU Regional territory.
TIRED OF LONG HOURS 800-800-4948 ext 207.
AND LOW PAY? Roehl has
a top 10 pay package per MIDNIGHT & afternoon
The National Survey of cashiers needed. Apply in
Driver Wages by SignPost. person at Racer's Coastal,
Great home time. 95% no Chestnut St, Murray.
touch. Talk to our drivers.
8 0 0 - 4 6 7 - 6 3 4 5 , POSTAL JOBS Start
$12.68/hr, plus benefits.
wvnv ROE Ht.net.
For application and exam
DRIVERS- Expanding car- info, Call 1-800-256-7606,
rier hiring OTR drivers. Ext KY107, 7am-13pm, 7
Long haul. Flatbed, reefer days.
& van division. Call
800-594-9428 ext. 293.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars

500
510
520
530
550

Used Truck'
Camper
Boats & Motors
Services Offered

Produce
Free Colur•-•
Wanted

560
570

a well established
tggressive home
health agency, offering paid holidays. medical
dental insurance.
retirement and
other benefit,. is
currently seeuing

Licensed
Physical
Therapist
Assistant
fur the l'aris area
Send resume to:
Coma, Home
Health, Inc.
Roman Resources
903 East Wood St.
48242
Paris, TN .

D8H Caterpillar Dozer
Serial 036A223

DRIVERS, OTR- McClendon Trucking now hiring!
Company drivers earn up to
32.5c with fuel and safety
bonus. Owner operators
earn .82c empty/loaded.
Call 800-633-0550.

955K Caterpillar Track Loader
Serial 06111552

DRIVERS, OTR- Cash in
your experience at total logistics! Due to incredible
growth. Total Logistic Con
trol is hiring OTR drivers
with at least two years experience and a Class-A
CDL. We offer great pay,
consistent miles, pkis... assigned 95/96 conventionale, award programs, paid
vacations and holidays,
home most weekends, expert maintenance, quality
dispatching and more!
Don't miss out! Cell Dave,
Sherri, or Tim for a personal
interview today at
800-333-5599, ext 717, ext
785, or ext 745.
DRIVERS- Trans-States
Lines with Mdtvest regional
and OTRI More home time,
more $$$! Students welcome! Tuition reimbursement!800-527-9568 EOE.
DRIVER-Up to $700 a
week orientation pay and
up to 358 cents per mile to
start! Great hometime and
assigned, all conventional
fleet. 0/0's welcome Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 EOE

••-•

Sealed bids will be accepted through June
20, 1997 at 4th and Main Street, Murray.
The Bank reserves the right to bid. For
information call 762-5259 or 762-5201.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates. Below we a law monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE
see 50
696 55

$11.61
14.18

FEMALE
$0.20
10.96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 80 UP
age 60
59.66
age 70
696 75

17.50
21.78
2731
38.77

13 09
16.54
1933.
28.18

Premiums guereneeed NOT lo increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

BRAS:
$40. M
nati Fk
like nit

'Deadlines aro 2 days
in advance.,

BUILDI
bottom
Ends
$2 71
$ 4 , 74
$9 , 98
$1 5,4
$23,644
Pioneei

150

Articles
For Sae
22,000 BTU Frigidaire air
conditioner, 3mos old,
$400. Call 474-2485 after
7pm

Instruction

gar-1r\m/P4'7V,
ar2 cit(ati_z

9'

ancE
an
3 Week

Vi

Ballet

e

Intensive

14
.

T

Workshop

AY

Tues. & Thurs. f,
beginning June 17
t Ages 8 & up
JI C211151-0605,,.%

133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1.6GB
w/1 FREE training- FREE
software. Only $1499.00.
753-7001.

FOR Sale. IBM Thinkpad
355 CS, color screen, windows 3 1, 8 meg RAM, 170
meg HD w/carrying case.
Cal 753-5171
LIVE INTERNET training
with FREE manual, 6-9PM
Monday's $49 prepaid
Other subjects available.
Hawkins Research
753-7001
MACINTOSH Classic 4/40
with HP Desk Writer. Perfect for students. $450. Call
753-6937.
SUMMER Comput•r
Camp for Klds ages 6-14.
1 week long, 8-12AM or
1-5PM,$149. Call Hawkins
Research today and register. 753-7001.

Classified

CLEAF
sale
$10.00/
sizes.
$10.00
stairwal
cove t
more. P
mile frc
641. 45

FLOOR
selectio
Vinyl flu
398/sq
$2.00/s4
roils. Pr
$1.99/s(
stock S'
Salvagi
Hazel
498-629

MOTOF
steel to
pants,
Jerry's
402 S 6

2 SETS of double louvered
doors. Hardware included.
753-9355, please leave
message.
MARGAY race cart, rear T
Tiller, JD tractor, 2 ferrets
753-2171

1 pc
main
roof
Brigl
in si

Tobacco Workers Needed
7/16/97 - 11/15/97
7/19/97 - 11/1/97
7/20/97 - 11/10/97
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.68/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

A ti
•I give

Tobacco Workers Needed

'Brio!
*Solv

7/20/97 - 12/20/97
8/1/97 - 12/15/97
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.68/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

208
Mutt

Help Wanted
West Tennessee Manufacturing Plant
has position for Buyer-Planner.
Position requires a minimum of two years
experience in either production planning
or purchasing.
High school graduate required, some
business related college preferred.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
PO Box 610
Paris, TN 38242

Don't d
installat
beaukfu

EEO-AAP

200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi-Media Horne Computer 32MB/2.1GB w/15- M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999.00 Hawkins Research 753-7001.
8.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pin MEMORY.
FREE installation required.
Located 8 Inches east of
Papa John's Pizza 1304
Chestnut 753-7001.

(2)220 WINDOW air conditioners. (1) Kenmore portable dishwasher. (1) GE
electric dryer. 767-9711.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis- (2) 35LB deep tat fryers,
tols. Benson Sporting natural gas, $50 & $75.
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Double stack Blodgett comMurray
mercial oven, natural gas,
$300/both. (2) refrigeraCOMIC books, toys,
1 side-by-side $200, &
games, cards & tv related tors,
$50. (2) natural gas 75
items before 1970
gallon water heaters, like
653-5118
new, $150/ea. Apt. style
OLD& new G.I. JOE'S. Pay electric range with oven &
hood over, $75. Potato
cash. Call 753-7185.
peeler, $90. Electric 5 well
STANDING TIMBER- any steam table, $90. Commerspecies, large or small cial range, natural gas,
tracts. 502-753-2533.
$125. Queen size mattress
USED wheel chair. Must be & springs, good condition,
leather Reasonably pr- $100. Daybed, good condiiced 436-2749, leave tion, 5150. Chevrolet pickmessage.
up rack, $25. Can be seen
WANTED: Riding mowers at Dutch Essenhaus
that need work. 436-2867. Cafeteria. 753-2334, ask
for Calvin.

110

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-45S-4190

BOOK
14 pito
tapes, .
heel B
Penni
251-32

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 730 a.m.-5 pm.
Saturday Closed

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.

UNIQUE EXISTING
FRANCHISE- Part of a national chain rankedel in
category in a $12 billion
industry. Low overhead.
Will train interested party
Owner motivated to sell,
make offer. Call
800-955-4324 Eric.

120

PEOPLES First National Bank and Trust
Company has to offer for sale to the highest
bidder the following collateral:

BARB
vinyl.
489-61
leave i

Want
To Buy

Computers

DRIVERS- National Distributors needs non experienced drivers. Free
training. Train for 9 weeks
and get paid while you train.
No contracts. No tuition
cost. Must qualify. Age 25,
800-334-96T7.

MON.,

1.10

MURRAY Calloway County THE Playhouse Spa. Earn
Parks & Recreation Depart- $100 plus per shift. Skin
ment seeks park director. care therapy, stress reducBachelors degree in recre- tion. Attendants Paducah,
ation (or related field). Mini- call 442-2050
mum two years managerial
experience and high level
070
of administrative ability. ExDomestic
perience in property and
& Childcare
facility maintenance and
development is essential. ALL CLEAN- We clean it
ALL! Homes, offices, &
Salary in mid $20's com- even windows; For a tree
mensurate with experi- estimate call 436-5703,
ence. Closing date June leave message.
15,1997. Submit resume to
Ken Trice, M-CC Parks & CLEANING is my business
Rec. Dept, PO Box 224, Home or office. Call Linda,
Murray, KY 42071. Phone 759-9553.
(502)762-0325.
EXPERIENCED cleaning
OLSTEN Staffing Services. lady desires house cleaning
Murray area secretary position. 489-2443, after
needed for temp. 40hr 4pm.
week position. Skills recleaning & comquired: Proficiency in Ex- HOUSE
Call Lon
cel, Access, Power Point, mercial cleaning.
474-8340
MS Word 6.0 with emphasis on charts & graphs. WILL babysit in my home
Excellent
Mon-Fri. Have references.
P
502-744-8400. EOE WF/ 759-3366
ON No Fees.
WILL clean houses ReferPART-time store clerk. No ences Reasonable rates
phone calls. Apply in per- 437-4064
son at Stella Grocery, Hwy
121 N
100
Business
WILDLIFE/
Opportunity
CONSERVATION JOBS
FLOOR
Now hiring Game War- GROUND
dens, Security, Mainte- OPPORTUNITY nance, Park Rangers. No Launched May. Most lucraExp. necessary. For appli- tive payout in MLM history.
cation and info call Looking for leaders in your
800-299-2470, ext KY 111 area. Who do your know
who does laundry?
C, 8am-9pm, 7 days.
800-490-8516.

Country Home
Health, Inc.

AdvortIsees are requested
to check the first Insertion
of Mak ads for any error.
Murray Ldsi& Times will
be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion. Any srfar should be reported knmodiately so cornections
can be mode.

Vans

Heip
Wanted

Wanted

OTR Drivers
Experienced or Inexperienced Free
CDL Training Salary/Bonuses/Benefits
615-758-4778

470
480
485
490
495

050

tie*

Help
Wanted

ADVERTISING
MANAGER- Needed for
north central Kentucky
weekly and TMC. Challenging position leading a
six-person ad staff. Many
growth opportunities. Send
resume to George Jacobs,
Cynthiana Dernoczat PO
Box 160, Cynthiana, KY
41031

Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms Fe- .S:.- 1e

Cirri

11511

Notice

INVITATION TO BID
Republic Bank & Trust Co., 1201 Main
Street, P.O. Box 1111, Murray, KY 42071,
will be accepting bids on a 1990 Oldsmobile
VINO
Calais
Cutlass
1G3NK14D4LM711510 until noon,June 18,
1997. Mail bids to Carolyn Todd at above
listed address.

020

150
155
160
165
170
180
190
195..........
200
210
220

CALL 753-1916

020
Ina
Noile•

Legal
None*

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.00 Column Inch
en amount 2nd Run,

ANTI(
beds,
match'
table.

w•
WI

Jim K
Jay K
Mitch
Hwy
Tom

Murray-Callouxiy County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

Nursing Assistant/Restorative Aid
Full time position (7-3) and part time (73) available for experienced nursing
assistant with restorative aid skills.

Cars
"I

Registered Nurse, Surgery Dept.
Full time position, afternoon shift available. Must have at least one year OR
experience.

0.

Registered Nurse,-Emergency Dept.
Part time position, 3-11/11-7 shift available. Must have at least one year ER
experience.
For details contact:

Lyn Ryan, RN.
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319
Equal Opportunity
EmPtclYPr

MURRAY
CAIL:MAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murr.iy Krmtvicky 1707'

...ribs.

7
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY. JUNE
12, 1997

1,0

Attain
Far Sale

Arteles
Fie isle

•

ANTIQUE poster twin
beds, couch sleeper,
2
matching chairs, 2 end
tables, 5 horse law
n
mower. Call 759-4870.
BARBIES- porcelain
&
vinyl. Call Theresa
at
489-6147 after 6pm. or
leave message.
BOOKS $6 dozen, puzzles
14 price! S-ries, Sega,
ces,
tapes, movies. Buy 3 get 1
free! Booktrader, opposite
Penney's, Mayfield.
251-3233
BRASS lamps, very nice,
$40. Matching pair, Cincinnati Reds baseball jacket,
like new, $30. 759-3503.

ndiconGE
11
Ora,

$75
corngas,
era'a

75
like
style
n&
otato
well
Met-

5B

50

REPO BUILDINGS!- Factory has 2 all steel quonset
style buildings for immediate sale One is 45x50 Still
crated. Will sell for balance.
Call Bill 800-581-5843.
SEE us tot your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:30X40X10, $4,323,
40X60X14, $7,786;
50X75X14, $10,591,
50X100X16, $14,240;
60X100X 16,$16,707. Ministorage buildings, 30x160,
32 units,$13,944. Free brochures. Sentinel Buildings,
800-327-0790, extension
79.

320

Articles
For lab

llipirtieseas
For fleM

Illesellaneters

WOLFF TANNING BED
STan at howe. Buy direct
and
save! Commercial or hom
e
units from $199.00
Low
monthly payments. Free
color catalog. Call toda
y
800-842-1310.
ZEROX S614 office copi
er,
excellent oondiiton,
use $1,200 obo Call
753-2967 or 527-9131
155
ilipplanese
FOR sale washer & dryer
753-4684
160

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains Areas most
beautiful chapels. Cedar
mountain top,elegant whits
chapel, limo, honeymoon,
family cabins, fireplaces,
Jacuzzis, complete arrangements Christian Services 800-893-7274.
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN'- Be married in our
magnificent mountaintop
chapel surrounded by Pees
& awesome views of the
Smolees! Pigeon Forge!
For
reservations
8 0 0 - 7 2 9 - 4 36 5 .
http://www.msrchapel.com.
PANAMA CITY BEACH?Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort, $69 (1-4 persons)
Restaurant, 3 pools (1 indoor), suites to 10 people.
800-488-8828

1 & 2BR apartments
Stove, refrigerator, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, water,
trash pick-up & lawn care
provided Farmington
Square. Starts at $315/mo
plus deposit No pets
762-4483 or 345-2748 after
4917)

360

400

For Real
Or Lease

400

Yard Sale
Yard 64.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units evadable
753-2905 or
753-7536

Garage Sale
94 W. across from
Lynn Grove feed
store

ALS( off 16th &
MOM

Fri., June 13
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., June 14
7 a.m.-12 p.m.

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

1BR, nice, appliances turn
ished Coleman RE
753-9898
I OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

Everything
Yard Sale
1629 Farmer

AKC Golden Retrievers,
adorable & ready by June
1 ROOM efficiency near 15th First
shots & wormed
tieSU Partiaal utilities furn- $150 4362734, after 7pm
ished Coleman RE,
AKC
Long
hair German
753-9898
Shepherd puppies, 2 fe2- 2BR duplexes. 1300 males $150 753
-9270
Peggy Ann Dr, 411 N
5th. AKC Red
Dac
hsu
$300 492-8225
nd pups.
10wk old $200 each
28R, 1 bath with carport, 502 247-5119
appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up. $475/mo, lyr BEAGLE puppies, 3rno old
lease, Imo deposit No 2 male $30/ea 1 female
$25 489-2313
pets. 753-2905.

Lou of ems for everyone. boy clothes (ruin 04T, toys, playpen,
stroller, odd & ends,
lots & lois of goodies
•

Yard Sale

Wtckar chest. neural dune
cabinet, t.• can, clothes.
knick knacks, dubs% new
crafts shelves

Yard Sale
In Red Barn at By
Way of the Grapevine", 121 South to
Old Salem Rd., 1st
driveway on right.
Fri & Sat.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture, dishes, linens, rugs, clothing,
quilts, racket.

Yard

Sale
Home
Yard Sale
BUILDING SALE- 'Rock
1556 Whippoorwill CirOut 94 nest to
Fore
tell
ing,
Sat
urday Only
bottom prices Go direct.
cle,
Martin Heights
Oaks Estates
COUCH, $150. Excellent
Ends included. 21x30:
7
a.m.
-5 p.m
Fri.
&
(wa
Sat.
tch for signsi
condition. 759-9220
$2,788.00. 32 x40
Right on 299 (Kitt7:30 a.tit-4 p.m.
$4,766.00. 40 x60
Fri. & Sat.
sey Hwy.) left on
No Early Sales
180
$7,444.00. 46x 70
ROMANTIC CANDLEAntiques, collectibles,
464, left on Marigold
Lawn &
8
$9,988.00. Seale°
a.m
.-2
p.m
.
LIGHT WEDDINGS- Lafurniture, enamel table,
$15,466 00. 64x120
Lane, right on SunGsrdim
vishley decorated, elegant
Toys, collectibles,
metal trundle bed, king
$23,644.00. Many others. TANNING BED FACTORY CLAY
dro
p Lane, dead
full
serv
ice
Pots
chap
large & small.
el, special
wheels, 3 wheeler,
OUTLET- New & used
Pioneer 800-668-5422.
bed, doll & children furplain & decorative, straw- economical packages, 2BR, 1 bath wicarport, ap- CAIRN Terrier, 7mos old
end
s at yard sale.
Wolff Sunmaster, Puretan
dish
washers, doors,
niture, old games, lea,
berry pots, clay window honeymoon cabins, fire- pliances furnished, w/d AKC, spayed & housebroCLEARANCE items on Sunbeds
Baby & adult clothes,
All at factory boxes,
elec
tron
ics,
hook
ken,
kids
hay
up, $475/mo. 1 Yew
clothes, Snapper
$225 247-0648
azalea pots, con- places, ecuzzis, stay three
sale now!! Shutters prices to
glassware, waterbed,
public. $33 per crete
loader, etc.
lawn rnOWer, etc
planters, bird baths & nights fourth free. Gatlin- tease, 1 month deposit. No DOG
$10.00/pr. Awnings vari
obed
ous month. Call today for color mor
ienc
e
baby items & more.
clas
ses
pet
or
s.
bur
g,
753
e
-29
Coa
Ten
st
sizes. Masonite siding catalog:
05 or private Serving
nessee
to Coast Hard800-679-9678.
Murr
ay
17
7538007536
ware
933.
,
7464, 800-WEDCentral Shopping
$10.00/sheet. Pull down
years 436-2858
Yard Sale
RING
Center
stairways $25.00. Rubber TANNING bed, 2yrs old
5 Party
2BR Duplex in Northwood,
GERMAN short hair/ Engl
Multi-Family
cove base 25tft. Much Sunmaster 24 bulb Call KUBOTA
$40
Gar
0/m
age &
o.
759
94
-44
06
dies
E.
el
10 miles
tractor
ish Pointer rrux, 6wks old.
759-5708
270
more. Paschall Salvage, V.
B7100 HST, 4 wheel drive,
Yar
d
Sale
Garage Sale
out on kft
28R duplex. w/d hook-up, excellent hunting stock,
mile from Hazel on Hwy TAP
bk
CO 10'6 vinyl siding 1992 with low hours, 60'
Fri. & Sat.
central h/a, deck, extra wonderful pets beautiful
641. 498-6299.
Hom
es
For
Sale
Fri
deck
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
. $7,500. 753-7443.
brake. $450 obo
1507 Glendale
nice $425/mo. $425 de- puppies $100 Call days
7 a.m. - ?
FLOOR covering- Largest 492-8723.
753 1737, nights
RIDING lawn mower with 1980 24X70 HOLIDAY psoit Year lease required
Sat. 8 a.m.-?
121
to
Coldwater,
Fri., June 13th
double wide mobile home
selection in Tri-State area. THI
435 4635
436-5725.
Lots of clothes,
NKING OF A POOL?- grass catcher, Case 80, Call
north on Hammond
Vinyl floor tile, starting at
4354201
,
after
6pm
7 a.m. - ?
van
-drive $225 Call
Buy now & save big! Huge
purses,
28R duplex, stove & re- REGISTERED Border ColRd., 1/4 mile.
jewelry,
39c/sq ft. Vinyl flooring
19'x31' 0.0. Pool only 753-4136.
199
lie puppies Black &
3 16X60 CLAYTON frigerator Available Jun
brass items, baby
$2.00/sq yd off selected $95
Sat., June 14th
Glass leerier% stereo,
e
9 complete. Includes STEPPI
brown
15. $200 deposit. $27
&
rolls. Prefinished hardwood
NG Stones, land- 3br. 2 bath, central h/a
white
quilts 1 ituble welding nrg,
clothes,come & see
5
sundeck, fence & filter. sca
7
a.m.-12 p.m.
(502)354-8998
pe retaining wall blocks, Assume loan 251-0557, rent 489-2918.
$1.99/sq ft. Ceramic tile
liners pctures, clothing, anti4 years since Janice
100% financing! Profesin
patio stones. Assorted after 6pm
stock $1 19/sq ft. Paschall sion
ques
&
colect
ibies.
SHO
Wris
W quality Cocker Spa
ts,
Large size
2BR duplex, all appliances
al
Compton had a sale.
Salvage, V. mile from add installation required, sizes and colors. Also, pot- 1993 MOD
tools & crafts
EL 14X70, 2br, furnished, washer & dryer niel AKC tn-color, male
itional cost. Call ting
clothes, misc.
soil, top soil, peat & 2 bath
Hazel on Hwy 641. 800
on 2 larg
hookup, carport Calf 1'h yr old Champion blood
-759-6058. Limited cow man
ure. Play sand, Phone 753-72 e lots
498-6299.
line $375 767-0587
area.
54 or 753-7947
mulch & spagnum peat 3544-Party
8739.
avai
94 E. left on Van
lable. Coast to Coast
AVAILABLE IMMEDIWHITLOCK TRAILERSMOTORCYCLE helmets, 5'X8'
Gar
age Sale
Cleave go 3 1/2 miles
tilt- $299, 5')(10' tilt- Hardware, Central Shop- 1996 CLOSEOUT- 16X70 ATELY 1,2 & 3BR apartsteel toe work boots, Army $335,
2br,
ping
2
bath
Cent
men
er.
only
ts
Mur
$10
turn
121
6'XIO' tilt- $365,
-Cal Apart52
7 Dogwood
left on Carl
Yard Sale
pants, camping supplies. 6'X12'
down & take up payments
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Frt. & Sat.
tiltCrisp Rd.
Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Jerry's Sporting Goods, tandem $450, 6'4-X16' TORO Wheel Horse, 244 Qualified buyers.
Best Murray, KY 759 4984
7 ein.-?
$595 . H, lawn tractor, exce
(or)
Sat.
8
a.m.
402 S 6th St, Mayfield, KY. (901
Hom
-2
p.m
e
llen
.
Cent
t
er, Hwy 79 E, Equal
)642-8420
Housing
5 miles out 04 East,
condition, $2,000. Paris, TN.
641 N. to 1824 turn
Larg
e metal desk,
901-642-2210, Opportunity
Garage Sale
turn right onto Old
474-2485 after 7pm.
right on 464 go 3 1/2
ask for Jerry or Dennis.
tires, t.v., computer &
Newburg Rd., go 2
miles turn right on
78
3
N.
desk, daybed, chairs,
* ** *
28R trailer for sale.
miles, follow signs.
190
Carl Crisp Rd.
2 mi. approx, north
AVAILABLE July 1st. 2BR,
Mobile Home Roofs by
753-9866.
baby seat, Hi Fi
Rain or Shine
Sorn
edun
Fans
g
for everyone
of Airport.
2 bath with garage, central
equipment, clothes
Pro-Shield
Baby
Equipment
items,
BANK REPO: 1993 Bucca- heat & air, yard main
lawn
7
a.m.
tained
June 13 & 14
1 pc. rubber roof systems. Pre
and lots of misc.
mower, deer stand,
neer, 16x80, 3br, 2 baths, No pets, lyr leas
1995 WW 3 horse slan
vents leaks,
e More
(Sa
tur
day
Only)
maintenance free. Energy effi
freezer, jewelry & more.
items.
8 a.m. - ?
load trailer, front tack & vinyl siding, shingle roof, into, Rogers Enterprises,
$500 down & low monthly 753-5140.
roof rumble. Fully warranted cient. Stop
storage. 753-8625.
Boo
ks,
new
crafts,
for 10 years.
payments of $260. Maybe
new handmade quilts,
Bright white surface reflects
BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
Yard Sale/
4FT finishing mower. Bush- seen at Fox Meadow
the suns rays
2-1g.
s Mo- duplex,
floor
fans,
in summer reducing coolin
gara
hog
ge,
bran
stov
bile
d.
Mov
e,
Still
Hom
ing Sale
reunde
e
Park, Murray.
r warg cost.
pitcher, pump, yard or
frigerator, w/d, deck.
ranty, like new. Cost $1290 Call for an appointm
$1.89 sq. foot installed
405A Northwood Dr.
fruit tree sprayer, asent. Leas
e. No pets. 1706 Oak will sell for $1050. 502-753-3855.
sorted misc.
Sat., June 14
Four Star Mobile Home
hill Dr. $600/mo 753-7457
436-5272.
NEW
8 a.m. until It's gone
4
bed
roo
m,
Parts 8 Service
2 bath, FUR
NISHED room for rent.
FLY CONTROL- fly blocks, multi-section- only $1630
1 party just moved, one
492-8488
Kitchen, washer/ dryer and
pink eye mineral, fly sprays down & take up paymen
ts swimming
is just about to - we've
pool privileges
& tags. All at Farmers Far- Qualified buyers. Bes
t
got computer software,
Garage Sale
(Ivey, 759-2248
Home Center, Hwy 79 E, $225 monthly 753-7115.
household stuff, furniParis, TN. 901-642-2210, KENTUCKY
Lake, Laketure,
Barbie collections,
81
7
Bag
ask for Jerry or Dennis.
200
wel
l
land Wesdy Village, lbr
alter 2p.m many things
Sports
apa
rtm
ent
Blv
,
util
d
ities inOPEN weekdays till
will be tree
EfluiPmed
Reader & Advisor .g. •
off Glendale
7100pm, Saturdays till cluded, rent based on incom
e.62 & older, or handiA true Born Psychic: Gifted fro
81-18 Firearms has moved 6:00pm and Sundays
Thurs & Fri.
m God
'I give advice on Business. Marriage
to Wein, 767-9744. Pistols. 1:00pm till 600pm. Large cap 8 disabled. Equal
, and Love Affairs
Hou
sin
g
Opp
'Bring Your Problems to Me—
ort
8 a.m. - ?
uni
rifle
sele
ty.
s, shotguns, hunting
ctions of quality built
I will Help Solve
502-354-8888.
'Solve Them No Matter What You
ener
supp
gy
lies
effi
.
cien
t
hom
es.
r Problem May Be
Clothes clothes
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Don't Compare Me With Imitator
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
(kids to adult)
s
Inc., 2427 E Wood St.,
436-5650.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sun
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891. LOOKING FOR A PLACE
and much
day
TO LIVE! We have a coun
At the Dan Miller Auction
208 S. 12th Street
more....
RENT to own: 2br, 2 bath
Barn in Lynn Grove
For Appotritment Phone
try community in Hardin
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ky. From Murray Ky tak
Coleman RE, 753-9898
(502) 7674508
We have 2 & 3 bedroo
e Hwy 94 W to Lynn
m
apartments, with cool cenGrove. From Mayfield tak
e 121 S. to Hwy 1836
tral air. Lots of space & a
280
210
Sou
th. Follow to auction, watch
playground for kids! HandNoble
for auction signs.
Yard Sale
Carnival glass - pink depressi
icapped Accewsible. Equal
Homes For Rent
on piece - old meat platters - larg
Miscellaneous
e glass mugs - red
pieces - old water pitchers - 5
Housing Opportunity Call
gal. glass Jug - coo coo clock
1409 Dudley
$2.00 SALE now in prog- 2BR trailer. No pets. Refer- Hilldale Apts
- set of dishes - other
old glass 8c china - old cro
.
437
-41
13
w
advertisements - other advertis
(Behind Ledger &
ress!! Various items ences needed. Cal 7:30am-3:
ements -4 Seasons
Currier Ives coins - butter mol
30pm. TDDe
d - coke items - old corns - sing
Make Dad a hero!
storewide. Bring your truck 753-9866.
Times)
1-800-545-1833 Ext 287
le wardrobe - old
flat top trunk - large sleigh - very
old Primitive doors - old fire plac
or you will wish you had!!
Hen never forget
e mantle - old
nak
dres
ser
NIC
base
E
nice
1-2 & 3br apts or
Sat., June 14
100
dart board - nice wood dining
birthdays, anniversaries or Paschall Salvage, Y. mile
table w/6 chairs - round
oak table - 4 ladder back chai
3-4br house w/washer
from Hazel on Hwy 641.
rs
Bus
(2)
bie
&
s
electric cook stoves - (1) nice
special occasions with the 498-6299
7 a.m. - until
gas cook
stove w/double oven - microwave
dryer, furnished, near
.
Relies
oven - small kitchen appliances
- pots & pans
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
fros
t
free
ref.
auto
drye
all
r
hang
gon
ing
e
ligh
t
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE- table lamps - coffee & end tabl
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
stereo - picnic table - gas grill
es - color t.v. with remote - (3)
LIGHT OLD-FASHIONED
753-0606 after 5pm.
Only $39 for Lifetime
Furniture, dishes,
nice sofa's - odd
chai
rs
floo
r
lam
p - fans - radio - golf clubs - odd
WEDDING- Smoky Mounbed - odd chest & vanity Membership
tools, books,
straight chairs - little red wag
NICE lbr, 641 S. Utilities
tains near Gatienburg, overon - secretary chairs - nice
All Sins
office desk - file
cabinets 2 & 4 drawers - meta
furnished. No pets
clothes
looking river, horse-drawn
l shelving - folding chairs call
computer ready to
AN ailahle
492-8634.
to order
work - portable P.A.set & ticket
carriage, cabins, lacuzzi,
box - weight bench - metal door
s - elect. boxes
4 metal turbo vents - commerica
ordained ministers. No
TAKING applications for 1
l lights some new still in boxe
s
air
tests or waiting. Heardand
compressor
exer
cise
bike
- step ladder - nice Mantis tille
& 2 bedroom apartments
r - Push mower,some for part
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
fluorescent lights - small 4'
s -4'
Rent includes water, sewer
Garage Sale
plain - bicycle - chain saw
2 OFFICE or retail spaces & trash
- garden planter kerosene heater - old well pum
CARPET & FLOM COVE
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
disposal. Nice quiet
p
gas
floo
r
furn
ace - super nice 125 Honda thre
RING,—
available in downtown neighbor
wheeler late model with reve
2018 Carol Dr.
e
hood. 767-9037.
WEDDING- In the Smoky
rse. And much more.
Don't cheat YOURSELF when buying crepe Without
area. Contact Tony at
Auct
ion
held
Mou
nta
rain
ins
or
.
shin
Gatlinburg's 753-2552
e.
Not
installation, your carpet or other floor covering will not
resp
Fri
onsi
.
ble
Ju
for
ne
acci
13t
dent. Lunch Available.
.
h
look le
Uttle Log Chapel. Charmbeautiful and certainly will not last as long.
ing, romantic Borders na- 4 CAR garage 7537 a.m.-2 p.m.
We .atat ter wary owpw, Awl fit and hardwood
4509
tional park. A dream wedHome stereo,
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
ding to fit your budget. FOR Rent or lease:60x120
metal building, 2 overhead
Jim Knight
clot
800-554-1451. SCP.
hes, quilt
30 Yews Experience Tad, .4*, Rd. terse
doors & 2side doors. 510S 2BR, 14 bath townhouse
Jay Knight
rac
k,
almo
baskets,
st
new
$50
",1Iy Service' INtessef
0/m
o,
A
1mo
BRAND NEW- Wedding 4th St. 753-4790
Mitch Knight
OW, If l'tos"
or deposit, lyr lease.
anon
toys, seasonal deNo pets.
chapel, Victorian Gardens 753-3724.
Hwy. 641 - 11
/
2 Miles South of Murray to
7532905
.
Gadinburg, TN. Breathtakcorations, free
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.
*a kr
ing Victorian decorations,
28R, central gas h/a, $450
chest, etc.
Neon Beach
elegant lobby, elaborate
plus deposit. 753-5592
dressing rooms. Ordained
Mini-Storage
ministers. Free parking.
New Buildings
2BR, central h/a. New carPrices start $99
All Sizes Available
pet, paint & wallpaper
800-597-1371.
Noving Sale
Lease & deposit required.
753-3853
a-A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTNo pets. 753-0858.
In Almo, Kentucky.(From
1510 Johnson
Murray, Ky. take Hwy.
IAN WEDDING- Gatlin6.41 North
approximately 3 miles
3BR, 2 bath $350/mo.
to Hwy. 464. Turn right.
burg's original Chapel OFFICE space
3(10 mile to
for lease, 753-8292
auc
June 13 & 14
tion at the corner of Hwy.
(Since 1980). Photo- Walnut Plaza. 104
464 and 182,4. Watch for auc
N 5th St
tion
signs.)
graphs, music, flowers, li- 753-8302 or 753313R, 2 bath, fenced back8
a.m
9621
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
.-2
p.m
.
Thi
s
nice 60'x80' commercial met
mos, iticuzzi suites, fireyard
al constructed building with gas
, garage, references &
SMALL office space.
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
heat, roof vents, large air com
Furniture, refrigerplaces. LOVA walk brick
deposit required. 753-0859
pressor,(2) 14' overhead doo
753-4509 or 753-6612.
rs, city
wat
Re.
er
and
ator,
natural gas,bathroom and offi
Ed
cookware,
Taylor,
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
or 753-5214.
ce.Three phase electricity in
80 0 - 3 4 6 • 2 7 7 9
bui
ldi
ng,
com
mer
mis
cia
c.
l
wir
hous
ed,sitting on a 1.27 acre lot, ver
etiold
3BR in Panorama Shores,
Phone: 753-6910
y good access
HTTP://vAvw.gatiinburgch
from Hwy. 464 and 1824.
items.
$450/mo. Lease & deposit
apel
s.co
rn.
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
No Early Saks.
required. No pets.
Retail Space
CULTURED marble vanity
436-5663.
No Checks.
tops now reduced by 750
Available
4BR, 2 bath brick at 160
per inch. Single or double
9
immediately.
Wiswell Rd.$600/mo. Cen
basin. Precut fiberglass
tral
h/a. Available now. Col200
0
sq ft in
panels 50/each, perfect
eman RE, 753-9898.
for underpinning. Use
Bel Air Center
d
commodes, tubs & sink
7
ROOM farm house. 2
s
$100/set. Paschall Salstory, 1 bath, central h/a
vage, Y. mle from Hazel on
Stock barn for horses opHwy 641. 498-6299.
tional Coleman RE.
Terms:20% down day of auction. Bal
Fri., 13th
ance in 30 days with passing
753-9898
of
deed.
GATLINBURG AREA 7
a.m
.-1
Simple, yet elegant, tradiFor
1
mo
a.m
inf
m
.
a-3BR, appliances furn
orm
ati
on
an
d
you
r
auc
tion roma.,phone 435-4144
tional Christen weddings in
or 435-4011.
ished, 6139 St Rt 121
tIC Ark
sins IL_
Ladies & mens
Car
Victorian chapel surfing at
North. $450/mo. 7594696.
$129. Flowers, photo- 1BR,
clothes & shoes,
extra large duplex, HAZEL 3br,
graphs, honeymoon cabins applianc
1'4 baths, apes furnished, 1628 pliances
pictures,
baby
. washer & dryer,
or SODS available. Call toil Miller,
Dixieland Center
Ape" B. $275/mo. central Pita.
753-0113
clo
free 1188-4289996
Lea
thes & lots of
se, deposit
Terry Paschall - Broker
759-4696
.
& references. 492-5626
.
other stuff.
Da
Mil
n
ler - Auctioneer & Associat
Ii
e
•

15 Family Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Mrs. Ann r

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., June 14, 1997 10:00
a.m.

Looking for a unique
Father's Day Gift?

National Reminder Service

641 Storage

753-0175

753-5585

nig
i _h
- _t-

Dan Miller - Darrell Be
ane Terry
Paschall - Auctioneers

753-7728

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTAT
E

AUCTION

HALEY'S

Friday, June 20, 1997 • 5 p.
m.

Ugl9 Duck
LTA Rental and Sales

For Lease

Pt.
ailER

/ ALPINE.
•)ockrodrosciattx

Clarion

Call 753-4751

Yard Sale
901 S. 16th

Sem

Tapes

Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
....•11

Paschall Real Estate

401Pel
.
"
.
.."-...- INC

" 1";'

6B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

a.
•

420

530

AK)

Home
Loans
a CASH
FOR
-10MEOWNERS Credit
problems understood No
application fees
888 244 9908 Kentucky a
direct lender, not a broker
r3ebt consolidations, home
.mproverrients land conracts Bad credit OK

:ASH FOR HOME
OWNERS- Credit probrams understood Free ap,Lication! $10000 for $88 a
nonth $30,000 for $265 a
nonth $80,000 for $707 a
nonth 800-669-8947
iCapital Seekers APR
3 75% subject to change at
40 a month OAC
,:ASH- Immediate $$ for
,tr uctu red settlements and
tete,, id insurance claims
J C
Wentworth
300 386 3582
':ASH NOW' We purchase mortgages annuities
and business notes Since
1984 highest prices paid
Free estimates prompt
professional service ColoaI
Financial
800 842 1200 ext 58
CREDIT CARD DEBT'
Stop harassing phone
calls Eliminate or reduce
interest Cut payments up
to 50% Non-Profit consolidation Co 800-229 8027
TIRED OF YOUR
CREDITORS Free debt
consolidation Application
with credit services
800-755-1740, ext 114
430

1300 SO ft, 2br. 1 bath, 1995 YZF-600, excellent
central h/a, 1 car garage, condition, I0,XXX miles
recently remodeled 502 Vance & Hines exhaust,
Olive $52,900 759-4960 helmet & chatter box
$4,500 502-527-1583.
1400 JOHNSON Blvd 3br,
1 bath corner lot New 1996 YAMAHA RI 100 mocarpet in Nov '96, central torcycle Like new, ridden
gas heat/ air, lots of stor- less than 40hrs $1.200
age, fenced backyard obo Phone 753-3448, after
large patio, 24X30 de- 5Pnl
tached garage, garden
750 YAMAHA Maxim
spot 753-1490
$1,200 obo 436-5569
2YR old home,4 miles from
town 3N,2 full baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of 'Ron utimy
extras 753-4761
tieltkise
48R, 1', baths, 1200sq ft 1991 CHEVY SIO BLAZER
home in town Make offer in 4x4- Black with grey inter$50's Call 753-0443
ior, Auto, PIS, P/B, stereo,
A/C, 4 3 V-6, almost new
4BR, 3 bath house with ores Looks and runs nice!
fenced in back yard, on $6,350 00_ Phone
Tabard Dr in Martin 502-875-4050 Dealer
Heights Reasonably pr492-6200 or 1994 JEEP Grand Cheroiced
kee Laredo 4X4, white,
753-7688
loaded with leather. Very
BY Owner 1101 Fairlane nice. 753-7842, after 5pm.
Dr, 3br, 14 bath Central
heat & a/c, fireplace with
a90
insert, new roof & paint
Used
garage,
large
corTwo car
Cam
ner lot with concrete drive1981
OLDS
Cutlass
way, large patio with brick
wall 2.000sq ft Nice neigh- 436-5050
$96,000
borhood
1982 OLDS Cutlass, V-6,
759-9264
excellent condition, $700
BY Owner house & approx 435-4533, 753-4141,
3 7 acres Call 753-1126, 1982 OLDSMOBILE, great
after 5pm
shape $1,199 obo Call
759-4713 or 489-2116
BY owner 2117 Brookhaven Dr offers 3br, 2 bath 1986 NISSAN Pulsar WX,
5sp, sunroof, a/c, very dehome, den with wet bar,
pendable, 100,XXX miles
study, new central gas h/a
$1500 obo 492-8376, after
in 1996 Call 753-9512

5pm

Read
Estate
35 ACRES, Hwy 732. Calaway Co 1,175ft frontage
on 732, less than 5 min to
Irvin Cobb Resort
(502)436-5459

ESTATE Sale 3br, 1 bath,
in town garage, central h/a
with separate 1br rental
unit, $63,900 759-9932

NEW 4br, 2 5 bath home,
hardwood flooring throughout, vaulted ceilings, quality
FOR SALE: 10 plus craftsmanship throughout.
Wooded acres,5 minutes For private showing'
from Kentucky Lake. Ma- 753-9950am, 759-1828pm
ture trees private road, or 762-0009pm
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 Call 474 8704 NEW Dryvit home 3br, 2'a
after 5pm or leave baths By appointment
message
only 753-9950 am,
HALEY Appraisals Bob 759-1828 pm, 762-0009
Haley state certified Pm
759-4218
NEW home 1602 Tabard,
Martin Heights 3br, 2
KOPPERUD Realty has
baths, traditional design
buyers waiting to purchase
with contemporary open
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling. floor plan Call 753-0090
contact one of our courteous and profess,onal NEW home for sale by
agents at 753-1222 Of stop owner- 3br, 3 bath, double
by office at 711 Main St attached garage, large lot,
etc. etc $97,500 More
into Call Paris, TN Miller
435
Smith- 901-642-2077 days,
Lake
901-642-3437 nights
Property
FOR SALE: 10 plus NEW on the market Well
Wooded acres, 5 minutes maintained, 3br, 2 bath
from Kentucky Lake Ma- brick home with vinyl trim.
ture trees private road, Detached 24x24 garage
apprx 12 miles east of Mur- with vinyl siding Spacious,
ray, $40,000 Call 474 8704 fenced backyard with 21ft
after 5pm or leave wove ground pool and adjoining deck. Modern apmessage
pliances in kitchen. Residential area close to town.
Call for an appointment
753-7836

LOTS' We have the loca- NICE 3br home on extra big
tion,price & size to fit your lot Great location to Murray
lifestyle All w'city utilities Middle School & hospital
Contact Kenny or Valane Priced high $50's Call
753 9950 AM or 762-0009 753-1623
PM
OWNER Will Financewith 20% down See to
L50
appreciate Semi- country,
Farms
2/
1
4 acres, 3br, 14 baths,
For Sale
Irving, dining, kitchen, famMINI Farm for sale Build- ily room Barn with loft &
rig spot and 30 to 83 acres lean-to 40X60 shop 1'4
Clarks River Bottom land, acres fenced in $75,000.
$1500 acre Call 436 5099 502-382-2534
NICE Mini Farms Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

Say

Classified

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Central Florida Residential Property
Lake front and lake access lots for sale in Lake
County, Florida. Located on Pristine Lake Smith.
Near Leesburg, Tavares and Eustes. Only 58 miles
to Daytona Beach,40 miles to Orlando,43 miles to
Ocala, 58 miles to Disney World and 87 miles to
Tarnpa. Lake access lots start at $12,000 and lake
front lots start at $35,000. For information call
(5(12) 7534199 and ask for Jerry or Lovella.

Spring Construction Special!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.

rditiA;
.**4114Aboalbollimilwar- di& •-•trialialkalta4111.
,

Great location for
now and the future.

Locator Map:

:
MINA

Carelwood MSN1 COM

Call
502-435-4487
or
800-265-7786

•-••

1987FORD Taurus, low
miles, new a/c, new tires
$2,000. 437-4987, after
4pm
1987 LINCOLN Towne car,
locally owned/ lived in garage most of life. Very nice,
$4900 Call 753-8964,
1988 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 82,XXX miles, excellent condition. Call
436-2289
1988 OLDS Calais, maroon, a/c, am/fm cassette,
tilt, cruise, new tires.
$1,200 obo 759-5958.

1996 CHEVY tuck ext. •
cab, white, leaded, automate, law mileage, extra
clean Call 750-8061 or
753-0987, leave message.

OIS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

510

All Types Of:
Campers

Custom Woodworking

1988 REGAL Prowler camper 34ft, loaded, extra
clean Jonathan Creek
area $9,000 firm KY
354-8768,
Ml
313-563-0782

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom

1996 COACHMAN Mirada,
30' class A, roof air, N &
stereo, microwave, steer
safe stablizer, Ford EFI
460. Come look and make
me an offer 175 Old Newburg Rd. 759-0603.
520
Boats
A Motets
15' BOMBER boat, 1988
Mercury 80hp motor,
trailer, trolling motor, 2
depth finders, 2 batteries,
well kept. Call in the evening, 436-2486.
16FT aluminum Jon boat
with 25hp Johnson motor,
good condition. $1,395.
759-5170.
1975 MARK Twain, 18h
V-hull, Ford 302 V-8. See to
appreciate. $3,450.
753-2084.
1985 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Atercruiser engine_ Excellent
condition, low hours. Includes trailer. $6,000. Call
Bill 753-1222 days,
753-6620 evenings.

MURRAY (8ehox7 Bunny Broad)
753 5940

409 SUNBURY

1990 PROWLER Lynx
29'h ft long, loaded with all
the extras Like new condition. 753-0765

mb Brothers

Tree Service

5O2-36-5744
11.-800-5413-5.262
LICENSED & NSUEED Fret Esoadeased
24 Hr. Service
Hooted Triaiwaute
Tree Sproryorig
Tree A Sump
Removal

1990 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24ft
pontoon boat with 1989
Mariner 135hp motor. Call
753-9950 AM, 759-1828
PM.

Offered

•

3-0 DOZING, backhoe &
septic. Driveways, foundations. 502-437-4969.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,

Tree Trident*:
Gleam* Service
Fell ',Kg of

EquiPales"

Carroll
AUTOMOTIVE
Repair 759-3190
301 Ash St.

"Where Honesty & Integrity Still Count"
Mark Carroll
20% Disc. On Labor Only
WiAd Thru 6-30-97
Owner & Operator

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 438-4358.
MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. SHREDDED
MULCH, BOX BLADING,
ROTOR TILLING.
7534226, 753-4168.
MIDWAY FENCE Co.
Chain link & vinyl fence at
reasonable prices.
759-1519.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup and delivery
753-5668
MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560.
PARKER & Sons Excavating. Dozer service & gravel
hauling Free estimates
Phone 901-644-1709.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
experience. 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens. Mowing &
Yard Maintenance.
474-0107.
ROOFING- New roofs,
tearoffs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718
SHEETROCK HANGINGExperienced, reliable.
David Hillenburg.
492-8696.
STEVE'S Home Improvement All work guaranteed
759-8645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

Lm Mowing
Lime & Fertilizer
Spreading

753-7930
EXPERIENCED GARDENER Will maintain established landscapes on
year round basis. Known
throughout the area for extensive Horticultural knowledge 753-6265.
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots_ Gerald Carroll,
492,59
HANDYMAN Company
We do it all! Roofing &
siding specials. 474-8621.
HANDYWORK- odd jobs
wanted No job too small.
Just give us a call,
753-2388
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates 753-7860.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAWNS mowed. Riding or
push mowing. 753-4692 or
753-7771
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

WALLPAPER, borders &
paint. Interior/ exterior.
Honest, neat & professional. Over 13yrs experience Kelly's Wallcovenngs
Plus- 436-5603.
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding.
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592
WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9- 12, 1-5 Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted
753-0530
YARD mowing 767-0860

560

Free
Column
2 CALICO & 1 yellow &
white kitten Call 489-2446
FREE 6tt older model deli
meat case. Must be moved.
Needs freon 759-4492,
ask for Pam
FREE cats: 1 female short
hair, 1 male long hair Yellow & white 489-2446
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Classified

Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

B 6 S Trucking
6 Septic Tanks
eretkt New Septic Systems al
& Repairs
All Backhoe Wort & Hauling

(502) 474-8267

For your convenience
Murray Ledger & Times

is now accepting
Visa and Master Card

OH,
HEAR
DOE
6000

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,June

P

WV"

inhanila&
CD01.A.G i*VOCCTS
Ar

HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
Heating & Air Conditioning • Gas Piping •
New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co.
Fully Licensed & Insured • 14 Years Experience

stump removal, tree spray-

Arcoaire

1997 Silvered° p/u, V-8, scaping, mulch hauling &
automatic, loaded, long mulch spreading, gutter
Joel Herndon
Darren Parker
wheel base, 13,XXX miles, cleaning. Licensed & inKY Ltc. 0M03569 4125 Mill Creek tied
KY tic 11029111
KY Lie. *100123
$17,500. 759-4405 days, sured, Full line of equipCroadand
753-8820 nights.
ment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744, BACKHOE Service - ROY COUNTERTOPS and
1400-548-5262..
HILL. Septic system, drive- Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
son
A-1 Tree professionals. ways, hauling, foundations, with formica. Wulffs ReUsed
etc. 759-4664_
covery, Murray. 436-5560.
Stump removal, tree sprayTrucks
ing, serving Murray, Callo- BACKHOE Service- small CUSTOM BUILT wooden
1955 CHEVY p/u, step way County since 1980. jobs, driveways, box blade, decks, fencing, pole barns,
side, 4sp, canary yellow, Free estimates 437-3044 rottertilling, snow removal sheds, carports. Also repair
chrome wheels, new tires, or 492-8737.
753-0834 or 759-9835
& rebuild Excellent worknew break system, vinyl &
manship. Affordable rates
A&A Complete lawn Care
BACKHOE
SERVICE.
wood cover, all original
753-7860.
Mark Lamb 436-5791
BRENT
ALLEN
septic
tank
$3,200 obo. 436-5001
AFFORDABLE, quality, installation, repair, replace- CUSTOM bulldozing and
1966 FORD % ton camper
backhoe work, septic sysbuilding you'll be proud of! ment, 759-1515.
special, low mileage, good Residential construction,
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
BOB'S
Plumbing
Service.
runner, several new parts. remodeling, roofing, vinyl
Horace Sholar
$800 or best offer. Call siding, porches, decks, All work guaranteed Free
753-1134,
estimates
DANCERS
for your special
492-6185.
fencing, concrete & ma- 492-8584.
occasion 247-0573 or
1967 CHEVROLET 2 ton sonry. And home repairs.
247-3767.
grain truck with dump bed, Free estimates. 767-9118, BREAKING and tractor
tilled
gardens,
bushogging
DAVID'S Cleaning SerElite Building.
$1500. 435-4130,
and blade work Phone vices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sid1969 CHEVY swb, very re- ALL around hauling, junk 435-4465
ing, homes, mobile homes,
storable, $950 492-8475
clean-up, cleaning out
boats, brick driveways,
BUSH-HOGGINGgarden
sheds, tree work
parking lots, all exterior
1972 CHEVROLET truck
yard
tillinggrader
and
436-2867
cleaning, acid cleaning
w/rebuilt 350, $1700
blade work- front end
436-2088
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., loader work- yards mowed. available David Borders,
foundations, stabs, sOw- FREE ESTIMATES. Call Insured, Completely Moalks, driveways, buildings, POP 492-8530 or Gary bile, Phone 502-759-4734.
1988 MAZDA B2200, 5sp,
Cellular 502-853-1108
remodeling, repairs, AGC 753-0912.
air, grey, 82,XXX miles
certified 489-2214
DIVORCE $95, ADOP$1,700 753-8146
BUSHHOGGING, garden
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- & lawns rototilled. Haul TION $150- Complete pro1989 BLACK Chevy niture repair & custom
fessional service not a do it
sand, stone & gravel. Light yourself kit_ Call now for
Scottsdale 350, cassette, woodworking. 753-8056.
blade
work.
Jonesy
free information.
new tires & bedliner,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 437-4030.
502-638-0700, Affordable
$6500 753-8413
Factory trained by 3 major CARPET CLEANING. Law, Inc.
1989 DODGE Ram LE 150,
manufacturers. All work Emergency water removal.
67,XXX miles $3,870 obo
and parts warranted. Ask Expert furniture cleaning. ELECTRICIAN- FUR
753-9216
for Andy at The Appliance Pet odor removal. Free Es- ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
1992 DODGE Turbo diesel Works, 753-2455.
timates. LEE'S 753-5827. hookups, electrical mainte4X4, extra cab, auto,
nance and repair. Call anyloaded. $16,500 obo. APPUANCE REPAIR. All CARPORTS for cars and
brands; Kenmore. 30+ trucks Special sizes for time. Murray, 762-0001,
753-2479,
years experience. BOBBY motor home, boats, RVs cell* 519-1592.
1993 CHEVY Silverado, HOPPER, 436-5848.
and etc Excellent protecELECTRONICS INSTALswb. 350, V8, black, ultra
tion, high quality, excellent
UalON SPECIAUSTS DiAppliance Repair Service. value Roy Hill 759-4664
wheels, cd 753-9339
rect TV Satellite systems
Professional- Dependable
1993 F150 XLT, 1 owner, 502-767-9552.
from $129 DSS Satellite
COLSON Home Repairs. systems serviced and in46xxx miles 753-7275
Quality
Built
A
Home at Additions, garages, decks, stalled. Phone jacks added.
1993 FORD Ranger, ext affordable prices. Free con- remodeling, vinyl siding. Internet and fax jacks incab, CD player, sunroof, sultation & estimates. Call 20yrs experience. stalled. Cable jacks inground FX, bed cover. S&K Construction, 753-5592
stalled. Complete sales
Great truck with only 39xxx 753-7001.
CONSTRUCTION & end service on all types of
miles. 753-2316.
BACKHOE Service- small REPAIR- Free estimates. phone systems. Burglar
1996 5 TOYOTA Tacoma, jobs, driveways, box blade, Remodeling,fencing,deck- and security systems serv4wd. auto. 46.XXX,loaded
rotlerMling, snow removal. ing, plumbing & electrical. iced and installed. Chip
Veal, Owner 753-7567.
753-8625
753-0834 or 750-9636
489-2832,

498-8980

•
•
'•

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753-5827

ROOFING

THIS WEEK ONLY! Red, ing, hedge trimming, land-

gr.4...411.

below
Offered

Seivlose
Misted

LAMB BROS

1989 STRATOS, 200
Johnson, garage kept, excellent condition $8,500
436-5701

1992 SEADOO SP,
1990 PLYMOUTH Laser, $2,600. Double aluminum
5sp, loaded, 71xxx, sharp trailer, $700. 437-4723.
759-9220
1994 SEADOO, 3 passen1993 MAZDA 626 LX, ger. 436-5050.
black, loaded, new tires, 1994 STRATOS 201 Pro
brakes & tune up, 49,XXX Excel, 225 Evinrude, exmiles, good condition, ex- tended deck, ext. warranty
cellent gas mileage. Must Lots of extras. 436-5682,
sell. Call or leave message. after 6pm
753-4243_
1995 DAYTONA Tiger1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr, shark, 1994 Montego
white, 5sp, good condition
Tigershark, 1995 Double
Need to sell, best reason- trailer Call 753-9950
able offer! 436-6026, leave
1995 DAYTONA Tigermessage
shark jet ski with trailer,
1996 PONTIAC Grand Am, matching cover & life
deep metallic purple, air jacket Excellent condition.
conditioner, am/fm cas- Very low hours. Call
sette player, 9xxx miles, 753-7842, after 5pm.
$12,900
Call day,
800-354-8416, nite
530
800-354-8619.
Services
1996 TOYOTA Camry,
31,XXX miles, forest green,
5sp, am/fm cassette, a/c,
all electric. $13,500 obo.
(Book value $16,000 )
436-5001.

530
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13, 1997:
You are building more,in both your

domestic and professional life. Be
open to new concepts and styles.
Your determination not to back down
and to create more of what you want
marks this extraordinary year. You
are inspired by a partnership;share
ideas and career plans. If you are
single,a new relationship is a strong
possibility. You discover than relating takes interesting twists,and you
grow personally. If attached, you
will both be working toward a common goal. Share ideas, and be more
open.You might take on a new hobby.
LIBRA is fun to be around.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Approach work in an orderly
way: Clear your desk, return calls
and catch up on news.You might not
see eye-to-eye with a co-worker, but
you can find neutral ground. An invitation is heartfelt; make an appearance. Tonight: A command performance becomes fun!
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You determine much of what
is happening. Your inspired thinking impresses a boss. You receive a
surprising response to a money idea.
A call returned could lead to a unique
work proposition. You might end up
in the office longer.Tonight:Join coworkers at a favorite hangout.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your creativity and abundantideas impress others. You seem
to read between the lines and understand another's motives. Recognize
what you expect from a family member. Clear up work immediately;you
will want to take off early. Tonight:
Be frivolous.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Communications are hectic,
especially involving a joint financial
investment. How you perceive a
change is different from another. A
discussion is animated but decisive.
Return messages, and get as much
done as possible. Tonight: Enjoy a
quiet night at home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Handle money rapidly. A
partner surprises you with his unusual behavior. Once he explains
where he is coming from, though, it
makes sense. Creativity is high and
allows many positive work ideas.
Make calls later in the day.Tonight:
Head out and about.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are still on a roll. You
need to take a boss's suggestion; you
will be delighted with the results.
Use your high energy to clear your
desk. A moneymaking idea looks
good and will be worth the extra
energy. Take action on a love affair
or relationship. Tonight: It's indulgence night.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Much is going on behind the
scenes. You choose not to reveal everything you know. Follow your instincts. If necessary, let a loved one
know how angry you are. How you
express your feelings has a lot to do
with the results. Tonight: Wine and
dine the night away.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Use the daytime hours to
further a pet project. A friend takes
a strong stand; it is easier to deal
with people who are that clear.Talks
prove fruitful, and put a smile on
both of your faces. A family member
brings good news. Tonight: Mystery
draws others.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Maintain a high profile.
You get a lot done, though you will
find out rather quickly that another
disagrees with you. Of course, you
are open to hot discussions, especially ifit pernaita better ideas. Make
time for a work gathering. Tonight:
Spend time with good friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out for another.Plan
a key discussion. You are likely to
change your point of view. You feel
creative, intuitive and inspired; use
some of that energy. A "must" appearance cannot be postponed. Unexpected financial gains are possible.
Tonight: You are a force to behold.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Close relating opens doors
and allows you to visualize more of
what you want. The unexpected occurs with a child or loved one. Your
high energy is directed toward making money and succeeding. A key
talk needs to happen later in the
day. Tonight: Take ofP
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Follow through on your
more social and professional concerns. Emphasize success, and expound on ideas.Your popularity gets
an edge because you are willing to
listen to other's opinions. Not everything has to be your way. Tonight:
Plan romance for two.
BORN TODAY
Tennis player Bettina Bunge(1963),
actor Richard Thomas (1951), actress Ally Sheedy (1962)
eat
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Ten years ago
Frank G. Gilliam Jr., son of
Willie Belle Fatless of Murray
and Frank Gilli4m Sr. of Lexington, was awarded the Doctor of
Medicine degree from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine.
Faye Rogers, Donna Harris,
Susan Tarvis, Pam Shay, Margaret Yuill and Betty Boston are
new officers of Murray Business
and Professional Women's Club.
Mrs. Era Buchanan was honored at a dinner in celebration of
her 80th birthday on May 24.
Present were 71 guests.
Births reported include a girl to
Jeanne and Steve Bogard, June 5;
a boy to Sharon and Jeffrey
Green, June 6.
Twenty years ago
Published on June 11 is an aerial photograph of Murray Calloway County Hospital showing the improvements and
additions now under construction.
The photo was by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Murray State University Department of Education has been
awarded 552,00 from the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare to improve its program
for teachers of the handicapped.
Corinne Henry McNutt is retired as speech therapist from the
Murray City Schools. She was
presented a gift from the Murray
Board of Education.
Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, Mrs. Paul
Maggard, Mrs. Theodore Schlueter and Mrs. Henry Bila were installed as new officers of Ladies

TODAY IN HISTORY

Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Head Start
programs were started today at
centers at Almo, Faxon, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove and New
Concord schools.
Capt. Harold W. Wilkins, son
ot Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Wilkins of Murray, has been awarded
the Silver Star Medal in ceremonies at Phy Loi, Vietnam.
Ann Kay Sanders, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Sanders, is
one of 32 persons appointed as
summer missionaries by the
Home Mission Board of Southern
Baptist Convention. She has been
assigned to Central New York
state where she will be working
with Vacation Bible Schools and
other youth groups.
Forty years ago
The Calloway County 4-H
Boys team's demonstration on
"Livestock Conservation" by
Larry Rhodes and Robert Young
won in the Kentucky Boys Team
Demonstration Division at 4-H
Junior Week at Lexington.
Sandra Bedwell's general demonstration on "Freezing of Sandwiches" placed fourth. Also attending from here were Linda Lawson, Larry Dunn, Jimmie Dunn,
Ronald McCage, June Foy, Annette Palmer, Donna Ruth Grogan
and Janet Like.
Mrs. E.A. Tucker, Mrs. J.B.
Wilson, Mrs. H. Glenn Doran and
Mrs. Ronald Baird presented a
program at a meeting of WSCS
of First Methodist Church.

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 12, the 163rd day of 1997. There are 202
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 12, 1939, the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
was dedicated in Cooperstown, N.Y., on the 100th anniversary of the
day Abner Doubleday supposedly invented the sport.
On this date:
In 1665, England installed a municipal government in New York,
formerly the Dutch settlement of New Amsterdam.
In 1776, Virginia's colonial legislature became the first to adopt a
Bill of Rights.
In 1838, the Iowa Territory was organized.
In 1898, Philippine nationalists declared independence from Spain.
In 1937, the Soviet Union executed eight army leaders as a purge
under Josef Stalin continued.
In 1963, civil rights leader Medgar Evers was fatally shot in front
of his home in Jackson, Miss.
In 1967, the Supreme Court struck down state laws prohibiting interracial marriages.
In 1971, Tricia Nixon and Edward F Cox were married in the
White House Rose Garden.
In 1979, 26-year-old cyclist Bryan Allen flew the manpowered Gossamer Albatross across the English Channel.
In 1994, Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman were slashed
to death outside her Los Angeles home; O.J. Simpson was later
acquitted of the killings in a criminal trial, but held liable in a civil
action.
Ten years ago: President Reagan, during a visit to the divided German city of Berlin, publicly challenged Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev to "tear down this wall."
Five years ago: President Bush, addressing the Earth Summit in
Brazil, declared America's environmental record "second to none."
In a letter to U.S..senators, Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin said the
Soviet Union had shot down nine U.S. planes in the early 1950's and
held 12 American survivors.
One year ago: A panel of federal judges in Philadelphia blocked a
law against indecency on the Internet, saying the 1996 Communications Decency Act would infringe adults' free-speech rights. Senate
Republicans overwhelmingly chose Trent Lott to succeed Bob Dole as
majority leader.
Today's Birthdays: Banker David Rockefeller is 82. Actress Uta
Hagen is 78. Former President George Bush is 73. Singer Vic Damone
is 69. Actor-singer Jim Nabors is 67. Jazz musician Chick Corea is 56.
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come a long way in recognizing
the need to protect children from
sexual and physical abuse. It's
unfortunate that so little can be
done for the child who is verbally
abused, because as it stands —
unless a concerned adult steps in
to defend him — he is all alone.
•

DEAR ABBY I offer this truestory for your collection of acts of
kindness_
Toward the end of World War II,
my grandfather, Eugen Irtenkauf,
then 10 years old, lived in Salach, a
small village near Goppingen in
southwest Germany.
Every day, seven American P-51
Mustang fighters flew over the area
shooting at German soldiers. Because
they came so often and seemed t9 be
the same group flying over a War
zone, the German civilians called
them "the Lucky Seven."
One afternoon, my grandfather
was flying his kite in a field when the
Lucky Seven appeared in the sky. His
father yelled for his son to let go of
the kite and run. The son refused to
do so. One of the Lucky Seven left the
group and headed for my grandfather
and the kite. My great-grandfather
was sure that the pilot would kill his
son. Instead, the pilot dipped his
wings and flew on.
My grandfather has told me this
story many times. It has been his lifelong wish to meet this pilot.
Nly grandfather's address is: Herr
Eugen Irtenkauf, Austrasse 5,
Salach, Germany. 73084.
ERIKA AND HAM ISH HALL,TUCSON, ARIZ.
DEAR ERIKA AND HAMISH:
Thank you for a poignant addition to this column. I hope your
grandfather's wish comes true.
**.

DEAR ABBY: I was amused by
your column that dealt with the infantry in World War II using condoms to keep their socks dry. I have a
story that was told to me by my first
husband, who served in the 82nd Airborne during the war.
He told me that they were each issued a gross of condoms periodically
that they tied together in a rubberhand type apparatus, and that is how
they kept their trousers so neatly in
their boots.
EX-WIFE OF"GERONIMO" W.,
TORRINGTON,CONN.
DEAR EX-WIFE: This is news
to me. I once heard an anthropologist say that two things distinguish men from apes: our opposable thumbs and the ability to
invent tools.

have started with precisely one
spade, two clubs, six diamonds and,

therefore,exactly four hearts. It thus
becomes absolutely pointless to finesse against East for the queen of
hearts, since he has only one heart.
Instead, you focus all your attention
4V
Pass
on which heart East may hold,since
Pass
4 NT
5+
Pass
that is critical to the outcome of the
Pass
5 NT
6V
7
Pass
hand.
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
You reason that if East's heart is
a spot-card, West is sure to score a
Suppose you get to seven spades heart trick, regardless of how you
as shown and West leads the king of proceed. But if East's heart is either
diamonds. How would you play the the ten or the queen, the contract is
hand?
in the bag.
Accordingly, you cash the ace of
At first glance, it seems that the
grand slam depends entirely on a hearts, luckily felling East's ten. It
successful finesse against East for is now a simple matter to lead a
the queen of hearts. But if you're a heart to the nine with absolute ascareful declarer, you don't quickly surance that it will win the trick.
accept this canclusion and plunge Dummy's king of hearts and fourth
blindly ahead. Instead, you try to spade then take the last two tricks,
learn as much as you can about the and the grand slam comes marching
East-West hands before irretriev- home.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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ably committing yourself to what is
essentially a matter of luck.
So you win the diamond lead, ruff
a diamond and then draw trumps,
noting that West started with only
one of them. You next cash three
club tricks, discarding a heart as
West discards a diamond. This is
followed by another diamond ruff,
and when East follows suit you learn
that West's preemptive bid was
based on only a six-card suit.
At this point, West is known to

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have read that
excessive iron stored in the body can
lead to heart disease and that women
after menopause suffer more heart
attacks because they are not losing
iron in menstrual blood. Why is iron
added to so many products if it is
inherently dangerous?
DEAR READER: I'm afraid that
you are confusing two separate
issues. While it's true that iron overload can cause heart disease, this is
primarily a problem in patients who
lack the genetic ability to excrete
excess iron. For most of us, the
dietary iron we don't need is excreted
in the stool.
Post-menopausal women do show a
marked upswing in the rate of heart
attacks, but this is believed due to hormonal factors, not iron. In other words,
estrogen appears to protect women
from heart disease. When it is deficient
36 School report
(after menopause), the risk of heart
(2 wds )
attack approximates that of men.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Maria
39
40 Santa's
Iron is added to processed foods
R 0M
mode of
because children — and menstruating
transporA
A INCI females — often need more iron than
tation
0 they obtain from natural food.
JIiRH
41 — Lingus
Anybody with iron overload should
43 Sevareid ID
avoid supplemental iron. (This diag44 Spanish
P RIME'R
nosis is made by a blood test.)
article
45 Classic
However, for the vast majority of
stories
adults, some additional iron in the diet
47 "Let — —
is not harmful.
(Beatles)
Whether a person should - or
50 Lights out,
should not — avoid iron supplements
51 —of Olay
54 Wrong (pret )
is an issue that should be addressed
0A
55 Mr Haggard
with his or her family physician.
56 Collection of
0
DEAlt DR. GOTT: I'm a thin 46facts
6-120 1997 United Feature Syndicate year-old female with fluid retention in
57 Edible seed
my stomach. Both my doctor and my
58 Goose genus
gynecologist have tested me extenuncanny
59 Uncooked
for one
5 Indian prince
(abbr )
sively, including ultrasound exams.
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but have found nothing wrong. Could I
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Rush film
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DEAR READER: I judge from your
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(old TV show)
20 Court
question that you believe your prob2 Mountain
9 Strike
21 Simone on
ending
10 Mr
"NYPD Blue" lem to be excess fluid in your
Parseghian
3 — Minor
22 Artist's stand abdomen, causing a prominent belly.
4 More
11 Colin Powell.
24 — upsideIf this were the case, however, the
down cake
ultrasound exam, would have shown
4
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7 8
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presence of such fluid — which it
the
26 — Oyl
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did not.
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27 Hawaiian
birds
While it's true that cirrhosis (liver
17
16
29 Ireland
scarring) does cause ascites (abdomiUUU
31 Cover
nal fluid), this and similar ailments.
33 Look with
as ovarian cancer, should have
such
amusement
25 ilill
37 Org for Tiger been evident in the blood tests and
ultrasound that you had.
Woods
dIU
38 Hunt's "Mad
Therefore, I am at a loss to explain
30U31
About You"
your symptom. except to say that fluid
co-star
35
34
is not the cause of your distension. As
42 Chamberlain
an alternative diagnosis. perhaps your
ID
45 Cereal spikes pouchy belly is caused by abdominal'
II
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il
46 Glide through fat, a common consequence of aging
ill
41
43
the air
in men and women who are either
47 Demon
slim or overweight.
48 Stalemate
Return to your physician for confirII
49 Youth org
ii
Edo
50 Decimal base mation. Maybe all you need is some
reassurance that everything's OK —
52 — — pinch
53 —
and some special exercises, such as
enforcement
sit-ups, to strengthen your abdominal
55 Mother
muscles.
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DEAR CONCERNED: Your
concern is valid. Your wife's inability to control her temper can
have lasting effects on your son's
self-esteem. Children form their
sense of worth from messages
Iverhal and nonverbal) their parents give them. When a parent
tells a child he's an idiot, stupid
or an ass, that is how he will perceive himself. On some level he
will blame himself for the abuse.
Unless something is done now to
break this cycle, as your son
grows up he may be unable to
shrug off the guilt and sense of
inadequacy his mother is placing
on his shoulders.
The label for what your wife is
doing is "verbal abuse." It may
take psychological counseling for
her to learn to cope with her temper in a more appropriate manner. I urge her to seek it.
You didn't say how long the
verbal battery has been going on,
but if the pattern is well-established, counseling is also in order
for your son. Our society has

Assembling All the Clues
South dealer.

...OH, HI, CATHY. SORRY TO
HEAR YOU'RE LEAVING US...
DOES THAT CHAIR HAVE
GOOD LUMBAR SUPPORT'

DEAR ABBY I am deeply concerned about my 9-year-ofd son's selfesteem. My wife is constantly yelling
and calling him names over trivial
things. She is a perfectionist. so anything not perfect is cause for a verbal
assault.
A recent example is a misplaced
39-cent natepad. My son was called
an idiot, stupid and an ass in her
tirade. I feel this cannot be good for
his emotional well-being, but I am
unable to stop her She becomes irate
uv hen I even suggest that she is less
than a good mother. She does not do
this ill public. but I still think It is
hurlini tu, lily son's self-esteem. She
lit,
eS the same sort of thing with me,
hot It had counseling to deal with
it What can I do for my son?
CONCERNED DAD
IN BATAVIA, ILL
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Winter wheat harvest up 8 percent despite concerns
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Agriculture Department today estimated the winter wheat harvest
for this year at 1.6 billion
bushels, 8 percent more than last
year despite fears that a late
freeze would slash production.
The forecast came as producers
in Texas and Oklahoma were beginning to harvest their crops.
Forecasts for both states - 103.6
million and 135 million respectively - are records.
The overall winter wheat

QUALITY

IL

I

harvest in 19% was 1.5 billion
bushels.
The department also projected
a corn crop of 9.84 billion
bushels, unchanged from last
month's forecast and up from
9.29 billion bushels in 19%. If
so, it would be second only to the
10.1 billion bushel crop in the
fall of 1994.
The soybean harvest was forecast at 2.6 billion bushels, unchanged from the May forecast
and up from 2.4 billion bushels

D VEHICLES

1997 Chevrolet Silverado
Sports Appearance Package, 5.7 liter, red with grey leather,
$20,458
less than 1,000 miles

1997 Ford F-150 XLT
Green and silver two-tone, automatic, 11,000 miles, new truck
$16,498
trade

1997 Chevrolet S-10
Extended cab, LS decor, 17,000 miles, alloy wheels, dark
cherry with charcoal cloth, one owner, new truck trade

$12,697
1996 Toyota Camry LE
Ruby pearl with grey cloth, 13,000 miles, full power, automatic.

$16,986
1996 Dodge Dakota
4x4 extended cab, V-8, automatic, SLT decor, chrome wheels,
$15,984
29,687 miles

1996 Toyota Camry LE
$16,856

Dark green with beige cloth, 26,000 miles

1996 Chevrolet C-1500
Extended cab, V-8, automatic, 26,000 miles, alloy wheels,
$16,786
white with blue cloth

1996 Oldsmobile Ciera
Burgandy with red cloth, full power, 34,000 miles, new car
$10,936
trade

1996 Chevrolet Tahoe
4x4, LT package, burgandy with grey leather, towing package..

$28,653
1996 Chevrolet S-10
Extended cab, V-6, automatic, burgandy with charcoal cloth,
26,000 miles
$13,598

Bathroom graffiti

causes plane to land
NEW YORK (AP) - An
"alarming" message on the bathroom wall of a Madrid-bound Delta flight with 170 passengers
aboard caused a scare early this
morning, forcing the plane to
land at Kennedy Airport.

1996 Chevrolet S-10
Extended cab, LS decor, 19,000 miles, V-6, 5 speed, light blue
metallic
$12,346

"You just can't take any chances
these days."
He said a passenger had seen a
message on a all in one of the
bathrooms and notified the pilot.
"It was alarming enough that
he thought he ought to land the
plane at JFK and have things
checked out," Mariano said.
He would not disclose any information about the message that
caused the landing and would not
call it a bomb scare.
Mariano said he did not know
what time the Delta L-1011 left
Atlanta or when it was due in
Madrid.
FBI officials could not immediately be reached for comment.

No device was found on Flight
108 from Atlanta, but the Federal
Bureau of Investigation was holding the plane until it could question all the passengers, said Sgt.
John Mariano, a Port Authority
spokesman. He did not say how
long that might take.
"Every little thing we're
gonna check. And we should
check everything," he said.

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!
Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

1996 Chevrolet C-1500
Silverado, 5.7 liter, automatic, red with grey cloth, alloy wheels,
26,000 miles
$16,783

than the previous year.
Nonetheless, prices for all
wheat are expected to be lower
because of less demand and larwe
inventories. The department projected a season price of $3.75 a
bushel, down from $4.35 a bushel
a year earlier.
lithe corn crop is realized, the
department forecast prices at
S2.45 a bushel, down from $2.75
a bushel in 19%. The price for
soybeans was projected to be
S6.30 a bushel, little changed
from last year.
The department forecast a
sorghum crop of 665 million
bushels, down from 803 million
in 1996, when growers switched
to the grain after their wheat

last year.
Planting of both corn and soybeans is nearing completion, but
farmers report that cool, wet
weather was hampering growth.
Winter wheat, a major source
of flour for breads and other
baked goods, accounts for about
three-quarters of all U.S. wheat
production. Farmers were expected to harvest 40.8 million
acres, up from 39.7 million a year
ago.
But despite the increase in the
winter wheat forecast, the overall
wheat crop for the year is expected to be smaller because of
less spring-planted wheat. Total
production is projected to be 2.3
billion bushels, 1 percent less

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon Fn

(Cooper

7.5, Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE

TIRES

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

fields were spoiled by drought
and insects. Sorghum prices were
estimated to be $2.20 a bushel,
compared with $2.35 a bushel a
year earlier.
The latest forecast eased fears
that the late freeze would curb
the winter wheat harvest in western Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
The 135 million bushel forecast for Oklahoma was well
above the 125 million bushel
forecast in May and the 93.1 million bushel harvest in 1996. The
103.6 million bushel forecast for

British lawmakers
vote for handgun ban
LONDON (AP) - The families of 16 children slain in a
school massacre praised British
lawmakers after they voted overwhelmingly for a bill to outlaw
all handguns.
The Firearms (Amendment)
Bill, drawn up after gunman Thomas Hamilton shot and killed the
children and their teacher in the
Scottish town of Dunblane in
March 1996, passed the key second stage in the House of Commons by a vote of 384-181 Wednesday night.
Thanks to the new Labor government's solid 179-seat majority, the bill's passage through two
more stages in the House of
Commons appears assured.
"It will in general no longer be
possible to practice handgun
sports in the mainland of Britain," although the country will
still host some international
shooting events, Home Secretary
Jack Straw said.
Alison Crozier, whose
daughter Emma died, said the ban
"is cold comfort, but at least it's
just some way to ensuring that it
doesn't happen again." Other parents agreed.
Prime Minister Tony Blair,
who led the Labor Party to victory in May 1 national elections,
told Parliament before the vote
that lawmakers "owe a moral re-

1995 Toyota T100
4x4 extended cab, light grey with grey cloth, 28.000 miles, SR5
package
$17,349

1995 Mitsubishi Eclipse GS-T
Red with grey leather, CD, alloy wheels, 18,000 miles

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

$14,468
1995 Pontiac Bonneville
Dark blue with blue cloth, 53,000 miles, one owner, new car
trade
$10,987

1995 Chevrolet Corsica
$8,856

Green metallic with grey cloth, 20,000 miles

1995 Mercury Sable GS

CURRENT

Leather, CD, alloy wheels, silver, one owner, new car trade

$10,987

RATE

1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Two door coupe, red with charcoal cloth, alloy wheels, SL
package
$10,987

1995 Chevrolet Beretta

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

White with blue cloth, automatic, cassette, air, 33,000 miles

$9,184
Iii

1995 Ford F-150

4.65% 5.55% 5.35% 5.40%

INTEREST

4.70% 5.63% 5.42% 5.47%

UNITED

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

COMMONWEALTH BANK

Eddie Bauer, white with tan interior, alloy wheels

A FOC*. Sa,ongs Ban&

$9,856
1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Emerald green with grey cloth, 53,000 miles, alloy wheels,
Laredo package
$15,897

1994 Chevrolet Beretta
Black with grey cloth, one owner, 5 speed, air, cassette, 38,000
miles
$6,854

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo 'toms Cash & Carry
Good Thru 6/18/97

YERS umber Co.

1995 Acura Integra
White with grey leather, special edition, alloy wheels, 33,000
miles
$14,898

1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo

500 South 4th, Murray

LS package, green with grey cloth, 26,000 miles, full power

(502)753-6450

$13,653
1994 Mercury Cougar XR7
49,000 miles, burgandy with burgandy cloth, alloy wheels

$9,843
1994 GMC Jimmy
Four door, SLE package, royal blue with blue cloth, 25,000
miles
$12,897

1993 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

VINYL-CLAD

Limited edition, beige with beige leather, alloy wheels, 51,000
miles
$12,983

Self-Storing

1993 Oldsmobile Cutlass
SL package, four door, white with charcoal cloth, 51,000 miles.

$7,938

• Solid Wood Core
• Heavy-Duty Weatherstripping
• Maintenance-free Exterior
• Available in White
• 32" x 8V' and 36" x 81"
• Five-Year Warranty!

1993 Oldsmobile 98
Regency package, one owner, new Olds trade in, beige with
beige leather
$9,846

1992 Chevrolet Caprice
Green grey metallic with grey cloth, one owner, 64,000 miles....

$6,956
1990 Chevrolet 454SS
Black with burgandy cloth, 67,000 miles, sharp

$9,874

Pt-PP'EsifY
2420 E. Wood St., Paris •642-3900
1-800-325-3229

'99.99

Model 298-SS
TOYOTA

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.
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sponsibility to the victims of
Dunblane and their families."
"That is the reason why we
have sought to bring forward this
legislation," he said.
Once through the House of
Commons, the bill will be debated by the House of Lords, Parliament's unelected upper chamber. If approved there, it will be
presented to Queen Elizabeth II
to be signed into law.
The bill extends the more modest tian that former Prime Minister John Major's Conservative
government passed through Parliament in November. That bill did
not outlaw .22-caliber handguns,
although it said the handguns
could only be kept at gun clubs.
Members of the main opposition Conservative Party and some
Labor lawmakers attacked the
proposed law.
"The proposals in this bill are
unnecessary, unfair and expensive," said Conservative spokesman Michael Howard.
Labor lawmaker Austin Mitchell complained that the bill
"doesn't do anything about illegal weapons, which are a major
problem."
The ban "is simplistic and will
not work; it will not prevent future tragedy. You can't legislate
against madmen," said Michael
Yardley, a spokesman for the
Sportsmans' Society.
Two days ago, lawmakers approved compensation for the
owners of large- caliber handguns, which under the previous
legislation will be banned starting
July 1.

Two Mozart
operas found
NEW YORK (AP)- A music
history professor has discovered
parts of two operas he says were
written by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, raising the possibility
that other works by the composer
have yet to be found, The New
York Times reported today.
University of Northern Iowa
professor David J. Buch made the
discoveries last year in the archives of the City and University
Library in Hamburg, Germany.
Among Buch's finds was a
score that had been taken to Russia at the end of World War II
and was recently returned.
Mozart's contributions were to
the little-known Viennese operas
"The Philosopher's Stone" and
"The Beneficent Dervish."
"The Beneficent Dervish" had
been attributed to Emanuel Schikaneder, who commissioned
"The Magic Flute."
Buch unearthed the Mozart
link to the operas while researching a book about supernatural and
fairy-talc operas from the 18th
century. He is publishing his
findings in the Cambridge Opera
Journal in November.

EARN
6.10%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
ClIARGES APPLY.

FARM
BUREAU
Also Available As I.ItA,

"Whatever it takes we want to be your car or truck company."

ICC:7
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Texas was unchanged from May
but up from the 75.4 million
bushel harvest a year earlier.
The Kansas crop is forecast to
be 363.8 million bushels, up from
the 342.4 million bushel forecast
in May and 255.2 million bushels
in 1996.
In another report, USDA estimated a record orange harvest of
12.9 million tons, up 10 percent
from a year ago and 9 percent
larger than the previous record of
11.8 million tons in the
1979-1980 crop year.
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